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Introduction 
The present work is composed of papers written at 

various times. While some of these were pub!ished in the 
learned journals, others are revised versions of  the papers 
presented at seminars in the country and abroad. The pur- 
pose of bringing them out in the present emended form is 
mainly to stimulate further research on topics of vital 
importance pertaining to Kashmir history. The aim is not to 
take up these topics for discussion with a view to a r r i v i~g  
a t  conclusive interpretation. As a matter of fact, a humble 
beginning has been made to focus attention of scholars on 
such problems as need fuller investigation at the level of 
historical reconstruction in research. 

Though a narrative style has been adopted in the second 
chapter, i t  opens to  the reader's view an important watershed 
in  Kashmir history viz., the Mughal conquest of I<ashmir in 
1586. It wil l  be seen that long before the advent of the 
Mughals Kashmir was well known as a centre of great learn- 
ing and culture. The Mahayanist Doctrine of Buddhism was 
born and developed in Kashmir. The fact that Buddhism 
spread in Central Asia as a result of the activities of Kashmiri 
teachers in the Kushan period is too well ltnown to merit any 
special mention here. As regards Kashmir's contribution to  
the Sanskrit learning, it was enormous. For centuries 
Kashmir was the home of great Sanskrit scholars and at 
least one influential form of Hinduism, Saivism. found 
"some of its eloquent teachers on the banks of the Vitasta." 
During the Sultanate period (1 320-1 586). Kashmir gave a 
new dimension to the Islamic mysticism (Tasawwuf) in the 
form of the Rishi movement started by Shaikh Nur-ud- Din 
Wali I t  is due to the influence of his ideas that the orknta- 
tion of an average Kashmiri Muslim is Sufi to a remarltable 
degree. Tlie Sufi concern for humcn brotherhood beyond 
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the bouncls of the closed religious group has always been 
important to the Kashmiri Muslims as it is in our own days. 

The Sultanate period in Kashmir is generally known for 
the cultural achievements in the fields of arts and crafts, 
archilecture. calligraphy, music, literature, poetry and paint- 
ing. But more than that it was marked by the emergence 
of regional and culture personality consciousness; the two 
great %ashmiris of this period, Lalls Ded, a Hindu yogini, 
and, Shailth Nur-~daDin Wali, a Muslim saint may be descri- 
bed as the fountain-heads of the ideology which in our own 
times is beginning to develop in the form of Kashmiriyat. 
The leasop why the concept of Kashmiriyat could not grow 
tully and remained dormant until the dawn of the present 
century may be explained in terms of misrule and oppression 
which marked the greater part of Kashmir history from the 
end of the sixteenth century to  the beginning of the 
twentieth century. 

I t  was the Mughal conquest of Kashmir in 1586 which 
ultimately brought about the decline of a high standard of 
cvlture that Kashmir had achieved under the Sultans of 
Kashrnir. Why wasn't there any intellectual activity of a 
creative nature during the Mughal period in Kashmir ? Why 
d;d the I<ashmiris become ease loving and lose the martial 
qualities 7 How is it that the Chaks whose number was 
considerable and who not only fought the Mughals to a 
finish. but proved themselves to be the great patrons of 
Kashmiri culture, disappeared suddenly from Kashmir's ethnic 
history 7 How is i t  that the once dominant Muslim ruling 
famiiies of the Magres, Dars, Rainas and Bhats took to  
ogricultule after the Mughal occl~pation of I<asllmir 7 How 
far did the Kashmiris identify themselves with the Mughal 
cultule ? Did the l<ashmiri loss his personal identity as a 
result of the Mughal conquest ? What was the reaction of 
the dominant sections of Kashmir society, other than the 
ruling class of the Chaks, to the Mughal occupation of 
Kashmir '.' Why did Kashmiri poetry or literature not develop 
under the Muqhals 7 Why were Kashmiris not recruited in thg 
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Mughal army ? Did the Mughal rule bring about any salutary 
reforms in the field of revenue administration ? What was 
the composition and character of the nobility in Kashmir 
under the Mughals ? Unfortunately, all these and other 
questions that have a close bearing on the Kashmiri of toeay 
have seldom received the attention of historians. 

One of the main results of the Mughal invasion of 
Kashmir, however, seems to have been the gradual rise of 
the Kashmiri Pandits to key posts in administration. The 
revenue collectors of the Mughals were mainly the Kashmiri 
Pandits. Pandit Tota Ram, for instance, acted as the Peshkar 
in the reign of Akbar. Pandit Chandra Bhan served as a 
Personal Secretary to  Prince Darq Shikoh. During the Afghan 
rule in Kashmir again the Pandits rose to very high positions. 
Pandit Nand Ram Tiku rose from a humble position to the 
high office of the Diwan of Kabul. There were several other 
Pandits who shot into prominence during this period. 
"Almost every busines,~ and occupation in the setvice of the 
higher orders under Pathan Governors," wrote Baron Hugel, 
''was transacted by Brahmins."l An important consequence 
of this development was that from this period onwards the 
Kashmiri Pandits began to play a crucial role in the political 
affairs of Kashmir. Pandit Birbal Dhar, who held a very high 
office under the Afghan rulers, was instrumental in bringing 
about the down-fall of his Afghan patrons and the eventual 
establishment of the Sikh rule in Kashmir in 1819. The 
Pandits extended a warm welcome to the Dogras when 
they spread their tentacles in Kashmir after ousting the Sikhs 
from power in 1846. During the Dogra rule the Kashmiri 
Pandits acted as Prime Ministers, governors, heads of 
departments, Maharaja's secretavies, inembers o f  the Durbar, 
the State Council and the Prajha Sabha. More than 90 per 
cent of the posts in the revenue, educational and other 
departments of the State were monopolised by the Kashmiri 
Pandits. They were so well entrenched in the adrninistra- 
ation that the Dogra rulers found it impos~ible to displace 

* Aurenc_zct: was, howsver, willing to recruit Kashmiris in his army. 
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them. Thus, when Maharaja Prztap Singh, began to shower 
favours on the Punjabis, the Pandits raised the issue of 
mulki and non.mulki. The Pandit agitation started over this 
question resulted in the appointment of the State Subjects 
Defintion Committee soon after the accession of Maharaja 
Hari Singh in 1925. The definition arrived at by the 
Committee was accepted by the new Maharaja in 1927. It 
was thus by forcing the government to  define a genuine 
State Subject that the Pandits succeeded in showing exit to 
the Punjabis in the State service and thereby continued their 
monopoly of the seivices. 

In fact, the Pandits were the pamperzd subjects of the 
Dogra rulers and, therefore, they formed the main prop of 
ths government. The emergence of an extensive class of the 
Pandit landed aristocracy after 1846 contributed a great deal 
to the miseries of the bulk of the peasan,ts who were almost 
hundred per cent Muslims. It is no surpsise, therefore, that 
when in the 1930's the peasants and the other working 
pzople of the Muslim population of Kashmir rose in rebellion 
against some extreme forms of exploitation and oppression, 
they were dubbed a s  communalists by the Pandits. "A 
popular mass movsment," writes Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, 
"especially in Kashrnir with 95 per cent Muslim population, 
was bound to be predomir~antly Muslim. Otherwise it would 
not be popular and would not affect the masses. It was also 
natural that the Hindu minority of 5 per cent should not view 
it with favour, both from the communal and the middle- 
class point of view."'a No wonder, the Pandits strongly 
reacted to the movement; their immsdiate reaction was that 
of a rabid communal group which brought to the forefront 
the Hindu-Mgslim problem in a vehement form for the first 
time in Kashmir history. 

It should, h3wever, be borne in mind that what was 
coming up in the Valley in the thirties was not just dis- 
content of the u r b ~ n  and the rural massss; nothing indeed is 
more central to Kashmir's contemporary history than the 
upsurge of the formerly long-subordinat~d Kashmiri culture 
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of the mass of the population against the age-long domi- 
nation of the Brahmans. The consequences were immedia- 
tely apparent; the emerging prob!ems of regional identity and 
culture personality in the thirties and the sgbsequent politici- 
zation of the question offer interesting insights into the 
dynamics of the Muslim politics of Kashmir. The evidence 
considered suggests that it is futile to loolc for a sirnple 
explanation of the origins of identity either in the historical 
conflict of Hinduism and Islam. or even the so-called 
colonial interest in Kashmir. The July uprising of 1931 may 
have aggravated communal tension and given Musiim belli- 
cosity a sharp political focus but it does not explain the 
origin of the popular movement. 

The third chapter focusses on the problem of transition 
from the medieval to the modern period in Kashrnir history. 
It will be noticed that the widely fashionable practice of 
dividing Indian history into ancient, medieval and modern is 
not only conventional and arbitrary but even unhistorical. 
The chapter brings to  light the fact that although periodi- 
sation is generally found convenient by historialis investi- 
gating issues of all lndia significance, it may prove an 
incovenient tool to  historians engaged in the study of regions 
at micro level. Thus the cr,;cial issues raised by the regional 
studies are much more complex, and have to  be fathomed 
convincingly. 

In the following chapter an attempt has been made to 
analyse the sources of the Sultanate and the Mughal periods. 
As is well known, Kashmir is the only part of the sub- 
continent where the tradition of writing history existed even 
before the advent of Islam. With ,the foundation of the 
Sultanate in Kashmir many learned men from Persia and 
Turkistan began to pour into the Valley. They brought with 
them the Persian and Central Asian tralAitions of historio- 
graphy. Thus a good number of Sanskrit and Persian 
chronicles were written during the Sultanate pe:iod. A 
careful reading of thsse historical record.;, I~owever, reveals 
certain neglected t~ut l ls which are relevant to our own times. 



An;:ng the Sanskrit chroniclers of the period like Jonaraja 
and Srivara, for example, one finds a good deal of concern 
for the preservation of the Brahman's identity against the 
onslaugllt o i  cultural forces which came in  the wake of 
Islam in I<ashmir. Did the I<ashmiri Brahmans succeed in 
preseiving their identity ? Our answer to this question is a 
big YES. I t  is true that there is a remarkable affinity bet- 
ween Hindus and Muslims of Kashmir in their social life in 
some respects, yet, in many aspects of their cultural life 
there exist fundamental divergences between the two 
communities. Prof. 'T. N. Madan rightly points out that in  
Kashmir "we are faced with a situation of dual identities and 
of  dual social  order^."^ 

In the domain of politics the Pandits have always 
acted as a closed group. This is why their political role has 
remained reactionary particularly from the July uprising of 
1931. So long as the Muslims remained in  political back- 
water, the Pandits did not raise the Hindu-Muslim question; 
but with the growing political consciousness among the 
Muslims O F  Kashrnir, the Pandits felt a great challenge to 
their age-long supremacy. They feared that any change 
in the status quo might bring about 'Muslim rule'3 in 
Kashmir. Consequently, the Pandits who formed the only 
middle-class intelligentsia of the Kashmir society, directed 
all their energies towards safeguarding their class interests. 
The emergence of the Kashmiri Muslims on the political 
ma;, of the sub-continent forced them to move in two 
direclions viz., communal and secular. While more than 
99 per cent of the Pandits opposed the popular movement 
tooth and nail, an insignificant number of the Pandits like 
Prem N3th Bazaz decided to support the Muslims. However, 
the role pjayed by the "secular" Pandits too, proved to be 
far from satisfactory. Bazlz, for example, was a great 
influence on Shaikh Muhammad 4bdullah and, although 
the conversion of the Muslim Conference into the National 
Conference was brought about by the political sagacity of 
the latter, i t  wa: in no small msasure, the outcome of the 
influence of B a r . 3 ~ ' ~  p 0 ~ 3 i f u l  wiitings and his clos3 
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association with the Kashmir leader. But i t  remains to be 
seen why Bazaz who played an important part in laying the 

the foundations of secular nationalism in I<ashmir, later 
turn2d to be an arch enemy of the National Confererice. 
Not only did Bazaz join hands with the enemies of the 
National Conference after 1940, but he even did a lot of 
academic propaganda against Shaikh Abdullah so as to 
tarnish his towering public image. Whether Bazaz's role 
in  Kashmir politics since 1931 has been that of a 'national- 
ist', a 'Pakistani', a 'socialist', 0; a 'reactionary' masquerading 
in the guise of a 'secularist' is a question wcrth studying; 
nevertheless, the course of development in his political 
thinking suggests particularly one significant conclusion- 
that his political role was always strong enough to induce 
mutual conflict in the Muslim community of Kashmir. This 
is not only proved by his writings but also by the fact that 
the Mir Waiz family of Srinagar always enlisted the support 
of Bazaz in order to regain the position i t  had lost in Muslim 
society of Kashmir owing to the emergence of Shaikh 
Abdullah. Thus, while in the pre-independence period, 
Bazaz supported Mir Waiz Muhammad Yusuf Shah's 
demand for the integration of the State of Jammu and 
Kaslimir with Pakistan, in the Assembly elections of 1977 
he pitted Mir Waiz Moulana Muhammad Farooq against the 
National Conference so as to pave the way for the success 
of the Junta Party in Kashmir. I t  is interesting to note that 
the main item on the agends in the meetings presided over 
by Bazaz at the Miz Waiz's house during the elections was 
how to bring about the downfall of Shaikh Abdullah." 

I t  ought to be remembered that the National Confer- 
ence was founded by Shaikli Abdullah with the hope of 
winning over the Kastlmiri Pandits. However, it remains a 
fact that the Pandits attitude towards the National Confer- 
ence always remainzd one of hostility. The exhortations of 
Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru to the Pandits to join the National 
Conference did not have any considerable effect. And even 
such Pandits as joined the National Conference towards tlie 
end of tlie Dogra rule proved themselvas to be lukewarm 
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in their support to the party leadership. In fact, the Pandit 
pub!is opinion was always moulded by the daily Martand, 
whic'l represented the Pandit point of view in Kashmir. The 
Ma~ta ; -  . ' ~ lways  doubted the motives of Shbikh Abdullah 
and not unoften, his nationalism came in for carping critic- 
cism in the paper. The paper was deferential in  its tone 
and expected Maharaja Hari Singh to  bestow favours on 
the Pandits for being loyal to hirn. The 'New Kashmir 
Manifesto' issued by the National Conference in 1944 also 
became the butt of attack in a series of articles in  the 
Martand; the main reason for this opposition being that it 
aimed at putting an end to the feudal privileges enjoyed by 
the Pandit landed gentry during the Dogra rule in I<ashmir. 

There i s  yet another side to the picture. Ever since the 
beginning of the political movsment, the Kashmiri Pandits 
have been constantly raising the bogey of threat to their 
cornmunity at the hands of the 'majority community' in 
Kashmir. As a matter of fact, imaginary fears continue to 
be expressed in the various of f~c ia l  publications of the 
Pandit organizations in and outside the State. There can 
b? no denying the fact that during the last five decades or 
more the Pandit leadership has always been on the look 
out for an opportunity to strike a blow against the centuries 
old secular traditions of Kashmir. Thus as early as the 
beginning of political awakening in Kashmir, the Pandits 
not only drew closer to the policies and ideals of the Hindu 
Mahasabha, but they even sought the support of other Hindu 
communal organizations of northern India from time to time. 
The radical land reforms introduced by the National Con- 
ference government in 1950 were interpreted in communal 
terms by the Pandits and their supporters in Jammu end 
New Delhi One of the main arguments raised was that the 
reforms were directly aimed at the Pandits. Though the 
Central Government was not against the spirit of the re- 
forms, i t  did not approve of the manner in which the re- 
forms were implemented. Sardar Patel's group particularly 
was greatly alarmed by the radicalism of Shaikh Abdullah. 
It is, therefore, hard to contest the view that Shaikh Ab- 
dullah's explusion from powar in 1953 was m3inly the re- 



sult of a conspiracy hatcheci by those Pandits whose inter- 
ests in the land were affected by the promulgation of the 
Big Landed Estates Act of 19507. 

The Pandit agitation over the voluntary conversion of a 
Pandit girl to Islam in 1967 also bears an eloquent testi- 

mony to the fact that Pandit leaderships role in Kashmir has 
always been against the larger interests of tile country. NO 
less anti-national has been the role of the national press fed 
mainly by the Pandit correspondents; its editorials, articles 
and news concerning Kashmir have often loolted a t  things 
with jaundiced eyes by magnifying the problems of the 
Pandit community. So great has been the effect of the 
Propagandist activities of the Pandits that even a seasoned 
p3litician like lndra Gandhi was forced to remark recently 
that the 'minorities' are not safe in K a ~ h m i r . ~  

It will thus be seen that in spite of their numerical in- 
significance, the Pandits have not only made their presence 
felt in the arena of national politics bu t  even now seem to  
guide the destiny o f  the Kashmiri Muslims. True that the 
politics of the Pandits is the politics of certain vested 
intereit5 i t  has, nevertheless stood i.1 the way of emergence 
OF the Kashmiris as a monolit l~ic political group. The Pandits 
phobia regarding their property, l i fe  and religion have only 
served to strengthen the revivalist and the separatist forces 
in Kashmir in recent years. The growing popularity of the 
lslami Jan~iat-i-Tulabba among the rduslim youth may be 
described as a chain reaction to the onslaught of communal 
forces in the Kashmir politics One need not feel surprised, 
therefore, why in a mammoth Friday gathering at Hazratbal 
recently Shaikll Abdullah felt constrained to openly criticise 
the inimical activities of 'Hindu commualists' in and outside 
the State against the Muslims of Kashmir. 

The Kashmiri Pandits conception of  themselves as a 
distinct political, religious and cultural group also seems to  
receive an added support from the historical literature 
produced by them in the modern period. In these works a 

* 28 May, 1982. 
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conscious attempt has been made to show that the Muslim 
rulers of Kashmir destroyed the temples, forcibly converted 
the Pandits to lslam and built mosques and shrines on the 
debris of the Hindu temples. Among these works Dr. R. K. 
Parmu's History of Muslim Rule in Kashmir (Peoples Publish- 
ing House, 1969) deserves special mention. Dr. Parmu who, 
paradoxically enough, has been commissioned by the present 
Government of Kashmir to write the history of the Dogra 
rule and the freedom movement in Kashmir is the classic 
example of a Pandit historian writing from the point of view 
of a Kashmiri Pandit. He describes the entire period of the 
Sultans of Kashmir as an "a1 ien government."S To him the 
Sikh rulers appear to be the saviours of Kashmir since !heir 
comir~g to power "turned the tide of history . . . A new and 
revolutionary order of society and administrative system 
came into being." One fails to understand what Dr. Parmu 
means by "a revolutionary order of society."1° Commenting 
on it, Prof. Mohibbul Hasan remarks that it "is clear that by 
'a revolutiona!y order of society' what Dr. Parmu means is 
that henceforth the Kashmiri Pandits establish their domi- 
nation over the rest of the population of Kashmir."ll I t  may 
be added that Dr. Parmu's expression of his sentiments 
denotes the creation of a pawerful group of the Pandit 
landed gentry in the Sikh a;id the Dogra rule in  Kashmir 
which for over a century squeezed and fleeced the vast 
multitude of the agriculturists and artisans in Kashmir. 

Islam's success in Kashmir as a social force has not been 
accepted by the Pandit historians. Most of them tend to 
perpetuate the false notion, on the basis of stray references 
in the chronicles, that lslam spread in Kashmir as a result of 
the "fanatical zeal"'? of Mir Ssyyid Muhammad Hamadani 
and a batch of his Sayyid followers. Dr. Parmu puts forth a 
strange argumgnt that Mir Sayyid Muhammad "decided to 
employ a l l  those militant methods which are associated with 
the title of ghazi (Sic !) " I V e  even goes to the extent of 
saying that Islam was embraced by 'the Hindu community' 
mainly o ~ i n g  to "their cowa*dics and pusillaminity. Most 
of them co~ard ly  embraced lslam simply to be allowed to 



exist in the land of their birth, while a large number 
committed suicide. When their religion, culture, life and 
liberty were in danger, they should have made a common 
cause and offered united resistance when they predominated 
numerically. We are told that only the Brahmans resisted 
long and in ccnsequence were tormented and tortured with 
the result that only a couple of thousands were left behind 
to preserve and maintain ancient religion and traditional 
culture. 0 ther castes, who out-numbered the Brahman 
community exceedingly, failed to make any sacrifice. It is a 
very sad commentary on the state of social and moral degen- 
ration and degradation which had by this time generally set 
in Hindu society in Kashmir.14 ((Italics mine). 

It would thus follow that a highly caste-conscious 
Brahman historian of  our own times continues to vent spleen 
on the "degenerated" and .'degradedu Hindu ancestors of 
the great bulk of the present day Muslims of Kashmir for 
accepting Islam. There can be no better examples of 
c~mmunal  trends in Indian historiography than those found 
in the works of the traditional pen.pushers (ahl-i-qalam) of 
Kashlnir. Unfortunately, the Pandit histor~ans tend to  gloss 
over the fact that the conversion of Hindus to Islam in the 
Sultanate pzriod was actually the revolt o f  socially oppressed 
people against the domination of high-caste Brahmans. 
Though this problem ought to be investigated fully, a few 
observations may be made here on the basis of a careful 
examination of the source material : - 

(I) There is little doubt that Mir Sayyid Ali Hamadani, 
his son, Mir Sayyid Muhammad Hamadani and their disciples 
visited many villages of  Kash,nir to conve\/ the message of 
Islam to the masses. But considering the fact that there 
wore barriers of linguistic communication between the 
Sayyids and the common man in the Sultanate period, it is 
doubtful whether tiieir objective of converting the entire 
population of Kashmir was realized in their own time. How- 
ever, their missionary activities did undermine the very core 
of the Bratlm~nic society. This is evident from ths fact that 
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no less a person than Lalla Ded, a Hindu ascetic, became the 
chief exponent of Islamic monotheism in Kashmir. Lalla's 
rejection of idolatory and her tirade against the Brah~nanical 
supremacy in popular languags instead of reforming the 
corrupt Brahman society actual'y served the cause of lslam in 
Kashmir. This explains why Lalla's verses are still on the tip 
of  the tongue of a common Muslim in Kashmir particularly in 
the rural areas. Not only that, Lalla's greatest eulogists have 
baen Muslim writers so much so that she has been described 
as 'Rabia Sani'15 in the chronicles. 

We should not 3130 be oblivious of th3 fact that what 
came into the villages from the minds of remote teachers 
like Sayyid Ali Hamadani did not vanish in thin air with the 
latter's departure from Kashmir. Not on1 y Lalla, but it was 
also Shaikh Nur-ud-Din WalilG, who maintained, what in 
anthropolog\cal terms, may be described as an interaction 
b:tween the Little and the Great Tradition. When we are 
called upon to study the history of lslam in Kashmir, we 
must remember, that it is in reality a history of civilization of 
which the village culture was the most powerful expression. 
Thus the greatest exponents of lslam in Kashmir were the 
Rishis who represented both traditions. In the time of 
Akbar17 and Jahangir there were about 2.000 Rishis in 
Kashmir. It is they who carried the message of Shaikh 
Nur-ud-Din Wali from home to home. Even in our own times 
some wandering Rishis are occasionally found in Kashmir, 
but considering the fact that Islam has already spread in the 
nook and corner of the valley, the Rishi movement has gone 
into oblivion. Unfortunately the study of the social organi- 
zation of the Rishi tradition has often escaped the notice of 
historians with their stereotypes about conversions. 

(11) The mystical teachings of Lalla Ded and Shaikh Nur- 
ud-Din Wali were more in tune with the Kashmiris basic 
spirit than the doctrines of the Shariat of Islam. The study 
of Shaikh-Nur-Din's sayings stlows that gradually 
Shariat itself in his thought came to be modelled more 
closely on tasawwuf and adopted a more tolerant attitude 
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towards living traditions of  the people. In  fact, the success 
of lslam in Kashmir was not only due to its rational nature, 
but also due to  the tolerance and readiness of saint mission- 
aries like Shaikh Nur-ud-Din Wali, and for that matter even 
Mir Sayyid Ali Hamada~i to accept outside influences. That 
the Muslim saints did not always insist on a tot31 and imm- 

ediate abandonment of a l l  old habits and traditions is evident 
from the fact that Mir Sayyid Ali Haniadani allowed the 
faithful to recite the Aurad-i-Fathiya aloud after congre- 
gational prayers in the mosques. The essence of this litany 
lies in its emphasis on the various names and attributes of 
Allah. It can be inferred from the psychological behaviour 
of the Kashmiris that they must have frequently visited the 
mosques whenever the Aurad was rjcited in a chorus by the 
neo-converts. It is, therefore, not surprising that the 
drummers of the temples realized that the more dignified 
manner of propitiating Godl8 was not in flattering the vanity 
of the Brahman priests but in surrendering one's own self to  
the Almighty through the recitation of Aurad-i-Fathiya. 
Even now Kashmiri Muslims are sien reciting the Aurad in 
mosques with folded hands in a state of spiritual ecstacy 
which speaks for the local influence on their mode of prayer. 
Such a practice is abhorrent to the Muslimsl%ho hsve 
come under the influence of the Ahl-i-Hadith movement. But 
only a careful analysis of Kashmiri Muslims religious tradition 
reveals that Islam's victory in I<ashmir was effected more by 
the Kashmiris urge to experience the Divine in terms of love 
and not as a mere abstraction. In other words, lslam 
developed a resilient tradition o f  its own in Kashmir which 
fostered and developed first under the guidance of Mir 
Sayyid Ali Hamadani and later under Shaikh Nu;-ud-Din 
Wali and his disciples. 

(I II) It is not correct to reinark that Islam's success in 
Kashmir was sudden and spectacular owing to the policy of 
persecution adopted by Sultan Sikandar towards the Hindus. 
Some writers lend credence to the tradition that only elevei 
families of the Hindus 5urvived in Kashmir as a resuit of 
Sikandar's iconoclasmP". Even if one agrees that the Hindus 
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suffered the trauma of dislocation, forced conversion, and 
violence in the time of Sikandar, one caslnot be blind to the 
fact that such a policy finally had only a nullifying effect. 
since Sultan Zain- ul-A bidin, the liberal-minded son of 
Sikandar, completelv reversed the policy of his father. Zain- 
ul-Abidin not only allowed the converts to return to their 
original faith (Hinduism) but he even went to the extent of 
popularising Hindu religion. I t  was on account of his 
eclecticism that he earned not merely the title of BudShah 
"the Great King", but the contemporary Sanskrit writers even 
elevated him to the position of Vishnu i n ~ a r n a t e . ~ ~  

(IV) Islam's triumph in I<ashmir may alsr, be explained in 
terms of the process of acculturation There i s  a strong 
reason to believe that the culture o f  the masses in the 
Sultanate and the Mughal periods was undergoing an ilnper- 
ceptible change of  which they were not themselves aware. 
The process of acculturation i s  testified to in the sources. 
Intermarrizges, for erample, were corrrr,on in the early phase 
of Islam in Kashmir. Such practices, though disliked by the 
outside visitors. seem to have been prevalent due to several 
reasons. First, even after their conversion to Islam, the 
converts did not part with their old habits and custorr~s, nor 
do they seem to  have severed connections with their rel- 
atives The close contact of the neo-convetts and their kith 
and kin leading to the intermingling of two different cultures 
must have accelerated the process of acculturation. This 
explains why I(c?shmiri Muslims were not generally considered 
to be good Muslims. Jahangir could not distinguish bet- 
ween Hindus and Muslims of Ka~hmi r . *~  Aurangzeb called 
the Muslims of Kashmir irreligious (be ~ i r ) 2 ~ .  Not surpri- 
singly, mpst of the European travellers of the nineteenth 
century Kashmir remarked that there was much in common 
between the religious practices of the two divergent groups. 
Seconllly, ths Shariat laws, though enforced by Sultan 
Sikandar. could not be followed striclly after his death 
owing to the sezularisation of  administra: ion by Zain-ul- 
Abidin. Added to this is the fact that the Brahman domi- 
nated Hindu society had not developed cultural institulisnq 
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and practices based on a sound religious ideology which 
could have worked as a bulwark against the forces of 
acculturation. This explains why Jonaraja remarks in 
disgust : "As the wind destroys the trees, and tlie locusts 
the shali crop, so did the Yavanas destroy the usages of 
Ka~hmi ra . "~~  The mass of Hindus were primarily cultivators, 
with much of their mythology associated with earth. They 
were animists with rituals honouring nature spirits. The 
strong involvemerrt in life seems to have propelled them to  
embrace lslam which was also presented as an earthly 
religion by the Sayyids and the Rishis. 

(V) We should not make the mistake of assuming that 
lslam was embraced in Kashmir by the Hindus alone. 
Though Buddhism bad already shown signs of decline, it, 
none-the-less, continued to be the creed of a considerable 
number of people in Kashmir on the eve of the advent of 
Islam. The very fast that Buddhism held its ground in 
Kashmir even after the establishment of the Sultanate is 
shown by the construction of ~ i h a r a s ~ ~  by Sultan Zain-ul- 
Abidin in the country for his Buddhist subjects. One of the 
influential members of the Sultan's Council was a Buddhist, 
T i laka~harya.~~ In Husain Shah's reign we hear of the 
discussions of the Buddhist priests with the Sultan.27 What 
transpired between Husain Shah and the Buddhist priests is 
not known; however, the mutual discussions between the 
followers of lslam and Buddhism reflect tlie desire of the 
spiritually thirsty people to Imow ths religious truth. This 
also explains the fact that Rinchana, a Buddhist prince of 
Ladakh, was the first Buddhist to embrace lslam in Kashmir 
under the influence of Sayyid Sharaf-ud-din (Bubul Shah), a 
Sufi saint of Suharwardi order, after a good deal of enqui~y 
after the truth. Rinchana became the first Muslim ruler of 
Kashmir and adopted the name of Sadr-udadin on the advice 
of the saint. However, his conversion should not be treated 
as an isolated case; nor should we regard it as a matter of 
political expediency.?' In medieval times i t  was the personal 
decision of the chiefs that usually determined the collective 

action of groups or clans. It can therefore be safely inferred 
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that a considerable number of the Buddhist followers of 
Rinchana must have also embraced lslam after their chief's 
conversion and his elevation to the high office of kingship 

Thus the triumph of lslam Jn Kashmir in the fourteenth 
and the fifteenth centuries should not be described as an act 
of miracle performed by Sayyid Ali Hamsdani or a s  a mere 
demonstration of force displaved bv Sultan Silcandar; i t  was, 
in  essence, a natural revolt of human heart against the cold 
formalism of ritualistic Brahman priests. I t  was a manifest- 
ation of an attitude of mind and heart towards God and the 
problems of life by people who had be2n receptive to new 
religious influences from times immemorial Islam, with its 
warm mvstical vearning after union and fellowship with 
Allah, nowhere, found a more su'table soil in which to thrive 
than Kashmir, where the very atmosphere was charged with 
a deep religious craving to know God from agss past, with 
the result to-day a great bulk of the population of Kashmir 
is under the influence of various mystic orders. This my- 
stical dimension of lslam has, in the Valley of the saints 
(Piri waer), provided a philosophy of life to the rich as well 
as the poor who continue to flock to the local saints' shrines 
so as to elevate their soul and fortify it rather than devote 
themselves to the study of favourite hypotheses or systems 
of the fundamentalists. 

The present discussion on the continuity of tradition in 
Kashmir will not be complete if we do not attempt to  answer 
the question as to how far the Muslim mind of  today has 
been influenced by the writings of Persian chroniclers. It 
wi l l  be seen that the latter have eulogized the activities of 
such men in Kashmir history as fought against the non- 
Kashmiri domination. Thus Haidar Malik attributes the down- 
fall of Mirza Haidar Dughlat to the revolts o f  the Kashmiri 
nobles against his tprannical acts. One of the remarkable 
features of Haidar Malilc's work i s  the author's sense of 
local patriotism which i s  implicit in his account of relations 
of the Chak Sultans with Akbar. The author of Baharistan- 
i-Shahi also reveals t is mind by glorifying the activities gf 



the Chaks against the Mughals. The exteat to which the 
persian chroniclers have influenced tile Kash.ni. i mind may 
be judged by the fact that the Srinagar Doordarshan had to 
televise a Kashmiri film on Habba Khatun not less than a 
dozen times at the persistent demand of the public. Even 
now the Srinagar television continues to receive lttters to 
this effect. The central idea of thz film i s  that Akbar was 
not only treacherous in his dea l i~gs  with tile I<nshmiri free- 
dom fighters, but he was also an in3perialist to the core, who 
enslaved the Kashmiris by destroying the independent 
character of the 'Kashmiri Nation'. No wonder, Yusuf Shah 
has been described as a 'national hero' o f  I<ashmir wt,o 
fought the 'Mughal imperialism' in order to save the honour, 
integrity and independence of Kashmir. It is also significant 
to note that in recent years Shaikh Muhammad Abdullah 
paid a special visit to Patna so as to pay his hom~ge  to the 
'great sons of K a ~ h m i r ' . ~ ~  The Kashrnir leaders' visit to Patna 
was given a wide publicity not only by the local press, but 
also by the Jammu and I(ashmir Academy of Culture, Arts 
and languages. 

A good deal of acadeinic discussio~~ has also taken place 
in recent times to turn Yusuf Shah into a 'national hero'. It 
may, however, be pointed out that all this i s  being dor:e to 
popu larise the ideology of Kashmi r iya~.  

Kas!ln~iriyat is not a new idea ; it ought to be understood 
in its historical perspective and also within the broader 
framework of  the rich and unique cultural hetitage of 
Kashlnir. Both Lalla Ded and Shaikh Nur-ud-Din Wali's 
mystic poetry contributed a great deal to lhe evclution of the 
idea of Kasl~ni i r iyat.  In fact, the l iasl imi~i mind began to 
develop and grow healthy with the birth of Kashmiri poetry 
during the Sllltanate period. Kashmiri mind has always been, 
as  it is now, susceptible to the rnyctic stlain in poetry. It is 
also w2ll to reni~mber that in spite of tlle pdlitical upheavals, 
the I<ashmiri ha; succ~ssfully maintained the str2ng conti- 
nuity and identity in almost all fields of the activities of 
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social life. As a matter of reality, the l<ashmiri of old chroni- 
cles i s  not difficult to recognize in the Kashmir of our own 
days. The mystic tradition of maintaining a balance between 
the spiritual and the material life is not merely the part of old 
history but also th2t of contemporary history. The introvert 
warmth of the devotees in the mosques and shrines of 
Kashmir is as visible today as it was centuries ago. The old 
peculiar habits and custsms continue to be cherished 
and transmitted from generation to generation. Kashmiri 
craftsmen and artists of today are as famous for their skill as 
their ancestors were in the past. Curiously enough, food 
habits of the Kashmiri people have hardly changed. The 
torrid heat, food and mode of life of a greater part of India 
are quite often, as strange to a common man in Kashmir as 
they are to the foreign visitor. Unless compelled by the 
force of circumstances, a Kashmiri is as reluctant to move 
out of his Vale to day as he was in the days gone by. Even 
such Kashmiris as settled in the plains owing to  the 
recurrence of natural calamities in Kashmir and also due to 
misrule and oppression did not fcrget their ancestral links 
with I<ashmir. Sir Muhammad lqbal and Allama Anwar Shah 
are two illustrious examples. While Anwar Shah did not 
forget Kashmir in the crucial days of the early thirties, lqbal, 
in spite of his multifarious engagements, remained dedicated 
to the cause of Kashmir th~.oughout his life. In fact, Kashmir 
owes a great deal to lqbal whose patriotic poems on Kashmir 
awakened the Kashmiri from deep slumber. 

Tho~.rgh geography has played an irn~ortant role in 
preserving the distinct identity of Kashm~r, a still powerful 
force which explains t h c  continuity o f  Kashmir life is  the love 
and devotion which the Kashmiris have for their mother land 
(Mor~j Krrshir). This attachment which they feel for the 
Valley of Kashmir is reflected in their poetry which abounds 
in praise of the meadows, springs, rivers, rivulets, mountains, 
hillocks, forests, gardens, flowers, trees, birds and the sacred 
shrines of their watan. I t  can hardly be denied that 
Kest rniris kave always used I t , e i ~  langu~ge for tt e expressi~q 
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of their intense love for the Valley. True that Kashmiris have 
been exposed to the influences radiating from the sub-conti. 
nsnt, the West and even Saudi Arabia30 in recent times ; yet 
they have not lost their soul due to the onslaught of thz out- 
side forces. And if literature is to be regarded as 1 o tl.aying 
the life of a society and as a record of its yearnings, aspi- 
rations and doubts, it w o ~ ~ l d  be seon that Kashmiri poets 
appear ,uith their mind alive to  the challenges posed by the 
"alien" forces. Even a cursory glance over the pages of 
severel literary works in Kashmiri is enolzgh to  c~nv ince  the 
ordinary reader that the Kashmiri mind of the present dsy is 
prepared to modify, even to  reject much of the old, but in no 
case it is, prepared to repudiate totally the inheritance of 
Kashmir's past. The Kashmiri litterateurs have been both 
self-conscious and socially conscious in their endeavours to 
preserve what may be considered of permanent and abiding 
value in their own culture and to assimilate from the outside 
forces what is necessary for building up a new society. Thus 
the influerlces which have moulded the Kashmiris in their 
chequered histcry are apt to show amply the relevance of 
their unique individuality and that of the need for the 
statesmen of the sub-continent to  recognize and understand 
the same. 

It must be explained that in the last fifty years or so a 
political content has also been given to the concept of 
Kashmiriyat. This development needs to be understood in 
the context of I<ashmiris' struggle for the recognition of their 
identity. To begin with, it is in Iqbal's Urdu and Persian 
poetry and also in some of his writings and speeches that the 
concept of Kashmiriyat begins to emerge as a political ideo- 
logy. Iqbal, who always stressed the idea of 'Kashmiri 
nationality', found the greatest exponent of his ideology in 
Shaikh Muhammad Abdullah, who made his political debut 
a t  a time, when Iqbal's soul writhed in agony over the sad 
p l ig l~ t  of his brethren in Kashmir. lqbal was as much proud 
of l(as1irnir as Shaikh Muhammad Abdullah is of Iqbal's 
sense of kscl rniri patticti~m. Ghulam E hmad Mahjoor31 
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was yet another force who popularised the concept of 
'Kashmiri nation' in his patriotic songs. To Mahjoor reli- 
gious humanism was one of the chief characteristics of 
Kashmiri nationalism : 

"Hindus wi l l  keep the helm and Muslims play 
the oars ; 

Let us together row ashore the boat of the 
country." 

Small wonder, thsrefore, one of Mahjoor's patriotic poems 
was adopted as a 'national' song (Qaurni Tarana) by the 
National Conference in the heyday of its struggle against the 
Maharaja. 

Significantly, the emerging nationalism of the Muslims 
of Kashmir in the early thirties was not centred round the 
symbols of Islam or past Muslim supremacy like their 
co-religionists outside the Icashmir Valley, but the Muslim 
politics as developed in Kashmir even during its formative 
phase (1931-38) and although partly influenced by the 
Muslim politics of the Panjab, was, in the ultimate 
analysis, suffused with regional ethos. It is for this reason 
that the nationalist leaders like Gandhiji, Pandit Jawaharlal 
Nehru, Moulana Abul I<alam Azad and Saif-ud-din Kitchlu 
were drawn to Kashmir in the thirties and they also began 
to  influence the mind of the public leaders particularly 
Shailch Muhammad Abdullah. Again, Kashmiris' identity 
as a separate cultural and political group was recognised 
by the prominent congress leaders as early as the beginning 
of the political struggle in Kashmir. What i s  significant 
is the fact that the Congress leadership played a great role 
in popularising the concept of Kashmiriyat so as to check. 
mate the influence of the two-nation theory of the Muslim 
League in Kashmir. Pandit Nehru was no less proud of 
his Kashmiri origin, and he often talked and wrote about 
the distinc!ive character af Icashmir and its people. Not only 
did Nehru regard Kashmir as "a definite historical, cultural and 
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linguistic unit," but he even described i t  as "a rich and lovely 
country to live in." While "lndia" according to Nehru stood 
in no corngarison with China in craftmanship, in  an "ideal 
country" like Kashmir, howsver, he could feel "that there 
was something which could equal China " He was full of 
praisa for th3 Kashmiri's sltill in handicrafts and their 
prominent role in many wallcs of life in "India". He was 
proud of the fact that the I<ashmiri Pandits were "more 
recognised in lndia as K3shrniiis". But he was sorry to note 
that many of the "Muslim Kashmiris" were "not known as 
Kashmiris, and so people do not appreciate this fact " 
Nehru wrote : "Muslim Kashmiris are prominent in many 
walks of like in India. One famous name stands out above 
all others--that of the poet, Sir Muham~nad Iqbal, who wds 
a Sapru " Nehru was equally conscious of the sad reality 
that "impelled by a desire for se!f-protection" the Kashmiri 
Pendits had organized themselves as a c'communal group" 
after the rise of the "pop~lar  mass movement" in 1931. He, 
therefore, warned his "own people" not to ' fa l l  into the 
trap into which minorities so easily fell" and urged them to 
join the National Ca~nference which under Shaikh Abullah's 
leadership had stgered the m3ss moJement "out of the 
narrow waters of c o ~ i ~ n ~ n a l ~ s m  into the broad sea of 
national ism. , , 

Although t l i ~  K3s11miris have no two opinions about their 
being citize~is of India, i t  cannot be denied that a vague 
sense of nati3nslism is still dormant in them owing to the 
legacy o f  I(ashmir's recent turbulent history. The vast majo- 
rity of literary prdduction in Urdu and particularly in 
Icashmiri is also the expressio,~ of a latent ethnocentrism as 
well as of  centu~ies long uncertainty regarding their feeling 
of identity. This uncertainty is compensated by a glorification 
of their own I~istorical past, by an exaggerated assessment of 
their historical symbols l ~ k e  Lalla Ded, Nur-ud-din Wali, 
Zain-ul-Abidiii, Yusuf Shah C l ~ a k  arid Sir Muhammad Iqbal. 
Kashmiris attachment to  their land " and their u~~wil l ingness 
to settle in the plains i s  yet anolller factor wliich has streng- 
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thened the concept of Kashmir as a distinct linguistic and 
cultural nation. Nor should we rninimise the importance of 
e n d ~ g a m y ~ ~  as a factor in the continuatian of Kashmiri 
identity. There is still ano!her aspect worth consideration. 
Ever since the Nation31 Conference came to  power after the 
Kashmir A~cord,~"he concept of Kashmiriyat has been a 
recurring theme in ths local Urdu dailies of Kashniir. Thus 
Shaikh Muhammad Abdullah is constantly reminded of the 
lavish promises he and his party had made to the people of 
K3shmir before coming to power. One of the main charges 
levelled against the Kashmir leader is that he has failed 
to restore the special status that Kashmir enjoyed before his 
removal from power in 1353, Thus, the Natimal Conference 
leadership which has a l  Nays proc2eded on tha authority of 
the ideology of Kssh,n'riyat, is naw fi;iding itself on the 
horn; of a dilemma as to how to  preserve the distinct identity 
of Kashmir. 

The concept of Kashmiriyat need not be misunderstood; 
nor should we aim a t  pin-pointing certain separatist tenden- 
cies in th? ideolojy of ths Kashmiris Kashmiriyai may scem 
to be ambiguous, yet i t  is safer to stick to a vague appella- 
t'3n rat -er than to adopt one like "regionalism" or "separd- 
tism", which of course is precise but inaccurate. The concept 
of lc'ashmir~yat more nearly represents the world Kashmiris live 
in; it wil l  not be fully understood i f ths role of Kashmiri 
Muslims in the last five decades of the sub-c~~i t inent 's  history 
is not understood from their own point of view. A dispassio- 
nate study of  their histo;y reveals that they have not held 
the monistic view in sociolo3y Indeed, they have found 
i t  difficult to live with only one idsal. The ideal of nationality 
tias always been uppermost in their mind. At  the Sam? time 
ths id?3Is of itit~?r-community lif?, of international lifa, and 
inter-religious life have equally preoccupied their mind ever 
since ths dawn of the twentieth century. The truth i s  that 
witti respsct to i eals, they are pluralists. Their national ideal 
i s  boll] I(ashrnirian and Indian, their international ideal is 
certainly Islam. 3R This is why Kashmiri Muslims have been 



more sensitive than other Muslim peoples of the world to 
issues concer~\ing their religion. They seem to  favour the 
ideal of the uriity of the Muslim world and also the ideal of 
humanity among the great religions. This also explains why 
the holocaust of the partition of lndia in 1947 did not bring 
Kashmiri Musli~ns into conflict with their ideals. 

The chapter on Kashmiri Muslims snd their history 
draws our attention to such factors as seem to pre- 
sent the Muslim community of Kashmir with the crucial 
role i t  is destined to play in future. First, the pull of history, 
size and geography of I<ashmir is bound to influence the 
future political developments in the Ssuthern Asia's impor- 
tant strategic centre like I(ashmir. Although Muslim politics 
of Kashmir has least been influenced by Pakistan in the last 
ten years or so, nevertheless, the constant harping of 
Pakistan on the Kashmir issue is likely to influence the course 
of Muslim politics in a disturbed political situation in the 
country. In addition to this, Pakistan's occupation of 'Azad 
Kashmir' and the movement OF the United Nations observers 
from Srinagar to Rawalpindi and baclc tlirougli the Jehlam- 
Valley road continues to haunt the minds of I(ashmiris. Last, 
but not thz least,'any attempt of the U~ l ion  Government to 
abrogate the Article 370 in a near future and the reaction of 
Kashmiri Muslims t o  this development wi l l  prove significant 
t o  watch. It will not be out of place to mention here that the 
Kashmiri Muslims have the genuine fear of being overwhel- 
med by the 'outside domination', should the Central Govern- 
ment decide to revoke the Article 370. To say that the Article 
370 is to an average Kashmiri Muslim religiously, politically, 
economically and culturally good is parochial yet relevant; 
it is more an article of faith rather than a constitutional 
document. What i s  significant to note is that iis inclusion in 
the Indian constitution has added yet another Feather to the 
cap of Kashmir. As we have argued that Kashmiri Muslims' 
defiance of Pakistan in 1937 and their acquiescence in the 
sovereignty of tho Republic o f  lndia is not essential from the 
point of view of I~istory, but what i s  more important is that 
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thsy have contributed -and strikingly much-to streng- 
thening the !ndian nation. 

Ever since the establishment of the Centre of Central 
Asian Studies in th3 University of I(ashmir, a good deal of 
discussian has ta'terl place in certain quarters on I<ashmir's 
historical ties with Central Asia. The oft-quoted remark in 
these discussions has been that geographically, historically 
and culturally Kashmir is more closer to Central Asia than the 
sub-continent. Professor S. Maqbool Ahmad, the Director of 
the Centre, has emphasized time and agsin that "yeographi- 
cally, Central Asia forms an area whose culture and traditions 
have been, f f o n ~  ti.nss irnmernorial, irlflc~enced by the geogra- 
phical an3 environmentil factors "J1 This is why he firmly 
holds the view that ths area called Central Asia includes 
the following regions : - 

1. Soviet Ce.~tral Asia which comprises Tajikistan, 
Uzbe1(istan, Tu~kmenistan, Kazakistan, Kirgiziya and 
Azarbaijan. 

2. Mongolia 

3. Sinlci3n J (Chin:s: Turkistan) 

4. T i b 2 t  

5. Afghanistan 

6. Jammu and Kashmir. 

In view of the above definition it would be a useful 
exercise to conduct an enquiry into the reciprocal influences 
of  the various regions of Central Asia on one another. 
Hovvever, i t may be n3ted here that the impact 
of Pe.sian culture on same important rzgions of  Central 
Asia has been much more profound than any other influence. 
As a matter c f  fact ,  Central Asia rema'ned in a state of 
flux for the greater part of its history. It was Persia 
rather than Central Asia t' lat led ta the cultural conqllest of 
many parts of tile Ajarn. The hub of Persian culture was 
never restricted to the narro'Ner geographical limits of the 
p esent day Iran, but extended to Central 4sin, Northern 
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lndia and even as far as Asia Minor. The Mughal rulers of 
lndia, though o f  Central Asian origin, were Persianised from 
every point of view and i t  would be no exaggeration to say 
that they became the gyeatest propsgators of Persian culture 
in the sub-continent. Viewed in this context the so-called 
Central Asian influence on Icashmir needs fresh thinking. 

However, certain aspects of the history and political 
organization of I<ashmir can become more intelligible when 
Kashmir is studied in the context of its centuries o ld relations 
with different regions of Central Asia. In many parts of 
Central Asia, including KashmIr, the chief cities functioned as 
entrepots for the passags of m3r~h3~1dise in addition t o  
serving as marl<@ ts for local produce S :  inayar, in particular, 
on account of its peculiar geographical position remained a 
connecting link batween various regions of Central Asia and 
Northern lndia as late as the beginnings of the World War 11. 
Being a great entrepot of trade, Srinagar provided the most 
convenient ground for the meeting of various cultures re- 
presented by the traders of Yarqand, Bu khara, Badakhshan, 
I(hotan. Kashgar, Turlcistan, Chinj, Ladalth, Tibet, Baltistan 
ard  Kashmir. The truth i s  that i t  was Srinagar's special role 
in Central Asia's comnlercial an3 cultural history that itself 
provided the environment and shaped the history of Kashmir. 
The social and religious history of I<ashmir owes a great deal 
to Central Asian and Persian contacts, and not surprisingly, 
the constellation of these forces has always played a critical 
role in the political fortunes of I(ashrnir as well. In fact, it is  
also the importarlce o f  tha role of these cultural forces that 
has determined Kashmir's special status in the democratic 
republic of India. One important question worthy of consider- 
ation, therefore, would 5 3  whethe: Kashmir's position is 
similar to that of the !3~ ;3~b l i cs  in nussian Turkistan. I t  would 
also be wortliwhile to investigate h o ~  f a r  the Kashmiri r e- 
presents in his person the personality of the Central Asian. 

I am conscious O F  the fact that t119 issues raised in the 
introduction have not received the attention that was due to  
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them. However, I do hope that the volume will offer perspec- 
tives not only to the students of Kashmir history from the 
number of points of view but also to those interested in 
understanding the ideological background of tha Kashmir 
problem. 
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i , ~ t e r v i a ~ s  with som3 erstw:iile leadars of the Junta 
Party in Kashmir. 

3. Mahammqd Ishaq Khan, History o f  Srinagar, 7846- 
1947, a study in  socio-cultural change, Srinagar, 
1978, p. 181. 

7 ,  The argument will be discussed at length in my 
future work on "Kashmiri Muslims : a study in  
their history and social organization. 

I # 

' Tlie mob mentality i s  nat the true index of the l J .  

Kashmiri Muslims' mind. Wa have strong reasons to 
believe that the mob which caused a slight damage 
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to a Hindu's shop in Srinagar was bestirred into 
action by the provocative statements cf certain 
vested interests. What is significant to note is that 
a l l  religious and political organizations of the 
Muslims of Kashmir condevned the misdeeds of 
the hooligans. Unfortunately, the Pandit politicians 
seem to be fond of generalising the future of  their 
community on the basis of a specific event. 

History of  Muslim Rule in Kashmir, p. 385. 

lbid , 384. 

Mohibbul Hasan, Kashmir under thz Sultans, 2nd 
edition, Srinagar, 1974, preface. 

History of Muslim Rule in Kashmir, p. 124 ; see also 
foot note No. 20. 

lbid p. 1 1 8. 

lbid., 1 29-30. 

Rabia (d. A. D 801)of B m a  is oi ia of the illustrious 
Sufis of Islam. 

The Shaikh, who was a younger contemporary of 
Lalla, says of her : 

That Lalla of Padmanpore 
Who had drunk the fil l of divine nectar ; 
She was undoubtedly an avatar of ours. 
0 God, grant me the same spiritual power. 

Abul Fazl writes that "the most respectable class 
in this country is that of the Rishis who, notwith- 
standing their need of freedom from the bonds of 
tradition and custom, are true worshippers of God. 
They do not loosen the tongue of calumny against 
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those not of their faith, nor beg nor importune. They 
employ themselves in planting fruit trees, and are 
generally source o f  benefit to  the people. They 
abstain themselves from flesh meat and do not 
marry." Ain-i-Akbsri, (Jarret), , II, Calcutta, 1868- 
94, p. 354. See also Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri (Rodgers 
and Beveridyej, 1 1 ,  London, 1909-14, p. 149 and 
note ; Abdul Hamid Lahori, Badshahnama (Bib, Ind.) 
11, 1868, p. 135.  

18. Even the conservative Brahman chronicler of the 
fifteenth century seems to have been impressed by 
the loud prayers of the faithful in the Jama mosque 
of Srinagar. He remarks : "It was here that the 
Yavanas (Muslims) chanted mantras and looked 
graceful like tirousand lotuses with humriit ig bees ." 
(Italics mine), Srivara, Jaina-Rajatarangini (Eng. tr. 
Dutt), Calcutta, 1935, p. 235. 

19. Sayyid Alimad Kirm~ni,  a Sufi saint of the Suhar- 
wardi order, \ah0 came to I(ashmir in the sixteenth 
century was distressed, like the leaders of the 
modern Ahl-i-Haddh movement, to see the Muslims 
reciting the Aurad i,Fathiya loudly in the mosques. 
As he considered it against the Sharia, he instructed 
the faithful not to indulge in this pfactice. However, 
when Sayyid Kirmani decided to  leave Kashmir for 
good he went via Bararnulla and stayed for a night 
a t  Ibl~hag M3rg. I t  was here that in a state of 
spiritual ecstacy (muraqiba) that he saw Mir Sayyid 
Ali Hamadani in an angry maod. On asking Mir 
Sayyid Ali the cause of his anger, the Mir replied 
that he wa; unhai3py over Sayyid I<irmanils act of 
forbidding tila Kashmiri Muslims from reciting the 
Aurad. Sayyid Al l  Hamajani told Kirniani that it was 
owing to the recitation o f  the Aurad-i-Fathiya that 
Islam was ~~nderstood by a conlmon man in Kastimir. 
No sooner S ~ y j i d  Al1rn3d K ~ r m ~ n i  returned from his 



mystic experience than he gave up the idea o f  leav- 
ing Kashmir and thereupon he rushed back to the 
city of Srinagar to convey to the people the message 
of Sayyid Ali Hamadani. He went from street to  
street and from mosque to mosque urging the faithful 
to recite the litany after morning and evening 
Prayers. See Sayyid Ali, Tarikh-i-Sayyid Ali, f. 31 a. 

Anand Kaul Bamzai, The Kasl?miri Pandit, Calcutta, 
1 924, p. 47; R. C. Ka I<, Ancient Monuments of Kash- 
mir, London, 1933 ; Lawrence, The Valley of 
Kashmir, London, 1895, p.  320 ; W. Haig, Cambridge 
History of India, l l I ,  p. 280 ; Parmu, op. cit , P. 137. 
Even T. N. Madan approvingly quotes that the 
Pandits of today have descended from the tradition- 
ally remembered 'eleven' families, Muslim Commu- 
nities of South Asia (ed.) p. I 19. 

21. N. I(, Zutshi, Sultan Zain-ul-Ahidin of Kashmir, 
Lucknow, 1976, pp. 94, 220. 

22. Tuzuk-i- Jahangiri (Rodgers & Beveridge), II, p. 181. 

23. Ruqqat-i-Alamgiri, Raza Library, Rampur, p. 132. 
(Quoted in A History of  muslin^ Rule in Kashmir, 
p. 457) 

24. Rajatarangin; (tr. Dutt), p 65, See also Srivara, op. 
cit., pp. 234-36, 31 9. 

25. Zutshi, op. cit., p. 136. A big Vihara was constructed 
on the bsnlc c f  [he River Jehlarn near its conf l~ence 
with the Mar canal in Srinagar. Srivara, I, V, Stt. 
62- 6 3 (lbid.) 

26. Jonaraja (Sri Kanth Kouls' ed), St. 823 

27. Haidar Malilc. Tari,rt/~-i-Kas171nir, f. 159b. 

28. While brushing aside the positive evidence furnished 
by the Persian ch~oniclers (Baharistan-i-Shahi, 1, 
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15 a; Hacan bin Ali, Tarikh-i- Kashmir, ff. 99a-100b; 
Haidar Malik. Tarilth i Kashmir. f 83ab ; Mishlcati, 
Asrar-ul- Ahrar f. 45a ; Rafi-ud-din Ahmad, Nawa- 
di r -u l -Akhbar,  ff 16b-17a ; Diddamari, Tarikh-i- 
Azami, pp. 2 9 - 3 0 )  regarding Rinchana's conversion 
to lslam under the influence of Sayyid Sharaf-ud din, 
A.Q. Rafiqi (Sofism i n  Kashnir ,  Delhi, n.d , pp. 9-10) 
remarks on the authority of 4bul Fazl's Air7 i Akbari 
thzt Rincharla accepted the new faith owing to 
"political reasons." Notwithstanding Rafiqi's reason- 
ings, Abul Fazl cannot be described as a 'careful' 
student of Kashmir history as compared with 
Haidar Malik, Muhammad Azam Diddamari and the 
anonymous buthor of  Baharistan-i-Shahi, all 
of whom seem to  have made an extensive use of 
the ea:liest historical works on ths early phase of 
lslam in I<ashmir including those c)f I\Aulla Nadri, 
Oazi lbrahim and Mulla Hasan Qari. Nor i s  there any 
rationa'e behind Rafiqi's ~rgurnerit that the story of 
Rincl-lan3's 'ch nce meeting' with the saint was con- 
cocted by the Pzrsian chroniclers so as to "glor~fy 
lslam and t o  establish the miraculous powers of 
Saiyid Sliaraf ud-din." The fact that the Buddhists of 
Kashmir had penchant for religious discussion is not 
only testified to by the Persian sources, but even 
by the Sanskrit chronicl3rs. Thus Jonaraja says 
that Rinchana's requests to the Brahman priests to 
initiate him into Saivism was I I O ~  granted (See 
Sr ika~th Kaul, F;ajatrangin~ of Jonaraja, intro, p. 71). 
It seems t i l a t  the caste-conscious Brahman pliests 
failed to satisfy ths spiritual cravings of Rinchana 
who, according t~ the Persian chroniclers, used to 
pass sle?pless nights, weeping and praying to God 
to guide him to the right path. As a matter of real- 
ity, Jsnaraja makes no secret of his conscrvativism 
by rema~king out of rancour that the Brahmans 
refused to admit Rinchana into the fold of Hinduism 
since Iic was a Buddhist. I t  is also important to note 
that altt~ough Jonaraja refers to Rinrhana's meeting 
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with the Brahman priests, he does not at all talk 
about the Buddhist princes' conversion to lslam 
which, without any doubt, was motivated by his 
spiritual cravings. The establishment of a h0spit.e b y  
Rinchana in Srinagar for his spiritual mentcr, and 
which is  still know:) as Bulbul Larjker, also illust- 
rates our point. Furthermore, the Ladakhi tradition 
preserved in the 'Song O F  Bodro Masjid' gives vali- 
dity to our conclusion that Rinchana decided to 
accept lslam after a good deal o! enquiry after the 
truth. 

29. Both Yusuf Sliah Chak an3 his son Yaqub Shah 
Chak lay buried at a village named I<ash.;liri Chak in 
Patna. Their tombs were discovered by Prof. 
Sayyid Hasan 4skari a t  the instance of Prof. 
Mohibbul Hasan. See for more details, Kashmir 
under the Sultans, pp. 1 80- 8 1 n . 

30. The close links of the ,/.smat-i-Islam; and the Islami 
Jamiat-i- Tulabba with Saudi Arabia cen better be 
imagined than described. The latter organizatio~ shot 
into prominence when recently the State Govern- 
ment declined permission to it for organizing a 
conference of the Muslim youth of the world in 
Srinagar. 

31. The modern Kashmiri poets seem to have been 
greatly influenced by Mahjoor, who, in spite of his 
revolutionary ideas, respected tradition and did not  
make a serious departure. See History o f  St./r7ag~r, 
pp. 194-1 96 ; 201. 

32. See Jawaharlal Nehru "Introductory Essay on 
Kashmir," op. cit., pp. i-xxvii, 

33. But Kashmiri Pandits seem to have shown gicat 
desire to se~tle outside owing to better avenues of 

life available to their c o  rrmur i1y in a i r r c s t  all pert3 
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of lndia in the post-1947 period. They hsve settled 
in large numbsrs i:i mjny cities of India, particularly 
New Del hi. 

34. Though intermal-riagss between the Kashmiri Mus- 
lims and the 'outside Mdsliins' i s  an exception rather 
than the rule, there h : s  been an increasing ter?dency 
among the I<ashmiri Pandits to enter into matrimo- 
nial alliances with the 'outside Hindus'. 

The author recalls to  his mind Farooq Abdullah's 
slogan of  Choun Desh Meoun Desh : Koshur Desh 
Koshur D.sh (You, country, M y  country, i t  is 
Kashmir ! i t  is I<ashmlr !) which was often heard in 
the streets of the city of Srinagar before the 
National ConFerence captured power in 1975. True 
that the slogan smacked of separatism; but in reality 
i t  was aimed at inculcat in~ the spirit of Kashmiriyat 
among the people of Kashmir. 

36. Shaikh Muhammad Abdullah's presidential address 
to a Milad gathering in New Delhi in February 1982 
is worth rehding in this regard. 

37. S. Maqbool Ahmed, "Centre of  Central Asian Stu- 
dies," College Development Council Bulletin, Vol. 1, 
March 1980 pp 1-10. 

38. Long before the establishment of th? Mughal rule 
in India, Sultan Ghiyas ud-din Balban introduced the 
practices and customs of the Sassanid rulers of 
Persia a t  his court Balban's theory of kingship Was 
mainly based on Persian ideals. See I< .  A Nizami, 
Some Aspeck of Religion and Politics in lndia in the 
13th century, Al ig~rh ,  1951. In fac t ,  lndia had 
become a tributary of Persian culture rnuch earlier 
than the coming of the Mughals. 



Glimpses of Kashmir's Past 

The early history of Kashmir is shrouded in mystry. It 
was not until the time of Asoka who, according to the 
records of the Chinese pilgrims, built many monasteries and 
stupas and Saivite shrines in the Valley. Asoka also 
founded Srinagari in 250 B.C. which occupied the site of 
the present village of Pandrethan, and which remained the 
capital of Kashmir till about the middle of the sixth century 
A.D., when a new city was founded by Raja Pravarasena II 
near the Hari Parbat hill. 

After Asoka came Jaluka who is reported to have settled 
Brahmans of Kanauj in Kashmir. He is also said to have 
expelled the 'mlechas' (Greeks), who had entered Kashmir in 
the time of Asoka. According to  Pandit Kalhana he intro- 
duced an efficient system of administration. 

KUSHANS 

Kashmir's history again assumes a legendary character 
until the time of Kushans, the rulers of north-western India, 
who included Kashmir in their dominion. The Kushan Icings, 
Hushka, Jushka and Kanishka, founded the three extant 
villages of US hkur, Zulcur and I(anispur respectively. 
I<anishka is credited with having organised the Fourth 
Buddhist Council in Kashmir. The famous Chinese traveller 
Hiuen Tsiang says that the decisions arrived a t  this council 
were  engraved on sheets of red copper and "enclosed in a 
stone receptacle over which a stupa was built." 

There is a controversy among the scholars as to whether 
the Council was held in Kashmir or not. Whatever may be 
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the truth, it cannot be denied that the Mahayanist doctrine 
of Buddhism was born and developed in Kashmir in the time 
of Kanishlca. The greatest Mahajlanist preacher was 
Nagarjuna who lived in Kashmir in the first century A.D. 
Kalhana says that he resided at the University of Sharadar- 
dwan (modern Harwar;). He further notes that Buddhism 
progressed in Kashmir under Nayarjuna's care and guidance. 

In 178 A.D. the Kushan rule was replaced by the Gonanda 
dynasty, under which Buddhism declined owing to the policy 
of persecution followed by some ot its rulers. The founder 
of the new dynasty was Gondana, who was a great patron 
of the Naga cult which flourished under him. 

Kashmir came under the rule of Mihirakula, the White 
Hun ruler in 528 A.D. According to the tradition preserved 
by Hiuen Tsiang, Mihirkula encouraged Brahmanism and 
persecuted the Buddhists. Kalhana describes the king as a 
'man of violent acts', a 'scourge of God, on earth', who 
killed people without compassion or discrimination'. 

Between the death of Mihirkula and the advent o f  the 
Karkotas, twenty five king; ruled over Kashmir. But only 
three of them deserve our notice, namely, Gopaditya, 
Matrigupta and Pravarasena II. While the first king founded 
the mohalla of Gupkar in Srinagar and built the temple of 
Jyesthesvara (Takht i-Sulaiman or Shankaracharya hill), the 
second ruler acknowledged the sovereignty of Harsha 
Vikramaditya of Ujjain. Pravarasena laid out the city of 
Pravarapura. But strangely enough Pravarapura lost its own 
name and assumed that of the old city of Srinagarl. Since 
both capitals (Srinagari and Pravarapu ra) were near to each 
other, the old name remained in common use with the people 
in preference to the new name. It was the old familiar name 
of Srinagari which triunphed over the new city of 
Pravarapura. 
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KARKOTA DYNASTY 

In 627 A,D.  was laid the foundation of the Karkota 
dynasty by Durlabhavardhana. During his reign Hiuen 
Tsiang visited Kashmir. He stayed here for two years 
(631 -33) and found the king hospitable and tolerant towards 
the Buddhists. However, the traveller says that Buddhism 
was on decline. The kingdom of Durlabhavardhana was 
vast and i t  included Taxila, Hazara, the Salt Range and the 
hill-states of Rajauri and Poonch. The country was peaceful 
and prosperous. 

The grcatest ruler of the Karkota dynasty was Lalitaditya 
Muktapida, who reduced Kangra, Poonch, Rajauri and Jammu. 
However, Kalhana's account of his conquest of Kanauj seems 
to be legendary. He is also said to have marched against 
Balkh and Bukhara. In 733 Lalitaditya sent an embassy to 
the Chinese Emperor H usan-tsuang (71 3-55). He sought 
help from him against the Arabs who were pressing from the 
south and the Tibetans and Turkish tribes from the north. But 
the Chinese Emperor does not seem to have h e l ~ e d  the Kash- 
mirian ruler as he was himself faced with political problems. 

Lalitaditya was a great builder. He founded many towns. 
Of these Phalapura, Parontsa, Lalitpura, Lokpunya and 
Parihaspura are important. While Phalapura has been 
traced to a village near Shadipur, Parontsa is now called 
Poonch. Lalitpura i s  the modern Letpur and Lokpunya is 
now known as Lokabhavan. The latter is  situated on the 
Anan tnag-Verinag road. The town of Lokpunya became an 
important centre of political activities in Kashmir when in the 
later period a group of landed aristocracy (Dammaras) 
established their headquarters there. 

But the greatest building O F  Lalitaditya is the temple of 
Martand, which owes a great dej l  to th3 Gsndhava School 
sr,d which served as a model to all subsequt-nt temples in 

' 1  C \ t t ! C )  1 t I i l i ~ ' ~ i ~ t  k l c \ < t l  I t i t €  E i ( : S  l r  [ C l  c ~ l \ i \ ? l ' c n  
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and establist~ed law and order. He also carried out extensive 
drainage works. 

Lalitaditya's grandson, Jayapida, founded the town of 
lndarkot (also known as Safapur). He was also a patron of 
art and learning. But when he grew old, he unleashed a 
reign of terror. He imposed oppressive taxes and extorted 
extra stocks from the cultivators. But an importapt measure 
carried out by Jayapida was that he confiscated the land 
grants of Brahmans. This resulted in the revolt of Brahmans 
who resorted to hunger-strikes. 

Since the history of the Karkota; after Jayapida is a poor 
record of six worthless kings, a new dynastic rule under the 
name Utpala was founded by Avantivarman (855-83), grand- 
son of Utpala, who was related by marriage with the 
Karakotas. Avantivarman founded the town of Avantipur, 
which still attracts a good number of visitors on the Srinagar- 
Jammu road. It was here that the king built great temples. 
His able engineer Suyya, whose name still survives in the 
modern town of (old Suyyapura), regulated the course of the 
River Jehlam whose waters always caused floods in  Kashmir. 
Lands were reclaimed and a net work of canals were cons- 
tructed to irrigate lands. Thus Avantivarman made Kashmir 
prosperous. 

Avantivarmsn's son and successor Sankaravarman (883- 
902) was an oppressor of his subjects. He levied heavy 
taxes, robbed the temples of  ?heir wealth and introduced the 
system of forced labour (begar) which remained, until recent 
times. the most pronounced featgre of Kashmir administration. 

The successors of Sankaravarman were weak and ineffi- 
cient. They were puppets in the hands of  Tantrins, the feudal 
chiefs. In 950 A. D. Kshemagupta ascended the throne. 
He married Didda, the daughter of Simharaja, chief of 
Lohara. This territory which has left its name to the present 
valley of Lohrin, consisted of the rrountain districts imme- 
dialely ~ d j c  ir, irg K ~ s t  mir Valley on the ~ c ~ t h - w e s t  and ncw 
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included in the Poonch district. Since Kshemagupta was 
weak, the real authority was exercised by his wife. On her 

husband's death, Didda ascended the throne in 981 after 
destroying her son and her grandson one after 
another. The queen's rule extended from 931 to 1003 A.D. 
Her reign of 23 years was marked by political conspiracies 
'murders, banishment and denunciation'. Before her death in 
1003, Didda had appointed Samgramaraja, her nephew, as 

her successor. Thus the crown quietly passed to the new 
dynasty, the house of Lohara. 

The Lohara Icings were mostly inefficient. Under them 
the social and polltical conditions in Kashmir worsened. 
Forced labour was resorted to and all kinds of vexatious 
taxes were extortsd from the people. The political influence 
of the Dammaras increased considerably and their cowtant 
rebellions pldnged the country into chaos and confusion. 
King Harsha (1 089 -1 101 ) des!royed temples and filled his 
treasury with the gold and wealth of temples and religious 
endowments. But the most important event that occurred 
in the time of Loharas was the invasion of Kashmir by Sultan 
Fdahmud of Ghazni. He invad2d Ksshmir twice from the 
Punjab. He marched from the Jehlam a!ong the valley of the 
Poonch Tawi first in 1015 and then in 1021 so as to pene- 
trate into I<ashmir from the Tosamaidan pass. On both 
occasions the invader investad the hill-fort of Lohkot, but a 
hea~y  sno~vfall and a severs winter fin3lly forcad him to give 
up the idea of conquering Kashmir . 

The last ruler of the Lohara dynasty was ~amadeva 
(1250.73) . As he had no issu3 he adopted Lakshmanadeva, 
the son of  a Brahman, as heir-apparent. Lakshlnanadeva rukd  
Kashmir from 1273 to 1286 A. D. From 1286 onwards ti l l  the 
accession of Suhadeva (1 301 - 1  320) there was a good deal 
of confusion in  Kashmir. I t  was during the period of Suha- 
deva that the Mongols, led by Zulju, invaded Kashmir in 1320. 
The origin of Z l~ l ju  is not known, but i t  is presumed that he 
was a Mongol from Turkistan. He elitered Kashmir b y  the 
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Jehlar.:-vallei route. Suhadeva, instead of fighting the 
invadev, fled to lcishtwar. The Mongols caused a great deal 
of destrrlcB'on during their stay of eight months in Kashmir 
and withdrew before winter. But the anarchy that reigned 
supreme after the invasion of the Mongols paved the way for 
the establishment of the Sultanante in Kashmir. 

FOUNDATION OF THE SULTANATE 

Kashmir was known to  the Muslims even before the 
establishment of the Su:tanate in 1320. It was in the 8th 
century that Kashmir came for the first time in contact with 
the Muslims. Two governors of Sindh, Junaid and Hisham 
b. Amr al-Taghlibi, attempted to  invade the frontiers of 
Kashmir. but they could not proceed beyond the southern 
slopes of the Himalayas. 

We have already referred to the unsuccessful attempts of 
Mahrnud of Ghazni to conquer Kashmir. But finally 'Muslim 
rule' was est3b:ished in Kashmir not as a result of  a foreign 
invasion; it is the internal chaos that led to the decline of the 
'Hindu rule'.Emboldened by the chahotic conditions prevailing 
in Kashmir aftar the withdrawal of Zulju, Rinchana, the son of 
a Ladakhi chief, aha had taken shelter in Ksshmir, made him- 
self m3ster of the country. He embraced Islam under the 
influence of Sayyid S haraf-ud-Din, a Sufi saint belongirig to  
the Suharwardi order, poaularly known as Bulbul Shah. Soon 
after becoming Muslim Rinchana adopted the name of Sadr- 
ud-Din.He was t i e  first Muslim Sultan of Kashmir. He founded 
a quarter in Srinagar known as Rinchanapura. It was here that 
he built the first mosque in Kashmir on the site of a 
2uddhist tenple. Thz Sultan also built a public charity 
kitchen (langar kh,?n3) in the mern3ry of his leligiousl 
teacher which is still know,] a; Bulbul Lanker. 

After the death of  Rinchana, his widow Kota Rani, on the 
advice o f  the nobles, married Uddyanadeva, the brother o f  
Suhadeva and raised him to the thro ~ e .  But at th3 dsath of 
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Udayanadeva, Kota Rani hersslf became ruler. But i t  was 
Shahmir who conspired to bring about the do,anfall of Kota 
Rani. 

I t  should be remembered that long before the rise of 
Muslim power in  Kash~nir, Turkish advent~rers had settled 
here and were employed by Hindu Kings in their armies. 
Kalhana calls them Turukshahs. Shah Mir, who challenged 
the authority of Kota Rani, was also one of the foreign 
adventurers who was employed by Suhadeva. His origins is 
not known, but it is believed that he was a Turk. He 
gradually gained so much influence and power that when 
Udayanadeva died, he refused to  submit to the authority of 
Kota Rani and finally defeated her in 1339. He ascended 
the throne under the title of Sultan Shams-ud-Din and thus 
laid the foundation of his dynasty which ruled Kashmir frorn 
1339 to 1561. 

Shah Mir ruled Kashmir for three years and five days 
and during his brief reign he restored law and order. Before 
his death in 1342, he entrusted the task of Government to 
his two sons, Jamshed and Alisher (Ala-ud-Din). Very little 
is known of the two successors of Shah Mir beyond the 
fact that Alauddin (1 334-56) founded Alauddinpura at 
Srinagar which at present comprises the locality situated 
between Jama Masjid and Ali Kadal. 

Alauddin was succeeded by his son Shirashamak in 
1356 who assum3d the title of Shih3b-ud-din on becoming 
the Sultan. He was an able ruler and a good administrator. 
After strengthening his position at home, he was able to 
subdue the rulers of Jammu, Poonch, Rajauri, Baltistan and 
Ladakh; but the accounts in tha local chronicles that he 
conqnered Multan, Kabul, Badakhshan and Smarqand and 
that h3 defeated Firuz Shah Tughluq of Delhi are baseless. 
Shihab-ud-Din selected the Hari Parbat for his capital. He 
founded the town of Shihabuddinpur which at present is 
called Shadipur. 
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Sultan Qu tbudjin (1 374-89) succeeded S hihabuddin* 
His reign stands as a landmark in the annals of Islam in 
Kashmir. Srinagar saw ceaseless religious activity during 
his reign which engulfed the whole of Kashmir. Mir Sawid 
Ali Hamadani, who, visited Kashmir during this period made 
Srinagar his s3at and preached tile g ~ s p e l  of Islam at a place 
in Srinagar which was scsbsequently known as the Khanqah- 
i-Mualla It was here that Sultan Sikandar (1398-1 41 3) built 
a mosque which in course of time bsc3m3 not only a centre 
of religious but also that of p~ l i t i ca l  activities of the Muslims 
of Kashmir. Qurbuddin i s  reported to  have laid the foundation 
of Qutbuddinpura which still survives in the name of a 
mohalla in Srinagar. 

Sultan Sikandar, besides building Khanqah-i-Mualla 
mosque, erected the Jama Masjid. During his reign Mir 
Sayyid Muhammad, the son of Sayyid Ali Hamadani, 
attempted to e n f o r ~ e  the Islamic law (Shariat). Dr. Parmu 
says th3t Mir Sayyid Muhammad began to persecute the 
Hindus by forcibly convarting them to Islam and destroying 
their t?mples. But it should be b x n e  in mind that the 
Sanskrit and Persian chronicles, on whom Dr. Parmu has 
based his opinion, have grossly exaggerated the destruction 
of temples in S~kandar's reign. There was na wholesale 
destruction of temples as chroniclers would make us believe, 
' for there is evidence to suggest that massive temples of 
Martand and Avantipur were destroyed by earthquakes and 
not by Sikandar, for gunpowder, which alons could have 
destroyed these massive structues, was unknown in Kashmir 
in the 14th century." 

Sikandar was an able ruler. He abolished many oppressive 
taxes like Baj and Tarngha. He opened schools for the 
education of boys, and established hospitals where m?dicine 
and food ware supplied free of cost. He made grants to a 
number of villages for the benefit of travellers, scholars, 
Sayyids and many othsrs. Sikqndar a l s ~  p3tronisxl m ?a of  
learning and Sufi s l ink;  and during his r e i ~ n  In 01: th?in 
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visited Kashmir from Persia and many parts of Central Asia. 
They weie granted jagirs by the Sultan and this is how the 
foreign Muslims permanently settled in the Valley. 

The policy of religious persecution followed by Sikandar 
was reversed by his son Zain-ul-Abidin (1420-70) who is 
cominonly known as "Budshah", or the Great King. He 
pei.suaded all those who had been forcibly converted to  
Islam to  retilrn to their old faith. He abolished the jizya and 
the ciemjtion tax and banns3 cow-slaughter. He repaired 
Hindu templts and himself built some new ones. He also 
pai.ticipated in Hindi1 festivals and himself visited some 
Hiildu shrines as a pilgrim. Ths Sultan also took delight in 
performing havans and in practising yoga. He is said to have 
studied the Nilam3tapurana, Vasishta and Gita Govinda. 
Hianself a religious minded person, the Sultan offered prayers 
five times a day and obssrved the Ramzan fasts. He had 
great respect for the Sufis, learned men and Brahman 
scholars, who were granted lands. 

Zain-ul- Abidin established a translation bureau in which 
Persian works were rendered into Sanskrit and Sanskrit 
works intc Pe:sian. Mulla Ahmad, wh3 w3s a scholar in 
both Persian and Sanskrit, trznslated the Mahabharata and 
Kalhana's Rdjatarangini into Persian at the instance of the 
Sultan. Srivara tunslated Yusuf-u-Zulaikha of Jami into 
Sanskrit. All this made knowledge accessible to those wha 
knew either Persian or Sanskrit. 

The Sultan was a man of versatile talents. He founded 
the t ~ w n s  of Zainanagar (Nau Shahr), Zainagir, Zainapur and 
Zainakot, and restored the city of lndvorkot which was in 
ru'ns He built the Khanqah of Sayyid Muhammad Madani, 
an3 laid out two artificial isles of Rupa-Lank and Sona- 
Lank. He w a s  really a magnificient builder and his reput- 
ation in  this r e g ~ d  re;ts upon Zaina-Lank, Zaina-kadal and 
Zainn-Dlb. Of thesa constructions Zaina-Dab has since 
(1,s I , ) , ) ?  R red. 
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Both tradition and history say that Zain-ul-Abidin intro- 
duced various arts and crafts for which Kashmir has become 
world-famous. He invited craftsmen from Iran and Turkistan 
to instruct his people in various skiils and also sent Kashmiris 
to these countries to learn the a r t  of book-binding, wood- 
carving and papier mache, and those of making shawls, 
carpets and paper. Besides, he also introduced stone-polish- 
ing, stone-cutting, glass-blowing, window-cutting, gold and 
silver leafmaking and book-binding. No wonder, Mirza 
Haidar, the author of Tarikh-i-Ras5idi and the ruler of 
Kashmir from 1540 to 1550, paid glowing tributes to the 
genius of Zain-ul-Abidin. "In Kashmir one meets," the Mirza 
observes, "with a l l  those arts and crafts which are, in most 
cities uncommon ... .. . In the whole of Mavar-u-Nahar except 
Smarqand and Bckhara these are nowhere to be met with 
while in Kashmir they are adundant. This is all due to Sultan 
Zain-ul Abidin." 

Under Zain-ul-Abidin, the Shsh Mir dynasty reached the 
climax of i t s  power and glory. But after his death, succession 
disputes, inefficient rulers and rebellions and scheming 
nobles workel  cut its downfall. The result was 
that Kashmir fell an easy prey to foreign invasions. In 
November 1540, Mirza Haidar Dughlat, a cousin o f  Babur, 
who was in Humayun's service, invaded Kashmir and easily 
occupied it. His short reign was productive of rich cultural 
activities. It was during this period that the Kashmiris 
imitated that Mughal style of dress and diet. Jahangir in his 
TUZU~-i-Jahangiri i s  very appreciative of the cultural 
excellence acquired by the people of Kashmir under Mirza 
Haidar. He remarks that during his regime Kashmir had many 
skilled musicians. Muhammad Azam, the author of Waqiat i- 
Kashmir and Moulvi Hasan, the author of T'arikh-;-Hasan, 
praise Mirza Haidar for introduclng hot-baths, latticed 
windows (Pinjara) and the apparatus for drying paddy, 
locally known as narah lul. 
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Mirza Haidar Dughlat found the city of Srinagar thickly 
populated. In his time there were many lofty buildings 
constructed of fresh cut pine. According to him, most of 
these buildings were l ive storeyed, each storey containing 
apartments, halls, galaries and towers. The streets were 
paved with stone. There were only shops of retail dealers- 
grocers, drapers etc. There were no large bazars, for the 
whole-sale business was done by the traders in their own 
houses or factories. 

~ h o u g h  at first Mirza Haidar ruled with ability and justice, 
but later he started a regin of terror. His Mughal officers 
began to oppress the I<ashr~liris and he himself banned 
Shiaism. At last the I<ashmiri nobles united against him and 
put him to death in October 1551. The Mirza's death was 
followed by a struggle for power among the nobles belong- 
ing to the R a i ~ a ,  Magre and Chak families. In the end, the 
Chaks emerged victorious. They are said to have been 
immigrants from Dardistan who came to Kashmir in the 
reign of Suhadeva. They we:e converted to Shiaism by 
Mir Shams-ud Din Iraqi, a Nurbakshiya saint, who entered 
Kashrnir from Persia in 1481 and again in 1502. The 
founder the Chalc dynasty was Sultan Ghazi Shah Chak. 
The Chalc rule, which lasted from 155 J to 1586, though 
known for cultural excellences, was marked by internal feuds. 
This led to the Mughal occupation of Kashmir in 1586. 

The Mughals had invaded Kashmir a nurnber of times 
before 1586. First, they invaded Kashmir in the reigns of 
Bsbur and Humayun. Akbar claimed Kashmir because 
Mirza Haidar had conquered i t  on behalf of Humayun. So 
in 1561 he attempted its conquest, but his army was 
defeated by Sultan Ghazi Shah Chak. In 1585 Akbar once 
again launched an offensive against I<ashmir. This time 
Raja Bhagwan Das was sent to the Valley at the head of a 
large army. The Kasilrnir forces offered tough resistance at 
the pass of Buliasa. Wneli th2 Mughals failed to defeat 
the Kashrniris, they had racourse to treachsry. They 
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entreated Sultan Yusuf Shah (1 580-6) t o  visit their camp 
in February 1586. The Sultan on visiting the Mughal camp 
concluded a treaty with Bhagwan Das. According to  this 
treaty, he was to retain his throne, but coins were to be 
struclc and the khutba read in the name of Alcbar. But .ahen 
Yusuf Shah was presented to him he ordered his arrest. 

In the meantime the Kashmiri nobles put Yaqub Shah, son 
of Yusuf Shah, on the throne. But Akbar, who was 
determined to annex I<ashrnir to his kingdom, sent a large 
army, first under Qasim Khan and then under Yusuf Khan 
Rizvi. Yaqub made a bold attempt to f isht against the 
Mughals to a finish, but, betrayed one by ona by his 
followers, he finally sl~rrendered in 1588 after carrying on 
a valiant struggle. 

THE MUGHAL RULE IN KASHMIR 
(1 586-1 757) 

The Mughal emperors entrusted the task of administra- 
tion to their Governors, and a t  the same time they also 
visited the Valley. Akbar first entered Srinagar on 5, 1589. 
During his second visit to the city on October 9, 1592, the 
Great Mughal enjoyed the saffron blossom a t  Pampur and 
celebrated the Diwali. On this occasion the boats on the 
Jehlam, the ba~ilcs of th3 river and the roofs of the houses 
in Srinagar were illuminated a t  the Emperor's command. 

Akbar's third visit to Kashmir on June 6, 1597 was 
important. This time he was accompanied by Father Jerome 
Xavier and Bendict Goez, who are the first known European 
travel la:^ to visit Ksshmir. Father Xavier's description of 
the famine o f  1597 gives an idea of the devastation 
caused by it. He records that famine forced mothers to 
expose their children for sale in public places in the city. 
Most of them were baptized by the visiting Portuguese 
fathers with the hope that by so doing they would attain 
salvation and "eternal bliss for souls of the little ones." 
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To remove the sufferings of the famine-stricken popu- 
lation of Kashmir, the emperor i s  said to havz ordered a 
strongly bastioned stone-wall to be built around the slope of 
the Hari Parbat hillock in the city. The township within 
this fort wall was namod 'Nagar Nagar'. This fort wall is 
the only extant morlument in Srinagar which is still a living 
tribute to the genius of  Akbar. 

Akbar abolished the j izya and deputed officers to assess 
land revenue. But 3s the assessmen-i: was heavy, the Ch3ks 
who had not reconciled themselves to the idea of Mughal 
rule in Kashmir, rose in rebellion. But it was firmly put down. 
During his second visit Akbar treated the 'rebel;' generously, 
and tlied to win the confidence of the Kashmiris by reducing 
the taxes and by arranging marriage alliances with the Chak 
nobles. But in spite of this, the Chaks remained sullen with 
resentment. 

The most important reform introduced by Altbar was that 
he adopted the practice of paying the labourer in cash. An 
inscription on ths Kathi Darwaza in Srinagar records ths fact 
th3t "no one was forced to work without remuneration. All 
obtained their wages from his treasury." 

Jahangir (1 605-1 636) became so enamoured of the vale 
of Kashmir as to make i t  "the place of his favourite abode, 
and he often declared that he would rather be deprived of 
every other province of his mighty empire than lose 
Kachemire." He and his queen Nur Jahan visited it eight 
times. They constructed palaces and laid out beautiful 
gardens at Acchabal, Verinag, Nishat and Shalamclr. We are 
told that during his time there were nearly 800 gaidens in 
the neighbourhood of the Dal lake and "the ownel.s, the 
nobles of the court, were certain to follow the example of 
their master in making full use of the facilities that 
Kashmir so readily offers for pleasure-seeking and enjoymmt. 

Twice during Jahangir's reign the Chaks in their bid to  
capture pcwer took up arms but they were completely 
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crushed. It was also durir?g this period that the conquest 
of Kishtwar was accomplished. 

Jahangir's last Governor of Kashmir ltiqad Khan proved 
to be a harsh ruler in his exactions on the pe,3ple. He 
revived the forced labour (begar) .  But Shah Jahan who 
tucceedsd his father in 1628 dismissed ltiqsd Khan and 
ordered the abolition of ;I1 oppressive demands made by the 
former governors. He issued ths farman (imperial command) 
containing the new regulations and had it inscribed on a 
stone-slab which was fixed on the southern gate-wsll of the 
Jama Masjid. The farman has great historical importance 
and shows that Shah Jat~an was genuinely interested in the 
welfare of his subjects. The Governors of Shah Jahan were 
also considerate. Ali Mardan Khan, for example, imported 
grain from the Punjab in the time cf famine. 

I t  was during Shah Jahan's reign that the conquest of 
Ladakh and Baltistan (1634) was completed. It should be 
remembered that the Chaks had taken refuge in these area? 

During Auranrzeb's reign (1 658-1 707) about twelve 
Governors were sent to  Kashmir. Some of them laid out 
gardens. The Safa Kadal bridge over the J ~ h l a m  inFSrinaoar 
was spanned in 1670 by Saif Khan. But the most historical 
event of Aurangzeb's rule in Kashmir was the arrival of 
Mui Mubarak (sacred hair) of Prcphet Muhammad in 
Srinagar in 1699. The holy relic was brocght to the city by 
a rich Kashmiri merchant Khawaja Nur-ud-Din lshbari from 
Bijapur. 

THE MUGHAL RULE IN KASHMIR-AN APPRAISAI- 

The Valley presented a sad picture a t  the time of Mughal 
conquest. Shia-Sunni conflicts had become the order of  the 
day. It goes t o  the credit of the Mugha!s that they treated 
Shias and Sunnis and Hindus snd Muslims on an €qua[  
fcrticg. Trcde cnd ir c'vst~y 1Iou1ist ~d in Kast-,mir c'urirg 
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the Mughal period. The shawl industry of Kashniir became 
so famous that it was thought worthy of being minutely 
described by Abul Fazl, the court-historian, and Bernier, the 
French traveller. As Bernier observes : "But what may be 
considered peculiar to Kachemire and the staple commodity, 
that which particularly promotes the trade of  the country and 
fills it with wealth, is the prodigious quantity of shawls which 
they manufacture, and which gives occupation even to  the 
little children." The Mughal rulers also promoted agriculture. 
Todar Mal, P,lcbar's finance minister, mad 2 a revenue settla- 
rnent for the Valley. He decided on the basis of the fertility 
of the land and extent of cultivation, how much revenue 
should be paid to the State by each district, 

But there is another side to the picture. As a result of 
Akbar's invasion, Kashmir lost her separate entity and 
became an integral part of the Mughal empire. ~ashmir,  
which had culturally progressed under the independent 
Sultans, was now intellectually impoverished because of 
the absence of local patronage. Poets, painters and scholars 
were thus compelled to  leave the Valley and seek employ- 
ment a t  the Mughal court. Another effect of the Mughal 
occupation of Kashmir was that the Kashmiri ruling families 
of the Chaks, Magres and Rainas were replaced by a hierarchy 
of Mughal officers who were responsible for the 
administration of the country. In addition to this, the 
Mughal rulers did not recruit the Kashmiris in the army. It 
is on record that as late as the e31ly years of Aurangzeb's 
reign the Kashmiris, especially the Chalcs, rarely got any 
mansab. Even Aurangzeb had to admit in a letter to Prince 
Muazzam that to 'be a Kashmiri was one of the disqualifi- 
cations.' In consequence, the Kashmiris gradually became 
ease-loving and lost their martial qualities. 

It is also necessary to note that the vilification of  the 
Kashmiri's started from the time of the establishrcent of the 
Mughal rule in Kashmir. Abul Fazl described the Kashmiri 
as wicked and crafty, In a fit of anger he called Yaqub Shah 
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Chak and Shams Chak ' t ~ ~ o  scoundrels' since both of them 
fought valiantly for the cause of the independence of Kashmir. 
Jahangir used the words 'animal-like Kashmiris' in his 
authobiography while describing the people of Kashmir. 

Aurangzeb called the paojle of Ksshmir irreligiou; (b,o pir) 
and injudicious (be tamiz). A 'derogatory slang' uch as the 
evil natured (Bad Zat) Kashmiri often used to sully the 
reputation of the Kashmiris also owes its origin to the Mughal 
period. Since the Mughal army could not subj Igats the 
dauntless spirit of the C ~ a k s  For long, this explains why the 
damaging rev3rks w2rs often pass3fl SI a; t j  d3m2.3lize th:, 
Kashmiris. 

Fall of the Mughal Power 

The successors of Aurangzeb were weak and inefficient 
With tke decline of central authority, the outlying parts of 
the Mugha1 empire began to declare their independence. This 
happened also in Kashmir, but the disturb3d conditions in 
the Valley did not allow the Mughal Governo-s to enjoy their 
independence for long. Hence in 1747, somo of the ~ashmiri 
nobles,Mir Muqim Kanth and Khawaja Zahir-ud-Din ~iddamai'i, 
wrote to  Ahmad Shah Abdali Durrani inviting him to invade 
Kashmir and annex i t  t o  his kingdom. The Afghan ruler mads 
best of the opportunity and accordingly sent a larg? force in 
1757. The M ~ g h 3 l s  suffared a defeat and Kashmir passed 
under the rule of the Afghans. 

The period o f  Afghan rule ovsr Kashmir extended from 
1757 to  181 9 .  During this period Kabu! replaced Dzlhi as  
the centre of authority for Kashmii. Like th-: Muc,hal ~uler; 
the Afghan kings also ruled Kas' mir througll their governors. 
In a l l  28 Afghan gwernors and deputy-governors ruled over 
Kashmir. Only one Subahdar was Hindu and that r e s t  wer3 
the Afghans. O f  these fouiteen governors showed designs 
of shaking off  central authority and eventually declared 
themselves independent. But none of them could maintqill 
his inde~endence for long. 
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The Afghans did not take any interest in the welfare of 
the people. Sir,ce the Governors sent from Kabul were always 
uncertain about their tenure of office owing to  the 
intrigues at Kabul, this explains why they robbed Kashmir 
of its wealth. The first Afghan Governor, Abdullah Khan 
Ishaq-Aqasi, for example, took a crore of rupees with him as 
Peshltash for Ahmad Shah Abadali when the latter recalled 
him to Kabul. This huge amount was forcibly rea ized from 
the merchants and peasants of Kashmir. 

The Afghan governors of Kashmir and their officers; 
caused harrasement to the people of Kashmir by various 
devices. The people were not allowed to  wear arms and 
a strict vigil was kept on them by a good number of spies 
employed for the purpose. The local chiefs were suppressed 
and a strong force of the Afghans kept within the city walls 
was always ready to  put down any revolt. It is worth 
remembering that during the governorship of Azad Khan 
(1783-85)  the local population under the leadership of 
Maluk Khan rose against him, but they could not succe3d 
in overthrowing him. 

The administrative machinery went into pieces during the 
Afghan period. The land was leased out for the purpose of 
revenue collection. I t  was thus the highest bidder who 
collected land revenue. As the lessee (ljaradar) was merely 
interested in filling his own coffers, there took place decrease 
in both the land revenue and the produce. The natural 
consequence of such a policy was that the famines became 
recurrent visitors to Kashmir which in turn also resulted 
in the decrease of population. 

I t  is a marvel that despite misrule and tyranny during the 
Afghan period, shawl industry of Kashmir flourished. During 
this period the sha~vls were in demand in Iran. Afghanistan. 
Turkistan and Russia. George Forstsr who visited \he Valley 
in the time of Afghans writes: "In Kashmir are seen 
merchants and commercial agents of most of the principal 
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cities of Northern India, also Tartary, Persia and Turkey, 
who, a t  the same time, advance their fortunes and enjoy the 
pleasure of a fine climate and country over which are 
profusely spread the various beauties of nature. 

Some of the Afghan Governors did much for the beautifi- 
cation of Kashmir's capital. Amir Khan Jawansher (1770-76) 
reconstructed the Sona Lank in the Dal lake and raised 
a seven storeyed man~ion upon it. He rebuilt the Amirakadal 
bridge, which had been washed away by flood in 1772. He 
also laid out Amirabad garden with beautiful pavilion out of 
polished black stones brought from the pavilions in the 
Mughal gardens. But the most beautiful building constructed 
by Jawansher was the fort of Sherghari. Another Afghan 
Governor Ata Muhammad Khan Barakzai (1806-13) con- 
structed the massive fort on the top of the Hari Parbat 
hillock. 

While both Hindus and Musli~ns of Kashmir became 
victims of the tyranny of the Afghan Governors, it is interest- 
ing to note that the Afghan rule in Kashmir saw the rise of 
some Kashmiri Pandits to highest posts in administration, as 
for example, Peshkars, Diwans and Sahibkars. Mahsnand 
Pandit, Kailash Pandit Dhar, Dila Ram Pandit, Pandit Sukh 
Ram, Pandit Sahaz Ram Sapru, Pandit Birbal Dhar, Munshi 
Bhawani Das, Vasa Kak Dhar etc. are some prominent Pandits 
who formed the main support of the Afghan government in 
Kashmir. 

Throughout the Afghan period different groups and 
classes vied with each other for political power in Kashmir. 
This was due to the weak control exercised by the Afghan 
rulers over their Governors in Kashmir. Thus it was the 
conflict of interests which ultimately resulted in the establish- 
ment of the Sikh rule in Kashmir in 1819. Birbal Dhar,* a 

*Curiously enough, Dr. R. K. Parmu calls him a hero, a 
patriot, and a saviour for having appealed to Ranjit Singh 
to invade Kashmir. History of Muslim Rule in Kashmir, 
pp, 352-53. 
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very high official in the time of Afghc?ns, invited Maharaja 
Ranjit Singh of the Punjab to invade Kashmii. when he feared 
punishment at the hands of the Afghan ruler for embezzling 
public money. Earlier in 181 4, the Sikh army had attempted 
to invade Kashmir by the Pir Panjal route, but t(:s Sikhs were 
defeated. In 1819, it was Misr Diwan Chand. Ranjit's n~ost  
able general, accompanied by Gulab Singh who 31 t i ;~ head 
of the Sikh force expelled the Afghans and brcugl?t Kashmir 
under the rule of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. 

The Sikh Rule (1819-1846) 

Maharaja Ranjit Singh ruled Kashmir througli his 
Governors. Moti Ram, the first Governor, put a b~7n on the 
killing of cows, and sentenced many people to death who 
were found guilty of this practice. Jama Masjid was also 
closed and the Muslims were forbidden to say ara'n or the 
call to prayer. Several mosques, like Pather Masjid, were 
declared as the property of the State. The next Governor 
Sardar Hari Singh Nalwa deprived a number of Muslim 
families and individuals of the jagirs and hereditavy allowa- 
nces, they had been holding from the time of the Mug hals. He 
introduced a new rupee of base coinage i17 Kasl-rmir, I <no \~n  
as Hari Singhi rupee. Throughout the 5ecor;d half the 
nineteenth century Hari Singhi rupee continued to be in 
circulation. 

As ~ a r i  Singh Nalwa was an oppressor o f  the people, 
he was recalled by Ranjit Singh. Diwan Moti Ram was sekt 
back to Kashmir as Governor again. He was succeeded by 
Diwan Kripa Ram who was devoted so much to the pleasures 
of  life that he came to be known as "K~ipa Sli~.oin", Kripa. 
"the sound of the boat-paddle " Wherever he used i o  go, 
the dancing girls (Hafizas) would accompany him, arrd even 
the rowers of his official barge were \wor-rion. During his 
reign there took place a severe ea~lhqudke in 1327 followed 
a few months later, by the outbrc3k o f  a scverc epidemic of 
cholera. So great was che number of the dead that there w a  
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no enough cloth to cover the dead bodies. II was also during 
Kripa Ram's period that Zabardast Khan, the Raja of Muzaf- 
farabad, revolted against the Governor and inflicted heavy 
losses on the Sikh army sent t o  quel the uprising. However, 
Zabafdast Khan finally surrendered and agreed to pay annual 
tribute to the Maharaja. 

In 1832 Prince Sher Singh succeeded Bhima Singh 
Ardali who had gover~led Kashmir for about a year after 
Diwan Kripa Ram's dismissal. In the same year Maharaja 
Ranjit Singh set out from Lahore on a visit to  Kashmir. 
Jamadar K11us:ial Singh and Shaikh G hulam Mohi-ud-Din 
were deputed to the Valley for collection of supplies for the 
Maharaja's camp. Their exactions, however, caused a 
great trouble to the people and when the Maharaja heard 
of the scarcity a l l  over the province he returned to Lahore 
from Poonch. During the period when Sher Singh was 
governor there also broke out a terrible famine in Kashmir 
which caused many people to emigrate. 

Colonel Mehan Singh took over as Governor in 1833. 
He is the only Sikh Goverrior who seems to have been 
kind-hearted, and he brought back some degree of grosperity 
by importing grain seed and livestock and by making 
advances for cultivation. He Icept under check the Sikh 
soldiers stationed in Kashmir who used to collect money 
forcibly from the people. But taking advantage of the 
chaotic conditions prevailing a t  Lahore after the death of 
Ranjit Singh in 1839, the soldiers mutinied and had 
Mehan Singh murdered in his bed-chamber on the night 
of April 17, 1841. 

Maharaja Sher Singh, who succeeded Ranjit Singh, 
despatched Gulab Singh, the Raja  of Jammu, a t  the head of 
a strong force in order to restore order and punish the 
rebellious soldiers in Kashmir. The mutiny was suppressed 
and Shaikh Mohi-ud-Din was made Governor. 
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Encouraged by chaos and instability at Lahore, Gulab 
Singh, who had been formally installed as the ruler of 
Jammu by Maharaja Ranjit Singh in 1820, decided to  
conquer the neighbouring territories. His wazir, Zorawar 
Singh, conquered Ladakh and Garo and reduced into 
submission Ahmed Shah, the Chief of Skardu, who was 
made a vassal. He even attempted the conquest of Tibet 
but met a tragic end in the barren uplands. 

Sheikh Mohi-ud-Din opened the gates of Jama 
Masjid and tried to win the confidence of the people by 
restoring the Jagirs and cash grants to scholars, poets, 
mendicants and religious leaders and also by ordering the 
sale of government grain a t  cheap prices. But his exactions 
following the Dogra army's march t o  Ladalch via Srinagar 
added to the distress of the people of Kashmir. 

In  1845, Mohi-udadin'l; son Imam-ud-Din became 
Governor, but he could not rule Kashmir for long because 
of the Treaty of Amritsar by which the sovereignty of 
Kashmir passed into the hands o f  Gulab Singh in 1846. 
Imam-ud-Din sought the help of the hill tribes of the west 
so as to give fight to Gulab Singh. But Gulab Singh, 
however, won the day as the British came to his help. 

Thus the Raja of Jammu took possession in 1846 of a 
territory that he had desired to conquer from his boyhood. 

The Sikh regime was like that of the Afghan Govern- 
ment autocratic in i t s  nature. Both the Afghans and the 
Sikhs were conquerors who owed their authority purely to  
their military strength and were interested only in reaping 
the fruit of their conquest. Nor did they take any interest 
in settling the administration of the conquered provinces 
as the Mughal rulers before them had done. Under the 

Sikhs, in particular, the condition of the people worsened. 
They looked down upon the Kashniiri and i f  on? was killed 

by a Sikh, the compensation a ! l o ~ e 3  to Iris fdmily was 
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four rl.tDees if a Hindu and two  i f  a Muslim. Thus a Sikh 
soldier was given a free hand to kill the local people, 
The ancient practice of forced labour (begar) was continued 
by the S.ki?s with such a great rigour that even an ordinary 
soldier could command the Kashmiri to do any work for 
him. Moorcroft and Hugel have given a horrid account of 
how the local people were forced to  do unpaid labour for 
their Sikh masters. Moorcroft says that some of the 
Kashrniris accompanying him were seized by the Sikh 
soldiers to  ac t  as unpaid porters. They were tied together 
by a cord fastening their arms and driven along the road, 
and at night, thsir legs were bound with ropes so as to 
prevent their escape. 

The Sikhs hod great lust for money. The people were 
hcavi!y f l x 2 i l  an;. as Moorcroft writes, subjected to every 
k i rd  of extortioil and 0~3jression by the officers of the Sikh 
Gove:.nrn:nt. This account is also testified to by other 

travell2rs llke Hdqel and Jacqusmont who relate many 
striking s to r i ~s  of oppression and misrule. The shawl trade 
was no dol~5: in 3 flo,-rrrshing state during the Sikh rule, 
but i l l  t t i e  ul:; \ l a t e  an -:lysis it was the h?avy taxation which 
cont:ibl~terl to the decay of the famous industry. So bad 
was thz conditi,-n of the shawl weavers that solne of them 
choppsd off  their fingers in ordar to  avoid being forced to 
wJave for the Sikh rulers by thair employers As regards 
revecue adrninistr3tion. the Sikhs entiusted the task of 
revenue co'leciion t9 th3 rcvenue farmsrs each of whom 
was placed in chajge of a psrgana. As the revenue farmer 
had to pay rl f ixed s+lr? to  the government, he was at 
liberty to  e:ctort as mucii as he could from the peasants. 
Thus the condition o f  peasants was no better than those of 
oth?r clisse; of pao7le. All thsse exactions resulted in 
t'ie p3vq:ty O ;  f I ?  mi:53;, a n 1  ths tedsnu2 remitted to 
Lahore fejl inz5.z:-asi !gly f r ~ m  sixiy two lakhs o f  rupees at 
the begit nii-2 r.f the Silth rule to  ten lakhs at ths end. 
Begging t ~ d r n 3  c~rnmon.  Natural calamitias further added 
t o  th3 miss i s  o f  tile alr?adj famished paople. Many 
villages b ~ c i m a  ddpo:,ulcried as a result of  d e ~ t h  and 
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emigratian, As Vigne writes : "Many of the houses were 
tenantless and deserted; the fruit was dropping unheeded 
from the trees ; the orchards were overgrown wi th a pro- 
fusion of wi ld hemp and wild indigo". The c-ndition of the 
houses and gardens in Srinagar was by no means good. 

Foundation of the Jammu & Kashmir State 

To understand how the State of Jammu and Kashmir 
was created, i t  is important to relate here the later history 
of the Sikhs and in particular the career of its founder, 
Gulab Singh. 

Gulab Singh was born in a Rajput family which like 
many other families of the Rajputs seems to have been 
driven up into the outer Himalayas by the Turkish invasions 
o f  India in the course of history. He was the son of Mian 
Kishore Singh who lived mainly on his jagir near Samba, 
24 miles to  the south of Jammu city. Mian Kishore Singh 
was the grandson of Surat Dev, a younger brother of 
Ranjit Dev. It was under Ranjit Dev that the principality 
of Jammu acquired a fairly stable government by about 
1760. 

Gulab Singh, who was born in 1792, was sent at an early 
age to his grandfathers' house where he learnt the art of 
warfare. When he was seventeen years o ld  he ran away 
from his grandfathers' house and after some adventures 
entered the service of Maharaja Ranjit Singh in 1809. Some 
time later his tw3 brothers Dhayan Singh and Suchet also 
came into the service of the Sikh ruler. But it was Gulab 
Singh wlio distinguished liiniself in various military 
campaigns and thus help3d Ranjit Singli in the extension of 
his power. In 1820 Gulab Singh was installed as the Raja 
of Jammu by Ranjit Singh. 

After becoming the ruler of Jammu, Gulab Singh 
conquered Ladakl~ (1 841 ) Baltistan (1 841) and Kishtwar. He 
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ruled firmly and exercised a close personal supervision over 
matters concerning money. 

The death of Ranjit Singh in 1839 was followed by the 
death of his two legitimate successcbrs, Kharrak Singh and 
Naonihal Singh. This brought rival claimants to the throne. 
A compromise was agreed upon by which Sher Singh, a 
famous son of Ranjit Singh, became the ruler. 

Sher Singh was not unaware of the fact that Gulab Singh 
and his brothers had become very powerful. So he cons- 
pired against them. Other Sikh leaders also indulged in 
intrigues. All this resulted in the death of Sher Singh and 
two brothers o f  Gulab Singh. The Sikh party in power at 
Lahore also sought the destruction of Gulab Singh, but they 
could not contlnue their opposition against him when the 
Sikhs started a campaign against the British. They were 
conscious of Gulab Singh's military strength and skill and 
appealed him to become their leader. This was followed by 
the battle of Sobraon in February 1846 in which the Sikhs 
were defeated. Gulab Singh who was keen to reach a 
settlement with the British started negotiations with them. In 
the treaty that followed, the British recognized a Sikh 
Government at Lahore and certain Silth territory together 
with an indemnity of a crore and a half of rupees (fifteen 
million rupees) was ceded to the British. A week latter the 
British made a separate treaty with Gulab Singh a t  Amritsar 
by which the hilly or mountainous country east of the River 
lndus and west of th.j River Ravi was transferred to him and 
his heirs, and in consideration of tho transfer, Gulab Singh 
paid to the British a sum of seventy-five lalths of rupees. 

Thus Gulab Singh became the master of Kashmir, in 
addition to Jammu and the other territories which he already 
possessed. The treaty of Amritsar did not definitely tix the 
boundaries of the newly created territory. However, the 
limits of the Jammu and Kashmir State were fixed by a 
boundary commission and later by re-arrangements and 
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transfers. It was on 9th November, 1846 that Gulab Singh 
entered Srinagar as its ruler. 

Gulab Singh reorganized the revenue and police 
administration of the valley into four Wazarats or districts. 
The department of shawl, known as the Daghshawl was also 
reorganized. Rice was made a state monopoly and i t  was 
sold to the people of Srinagar a t  fixed price. But in  spite of 
this, ihe condition of the people did not improve. The high 
price of rice and the corrupt practices of the officials added 
to the sufferings of the people. The Muslims, who formed 
over 90% of the population of Kashmir, had to pay a tax for 
the Dharmarth, a Hindu religious trust, e~ ta~ l i shed  by the 
Maharaja. 

Gulab Singh's greed for money i s  well known. Cunningham 
writes in his History of the Sikhs that "in the accumu- 
lation of money he wi l l  exercise many oppressions." I t  is 
irlteresting to note that i f  any of Gulab Singh's subjects 
could catch his attention, even though he was busy, by 
showing him a rupee and shouting 'Maharaja, a petition', he 
would a t  once grab the coin and after hearing the case would 
give his judgement. The Maharaja's passion for money 
explains why butchers, bakers, boatmen, scavengers, ta~lors 
and even prostitutes were taxed. The condition of the shawl 
weavers further worsened during the reign of Gulab Singh. 
In 1847 they struck worlc and about 4000 of them fled the 
Valley. They demanded reduction of various kinds of taxes. 

Reference may be made to the affairs of Gilgit and the 
sur~.ounding territories. When Kashmir was ceded to Gulab 
Singh in 1846, Gilgit, wtiich was occupied by the Sikhs in 
1842, was also handed over to the Dogras. The next year 
Lieutenants Vans Agnew and Young of the Bengal Engineers 
visited Gilgit. Since Nathu Shah, Gulab Singh's officer in 
Gilgit, had permitted the British officers to enter the area, 
the Mir of Hunza had him murdered in the disturbances 
which arose in Gilgit at his instigation. Gaur Rahman, the 
ruler of Yasin. took advantage of this and attacked Gilgit 
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with the support of the people of Darel. Gulab Singh sent 
his troops from Kashmir which were reinforced by those 
stationed at Astor and Skardu. Gaur Rahman was defeated. 
Bhup Singh 2nd Sant Singh, the two officers of Gulab Singh, 
remained in charge of Gi1gi.t and administered the area for 
four years. But in 1851 the sons of Gaur Rahman assisted 
by the Raja of Hunza and his followers attacked the Dogra 
forces. The result was the death 1100 of Bhup Singh's 
forces. The rest were imprisoned and taken as slaves. Thus 
all the territories to the right of the lndus river were lost to 
Gulab Singh. In other words Gilgit had to be given up 
and the lndus became the bcundary of the State, with Bunji 
as its most northerly outpost. 

Ranbir Singh, who succeeded his father Gulab Singh in 
February 1856, was interested in improving the condition of 
the people, but, unfortunately his officials, proved them- 
selves to be corrupt and cruel. As a ~"esult of the exploitation 
of the shawl weavers by the officials, there took place the 
Zaldagar episode in which a good number of weavers were 
killed a t  the instance of an official. Though the revolt of the 
shew1 weavers was suppressed with a firm hand, i t ,  nonethe- 
less, created a new sense of awareness among the oppressed 
people of I<ashmir. 

The construction of the cart road between Srinagar and 
Jammu started in the reign of Ranbir Singh. The Maharaja 
also built a track between the Kashmir Valley and Jammu. 
A telegraph and postal service was also introduced. Efforts 
were made to improve sericulture. S i l k -w~rm seeds, imported 
from China, were distributed among villagers. 

In 1860 Ranbir Singh sent a force under Devi Singh 
which recaptured Gilgit without much 09position. Dogra 
influence was also established over ths n3ighbouring states 
of Hunza and Nagar. 

I t  is important to refer to Ranbir Singh's relation with 
Chitral also. Tho Tsarist Russij i s  said to have sent military 
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experts not only to Hunza, but to Chitral as well. Meanwhile 
British were anxious to isolate Afghanistan vvhich was under 
Russian influence. Since the Afghan Government was 
threatcning the Mehtar of Chitral with invasi~n, it was 
felt necessary by the British to induce Ranbir Singh to accept 
the position of suzerain over Chitral. He was also directed 
to assure the Mehtar of his assistance. Negotiations between 
the officers of the Maharaja and the Mehtar subsequently 
took place. The result was a treaty between Aman-ul-Mull<, 
the Mehtar, and the Maharaja. According to tlie treaty the 
Mehtar accepted the suzerainty of the Maharaja and agreed 
to pay an annual tribute. The Maharaja in return had to  pay 
him annually a subsidy of Rs. 12,000/-. 

But the Mehtar was soon involved in a military conflict 
with the forces of the Maharaja. This resulted in the loss of 
some territories, namely, Koh, Ghiz2r and Ishkot-i~an to  the 
Mehtar. These territories were handed over to more loyal 
chiefs and came under the direct influence of the Maharaja's 
rule. 

Clnhappy with M3lia:'aja Ranbir Singh's policy towards 
the frontier region, the British deputed Captain Biddulph as 
Officer on Special Duty at Gilgit in 1877. This move was 
necessitated by the possible threat of Russia. In fact, the 
main pgrpose of the Gilgit Agency was to ke?p the British 
Governmer,t informed of the latest moves of Russia across 
the Pamirs. 

Ranbir Singh was succeeded by his son Pratap Singh in 
1885. Since Pr~ tap  Singh was weak and strong govern- 
ment was necessary in view of the threat of a Russian 
invasion of India, he was deprived o f  all authority, and his 
State was placed in the hands of a Council of Regency 
under the control of the British Resident. In 1889 tlie Gilgit 
Agency was re-established and was given full charge of civil, 
military and political administration of the district. The 
advance of Russia up to th3 frontiers o f  Afghanistan and the 
great development o f  her military resources in Asia were 
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given as reasons by the British Government for strengthening 
her line of defence. A "strategic road" f i t for pack ponies 
and mules was built, connecting Srinagar with Gilgit. In 
1891, the two chiefs of Hunza and Nagar rose in rebellion 
against the Maharaja. But tile Imperial Service troops 
(mainly Gorkhas and Dogras) stationed a t  Gilgit under the 
command of Colonel Durand, the political Agent a t  the time, 
destroyed the power o f  the chiefs and brought them under 
the control of the Kashmir Government. It should, however, 
be remembered that although the Gilgit Agency advanced 
the British Imperial interests, the greater part of the expen- 
diture on this account and on the administration of these 
strategic areas was borne by the Jammu and I<ashmir State. 
It i s  not be wondered at, therefore, that "save us from 
Gilgit" was always on the lips of the poor villagers of 
Kashmir who were often taken for forced labour (begar) for 
the purpose of carrying ammunition and supplies to the 
frontier region. Thus cultivation was neglected and famine 
conditions always prevailed in the valley. 

During the period (1885-1921) that the Council of 
Regency was at  the helm of affairs, valuable reforms were 
introduced under the direction of the British Resident. The 
Jelilam-Valley road was opened in 1890. With improved 
means of communications and transport Kashmir saw the 
dawn of a new era. Trade and industry began to develop. 
An important consequence of the improved communications 
was the growth of the tourist industry which created fresh 
employment avenues for thousands of people. The inaugu- 
ration of the land settlement and the reorganization of the 
Financial, Puhlic Works, Postal Telegraph and Forest 
Departments contributed a great deal to the material uplift of  
of the people. Sanitation of Sringar improved and this helped 
in the prevention of cholera epidemics which took a heavy 
toll of life in the city. 

But in more than one respect the reforms introduced in 
Kasl~niir at the instance o f  the British Residelit were d~ficient, 
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The decline of Shawl industry tiad caused a great deal of 
unemployment among the weavers. Th;? papicr rnache 
artists were also thrown out of job on account of the non- 
availability of raw materisl. The workers in the Silk Factory 
were also restless as they had grown conscious of their 
rights. The educated Muslims were unemployed. The 
Muslims were conscious of the fact that their interests had 
been ignored. Influenced by the Pan-Islamic, [(hilafat and 
Non-cooperation movement, the Muslims of Kashmir became 
politic!ally conscious and demanded the redressal of tlieir 
grievances. In 1924, when the Viceroy, Lord Reading, 
visited Srinagar, some of the leading members of the Muslim 
com~nunity submitted a Memorial to him. They demanded the 
complete abolition of forced labour, large representation of 
Muslims in government service. improvements in the condi- 
tion of Muslim education in the State, and the restoration of 
mo5ques in possession of the Government. Maharaja Pratap 
Singh who was restored to  full powers in 1921 took offence 
at its submission to the Viceroy and confiscated the property 
of the signatories and expelled some of them from the State. 
This, however, created a wave of widespread resentment 
among the Muslims and when Hari Singh became the ruler 
of Kashmir in 1925 the political situation in I<ashmir had 
grown serious. 

A far-sighted observer like Sir Albion Bannerji deplored 
such a state of affairs and resigned the post of the Foreign 
and Political Minister which he had held for over two years. 
On March 15, 1929 he criticised the Maharaja's government 
and made some remarks which produced a stir in the young 
minds of the Reading Room Party who started the movement 
against the Maharaja. On July 13, 1931, the 'dumb driven 
cattle1- the phrase Sir Albion Bannerji used to describe the 
people of Kashmir - revolted against the despotic rule of 
Hari Singh under the leadership of Shaikh Muhammad 
Abdirllah. Hari Singh's government replied by floggings, 
arrests and shootings in various parts of the Valley. An 
official committee appointed under the Presidentship of Sir 
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Barjor Calal to enquire into the firings of the 13th July was 
boycotted by the Muslims. who, besides questioning its 
independent character, demanded the setting up of an 
impartial ccmmission of enquiry. 

It was mainly because of the impact public of opinion that 
Hari Singh appointed the Commiss;on under the cheirman- 
ship of Sir B.J. Glancy o i  the Foreign and Political Depart- 
ment of the Goi~ernment of India. The report of the Glancy 
Commission was of grezt importance as  it brought to light 
the grievances of the Muslims and made recommendations 
for their redress. But the Muslims continued their agitation 
against the Government as they were not fully satisfied 
with the Goveri~ment's policy towards them. 

In 1939 the Muslim Conference which was founded in 
1932 was converted into the National Conference by Shaikh 
Abdullah and his close associates. This was done to win 
over tke Hindu and Silth inhabitants of Kashmir. But some 
members like Moulana Muhammad Yusuf and Chaudri 
Ghulam Abbas did not approve of the policies of the 
National Conference and decided to keep the cld organiza- 
tion alive and drew closer to the pclicy and programme of the 
All-India Mu;lim League. The National Conference, on the 
contrary, subscribed to the aims and aspi~ations of ihe Indian 
National Congress. In October 1939 it passed a resolution 
demanding responsible government and in May 1916 it 
started the "Quit Kashmir Movement" under the leadership 
of Shaikh Abdullah. The Maharaja's government arrested 
the Kashmir leader and his colleagues and l e t  loose a reign 
of terror. 

At the time o f  the partition of the sub-continent India 
was conceived as a federation of States. Upon Ihe creation 
of the Independent Dominion of lndia soon af ter  tile with- 
drawal of the British in 1947, the Princely States o i  the 
erstwhile British I n d i ~  were offered the choice of joining 
either the Dominion of lndia or that of Pakistan. The 
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Maharaja of Kashmir, however, decided to ~emain uncommit- 
ted. Immediately there were riots in Poonch and Pathan 
tribesmen from the North-West Frontier came in to assist 
the Muslim 'rebels'. The Maharaja fled to India, appealed 
for help and offered to accede Kashmir to the Indian Union. 
The lndian Government accepted, while stipulating that this 
accession of Kashmir to India should be ratified ultimately 
by popular consultation. On March, 5, 1948 the Maharaja 
conceded full responsible government to the National 
Conference. Shaikh P.bdullah became the Prime Minister 
and the Constituent Assembly elected in October, 1951, 
besides ratifying the accession, safeguarded :he autonomy of 
the State of Jamwu €t Kashmir. The fielc.'~ of Defence, 
Foreign Affairs and Communication were, however, aban- 
doned to the Central Government by the State Assembley. 
The accession of the State of Jammu €t I<ashmir thus 
effected was given legal and constitutional validity and 
sanctioned by the incorporation of Article 370 in the lndian 
constitution which defined the State's special relationship 
with India. 



Problem of Transition from 
Medieval to Modern in lndian 

History-Kashmir : 
A Case Study 

Periodisation in lndian History in terms of "ancient" 
'medieval' and 'modern', t h ~ u g h  a Westorn im?o t has 
nevertheless received scholastic and intellectual sanction of 
the doyens of lndian history. Credit should be given to 
lndian scholarsZ for contributing a good deal to the medley 
of schematic exercises on medie~al ism.~ Though there is no 
wrong with attempts at demarcating phases of lndian history, 
it. however. remains a fact that any generalisation covering 
the entire sub-continent or even its greater part is bound to 
be misleading and arbitrary. It is in this coitext that wa 
shall study t:i3 prob1e.n of  t r a n s i t j ~ i  f r ~ n  th3 msdieval to 
the modern in Kashmir history. 

The most widely accepted meaning of 'medieval' in the 
context of European history is "pertaining to or characteris- 
tics of the Middle Ages."l It is well known th3t the t?rm 
'medieval' in Europsan history is generally used to signify 
the period from the fall of the Roman empire in 476 A.D. (or 
from the later haif of the seventh century as Pirenne thinks, 
depending on the argument of the continuity of Medi- 
terranean trade and commerce) to about the end of the 
fifteenth century. Roughly spsaking, these long centuries 
were characterized by the feudal m ~ d e  of productiL>rl in 

*Based on a paper read in t h ~ !  Seminar of the lndian 
Council of Historical Research held at Himchal Pradesh 
University, Simla in October, 1961. 
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Western Europe whose key feature was the direct access 
by the rulers to the land. Clearly the medieval period in  
Western Europe is understocd not only in a chronologically 
"positionally descriptive manner," but also in a qualitative, 
"connotative meaning", that is, "they are not just adjectively 
descriptive, but they have also the significance of qualitative 
abstraction."5 

The lndian historians have given variouc: interpretations 
of the term 'medieval'. In  his address as the General 
President of the 2 9th Session of the lndian History Congress 
held at Patiala in 1967, N.R. Ray discussed a t  length the 
medieval factor in lndian history. Among the major values 
and features of medieval India the learned historian took 
note of "supremacy of the scriptures and religious texts ; 
subordination of reason and spirit to faith and acceptance 
of authority ; absolute obedience to  priests and preachers ; 
regionalism in territorial vision :nd in the pa t te~n  of political 
action ; regionalism in a r t ,  language, literature and script ; 
relative paucity of secular literature ; ~rcponderance of 
commentarial thinking and writing over the creative ; relative 
disregard for science and technology ; proliferation of 
religious cults and sects ; multip1icatir;n of gods and 
goddesses and increasing conventionalisation of iconic 
representations of them ; accentuation of sectarian rivalries 
and jealousies ; p~oliferation of administrative machinery 
and extension and multiplication of bureaucracy ; feudeli- 
sation of land ownership and tenure and increasina 
fragmentation; relative dependence cn  land and agriculture in 
preference to trade, commerce and industry ; preponderance 
of natural economy over what is known as money economy ; 
and a fatalistic and fearful attitude towards life, pre-disposi- 
tion towards the supernatural and p:e-determined destiny. 

Fifteen main traits and features as enumerated above 
constituting what, in abstraction, Ray describes as 
'medieavalism7' in lndian history are said to have made 
themselves manifest from about the seventh-eighth century 
of the Christian era. Ray further adds that they slowly but 
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surely wcnt "cn unfolding themselves till the end of the 
perrod, and r o t  a few of Ihcm ccntinue right thrcugh into 
the period which we call 'm~dern' . "~ 

Ray's interpretaticn, though full of useful insights, gives 
us neither an objective presentation of facts nor an integra- 
ted interpretation, but an arbitraty end subjective recasting 
of Indizn bistolyg prepared in the n anner of the specific 
nature of a particular ~e r i cd i~a t i on  scheme. In fact, t-.e tends 
to take rredicval India as scmelhirg in the nature of belng 
exclusive, neii her owir g anylhing to tt-.e precedirg period, 
nor irideed contributing any~hing to the emerging of modern 
India. Furthermore, out of Ray's fifteen ccmponents of 
'medievalism' cne sti l l  f i ~ d s  abcut lhirteen appreciable 
segments strongly present in large areas of the life of our 
pluralistic society.1° 

The Aligarh School of historiansll too has defined the 
term 'Medieval'. In its journal the school purpolts to 
interpret the lerm in irs widest sense, that is, the historians 
of Aligarh begin their stuiy of medieval India "from the time 
of the break-up of the Rajput states and the foundation of 
the centralised Sultanate of the Turks," who attempted "to 
bring the different parts of the country under a unified 
political, as also economic system." The study is continued 
"down to  the period when the British rule was established 
and the country was drawn into the orbit of modern industrial 
civilization in the form of a colony of  British imperialism." 
Thus their study "includes movements and institutions 
which the Europeans call 'oriental', i.e., those whose main 
source of inspiration did not come from the industrial 
civilization of the West but which may be regarded essen- 
tially as a continuation from the pre-industrial era."12 

Though the interpretation of the Aligarh School is 
reasonablv sound, it may, however, be explained thst in 
actual practice the celebrated medievalists of Aligarh seem 
to have unconsciously lent support to the false idea that the 
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medieval period in lndian history is the so-called 'Muslim 
period' by confining themselves t o  writing the history of the 
Delhi Sultanate and Mughal period.13 

R. S. Sharma has discussed at length the problem of 
t ransition from ancient to medieval lndian histot y. According 
t o him medieval period begins from the sixth and seventh 
centuries when "most features such as feudal organisation, 
reversion to closed cconorr y, proliferation of castes, regional 
identity in art, script and Iznguage, puja, bhakti and tantra" 
made their appearance. 7 hese characteristics develop~d in  
medieval times and ccntinued later. As a matter of fact, 
Sharma traces Ihe t e g i n ~ i r g s  of the medieval period in India 
to the feudalization of tt,e State apparatus durirg the Gupta 
pe riod.14 

It  wi l l  be seen that although scholars Fave very ably 
tried to clarify the concept and content of medievalism, the 
problem remains as to when, why and how the medieval 
period ends in lndian history. True that the advent of the 
British in Bengal is generally seen as marking the beginning 
of the modern period in lndian history, i t  should not, 
however, be supposed, as is usually 1he practice, thzt lndia 
entered the so-called modern period in history with the 
accendancy of the British in Bengal. Our argument rests on 
the fact the British rule on the sub-continent did not come 
into being concurrently. While it was a process which took 
nearly a century to achieve, the "introduction of British 
administration and its sensitivity to existing institutions 
varied overtime and by region." Traditional or medieval 
"institutions and arrangements survived more or less intact 
until conquest occurred, and even then they persisted in 
many areas".15 The British impact was 'in no sense a 
uniform, once-for-all event.' As a matter of reality, lndian 
society a t  the advent of the British in 11:dia was not 
monolithic : 'it varied greatly from one region to another 
and had its own orthogenetic processes.'la The fact that 
the British co3quest of Bengal did not 'atomise' lndia is 
amply borne out by Kashmir which remained medieval as 
late as the beginning of the present century, 
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Our study which is confincd t o  the period beginning 

from the Coara cccupation of Kashmir in 1846 to the dawn 
of r r c d ~ r n i ~ m  in the cecond qualter of the iwentieth century 
is o~ganizcd arcund Matx'sl7 view nh ich  ~egards the status 
of '~e r fs '  for tt e cultivators, a high c'ecrce of dilect access 
to the I ~ n d  for the rule~s, and tt,e ccnccntrstion of artisanal 
Isbcur in tcw.ns as crucial ctaracteristics of tb,e feudal sccial 
order vis a vis the Asiatic mcde of production.le Our model 
msy ZFpear 10 be vcgLe in ~ i c w  cf diffe~cnces in many 
directicns. Nonetheless, we ccn speak in terms of feudalism 
in Kastmir, rt.ough not wittolrt cbvicus regicnal variaticns. 
To reject totally tt.e notion of applying European feudalism 
to Indian history is not, of ccurse, without any lezson, but 
selc'cn; with a gccd cr.e ccrsiderirg t t e  f ~ c t  1kat it is not 
sl\na)s ~ccs ik le  l o  1:r.d E ~ c r f c c t  ex; rr plc of a pr ist i r .~ rr.cde1.l 

The political unification of Jammu, Ka~hmir and Lcdakh 
comprising what is now known as the Jammu & Kashmir 
State was achieved by Gulab Sirgh, t t e  Dogra Raja of 
Jammu, as a result of the Treaty of Amritsar concluded with 
the British in 1846. But this fact does not itself provide suff- 
icient ground for marking the end of the medieval period in 
Kashmir, Notwithstanding the seeming political unity under 
the Dogras, the period extending from 1846 to the close of 
the last century saw a stronj feudalisation of the Sfate 
machinery the like of which can rarely be found in the eight- 
eenth century Kashmir when, in spite of political instabilitY, 
the rulers did not enjoy the optim;lm degree of direct access 
to the land. The Kashmiri peasants' position, though 
pitiable, throughout the eighteenth century, cannot, how- 
ever, be compared with the 'serfs' of medieval Europe; to a 
coasiderable degree, he was allowed independent use of his 
labour. Of course he often fell victim to the rapacity of 
tbe revenue farmers (ijaradars) and revenue officials, but 
even then his hereditary, occupancy and above a l l  proprie- 
tary rights2"in the land were never challenged by the Governi 
ment. There is no evidence to  suggest that the concept 0f 
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the State as the owner of land or the employment o f  forced 
labour 21 in the fields for production purposes existed in the 
18th century Kashmir. Significantly, the 18th century which 
is generally regarded as one of the worse periodsz2 in 
Kashmir history saw the growth of shawl industry and cor:es- 
ponding increase in the shawl trade.23 

With the sale of Kashmir by the British to Gulab Singh, 
Kashmir society underwent a deep-seated change. The 
pattern of r e w  agrarian relations began to emerge when the 
Dogra rulers declared thsmselves to be the absolute owners 
of the soil. A specific State concept survived repeatedly to  
play a powerful role throughout the Dogra period 11846- 
1947). The new rulers often invoiced the Treaty of Amritsar 
to establish their legitimacy and to perpetuate the notion of 
their superior ow,iers;hip of land. N3t o d y  that, the Treaty 
was also invoiced to thwart the British machinations of  esta- 
blishing a Residency in the State.24 I t  is no wonder that 
Maharaja Pratap Sinah drew on the Treaty in  moments of 
dsspair to lejitimate and consolidate his authority. His letter 
to  the Chief Ministar is warth quoting here : 

''As you are already aware of  the proprietary rights 
in a l l  the lands of Kashmir b3long to the ruling 
Chief exclusively, for the simple reason that the 
territories of Kashmir were purchased by my late 
lamented grandfathsr, Maharaja Gulab Singhji, and 
hence any sale of such land by anyone else i s  

I t  is hard to  deny that th? Treaty of  Amvits3r conferred 
both de jure and de facto rights on the Dogra Maharajas to  
regard Kashmir as their personal p r o ~ e r t y . ~ ~ a  In  fact, the 
Treaty was u n d ~ s t o o d  to imply that Mdharaja Gulab Singh 
had purchased against cash p3yment all lands, rivers, forests, 
mines, natural products26 and ind3ed, a s  we shall see later, 
everything including even the sltill of weavers of shawl 
industry. I t  is this Dogra concept of supsrior ownership 
which so pathatically retlects in b3th Kashmiri and Urdu 
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literature produced during the Dogra rule.'Thus, for example, 
Iqbal, the renowned Urdu poet of the Indo-Pakistan sub- 

, continent, writes : 

"0 breeze, i f  you happen to go Geneva way, carry 
a word from me to the Nations of the whole 
world. 

A land Et people, its streams and forests all were 
sold. 

In fact the whole nation was sold and fancy at 
how cheap a price." 

Although the recognition of the Dogra ruler's superior 
,ownership of land formed the basis of the Government's 
policy, throughout the period extending from 1846 to 1931 
or so, the Dogra administration worked directly to create a 
class o f  landed aristocracy comprising mainly the Kashmiri 
P a n d i t ~ ~ ~  and th3 D ~ g r a  R a j p ~ t s . ~ ~  In the whole process the 
land grants viz , Jagirs" and Chaks" particularly assumed 
institutionalised form. The use of these assignments may 
be mentioned as  a major device for ruling -class support. 
What the fouxlation of  tha Dogra rule brought about was 
the creation of a nsw systsm of agrarian exploitation, with a 
a parasitical urban growth based upon it. The new polity 
combined political authority with economic power more fully 
than either the preceding ruling classes had united before, 
vesting the control over the bulk of the surplus produced by 
the peasants in the hands of a ruling class. The relation- 
ship of the peasants to the land was epitomized in  the deri- 
ding remark gama hakur, meaning village bull. Though many 
aspects of this ridicule are worthy of full investigation and 
comment such as  the context in which i t  first appears,3a it 
can, however, be taken as a byward of basic social relations 
which bound the peasant to the soil and the master. The 
growth of closed village economym was thus an essential 
element in the changed situation. I t  is  not, therefore, sur- 
prising that as late as the baginning of the present century 
salaries were unheard of in Ka~hrnir.~' The Dogra ruler's 
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frequent attempts at changing currencyJ5 besides showing 
how unstable was the economy, also points to the decline of 
trade and industrial production resulting in the dependence of 
a vast number of people on the land." As compdred to the 
numismatic traditions of Kashmir of the 18th century, the 
coins of the 19th century show progressive debasement of 
metal and stylistic degenerati~n.~' The paucity of coinage 
resulting from the decline of long distance trade like shawls 
also gives validity to the hypothesis about the growth o f  
feudalism in Kashmir. 

In order convincingly to demonstrate that the Dogra rule 
brought about feudalisation of polity and society, a more 

detailed examinatio;l of the facts that can be  made here 
would be necessary. But keeping in view the limited scope 
of the paper, we shall confine our study to the forced labour 
( b ~ g a r ) ~ ~  which remained till the beginning of this century 
the most pronounced feature o f  Kashmir administration. We 
milst, holnrsver, make a clear distinction between the forced 
laaour em,~loyed for transport of goods and the labour used 
for productio~ purposes. Th3 latter i s  considered to be the 
essential ingredient of European feudalism. In Kashmir both 
forms of the forced labwr were present in ths economic 
organization of the post-1 846 psriod. 

Begar as a m3ans of transpDrt WI; n ~t a syste,n p3culiqr 
to Kashmir alo33. it w3s resgrted to in ti12 Pilnjab a t  Britis? 
a;ln,xatio;l and clntinlr3d far rn] i y  y2a.s aftarw~rds in a 
g o ~ d  nu.nbsr of its districtsn3" 6 ~t in K 3 ;!-i.nir t ' i  9 a b ~  ;3 

rathar than tha use of  b3gsr W J S  ti13 real evil. Begar meantto 
th3 ~ '~ l t i va ta r ;  ' 'far m3re th 33 th? idn,3ressrn3nt of IaboJr, for 
under its com2rehensive n3ms every kind of demand for labour 
or property but n3t paid for ths officials was included." It 
cmsisted "of requisitions for village projuce" and was "a 
form of purveyaace on behalf of officials."Undsr this system 
the peasant was subject to labour demands, such as building 
houses for the nobility, and to a variety of regular and 
!rregular levies, some of them very onerous. For example, it 
Was n3rln31 fo: th3 p33ialt _to supply wood, grass, milk, 
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poultry and grain, blankets and an occasional pony, cows 
and sheep free of cost to officials.40 The highest degree to 
which the ruling class enjoyed direct access l o  land is 
shown by numerous instances of land being brought under 
cultivation through the unpaid labour of the peasants." It 
may be argued that the ruling class through its fran- 
chises or through the agency of the State, was striving to 
maximize feudal rent which according to Rodney Hilton "is 
the forcibly appropriated surplus of the direct producer, all 
the time."42 

It may be observed from the structural-functional point of 
viewq3 that begar was "functional" for the needs of feudal 
society owing to the absence of proper roads in Kashmir as 
late as the dawn of this century44 and also because of the 
tortuous paths in the hilly regions which necessitated the use 
of load-carriers in preference to all other means of transport. 
T'NO main reasons, howaver, explain more clearly why the 
magnitude of forced labour grew in volume during the Dogra 
rule in Kashmir, First, ths feudal exigencies resulting in an 
intense military activity in the north-west forntier of Kashmir 
after 1846 put a heavy d2rnand on the peasantry for carrying 
supplies to the Dogra soldiers in Gilgit3\nd its adjoining 
areas. As we shall ses later, this ev2r-insressin~ damand 
with its ramifications reduced the peasants close to the 
position of 'serfs'. Furthermore, ths forced labour assumed 
dangerous proportions also due to the emergence of an orga- 
nized landed aristocracy which was actively interested in the 
accentuation of localism. This i s  sh 1w.7 by ths fact that it 
was always able to entice away cultivators from the K l ~ a I i s a ~ ~  
villages whose residents were often seized for carrying 
supplies to the frontier region." The tendency of d3sartinj 
their villages was alwjys found present among the cultiva- 
tors of the Khalisaland an3 thsy preferrad to w ~ r k  in th9 
Chakdars'estates than in the Khali~cr.~' Since the cultivators 
working on the land grants of the Chakdars wzre not seized 
for forced labour in the hilly areas, cultivation in the Chak- 
dars's estates was relatively be t te r lVh is  kind of an attituda 
on the part of the landed aristocracy b3sides contributing to 
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the decline of land revenue50 to the State made the 
intensity and scope of subjection and dependence of the 
peasants in Kashmir no less than the servitude of the peasan- 
try in Western feudalism, which overburdened the peasant 
with service on the lord's farm and payment of various dues, 
and rendered them dependent on the lord as well as the land. 
Thus patron-clierit' relations, resembling the "tiss of obedie- 
nce and p r o t e ~ t i o n " ~ ~  linked the members of the society in a 
chakdar's estate in a most pronounced way. The family52 
and communal ties of the Kashmir peasantry must have 
correspondingly weakened by these ties which seem to have 
penetrated more deeply among them. In no sense then, 
economically, politically, or even religiously was the Kashmir 
peasant an independent or autonomous figure but rather was 
li.;lked in a l l  these spheres by relationships which ran verti- 
cally u3 a hierarchical social order, and horizontally over a 
wida gzo~raphical area. No wonder, he was pithily descri- 
bed as a 'worshippsr of tyranny' (Zulum p a r a ~ t ) . ~ ~  

One important result of the tyrannical manipulation of 
bsgar by the officials was the destruction of the occupancy 
rights5' o f  the p3asants. The fact that begar became the 
most injurious instrument in the hands of officials goaded by 
th3 ambition of  grabbing m ~ r e  and more land is attested to 
by strong documsntary evidence. "Every year the levy of 
coolies for Gilg't placss in the hands of the Tehsildars (the 

, I  District M jgistrates) great powers of  oppression ...... re- 
marks Ernest Neve. "And from the Chief of the local adminis- 
tration down to the humblest person of the Tehsil this was 
an unfailing source o f  income. Meznwhile, the poor and 
th3 friendless, or those who had inzurred the wrath of the 

authorities, w3re seized and sent of f  on the hated task of 
carrying loads, a thirteen days journey, over rough mountair\ 
tracks to Gilgit. Their condition was indeed littla better 
than that of sla~e;."" Thus, in ord2r t o  e3rn exe11iption:from 
doing forcad labour in a far-off region, the peasants of the 
Khslisa villag3s l e f t  th3ir rssidsitial areas so as to wotk in 
t l i e  official's (ch3kddrs)  estate^.^' An assessnisnt report on 
K3shmir refers to case; in a certain district where a village 
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sold its assamior occupancy rights to officials for sums of 
Rs. 50.67 In another case three villages were sold to the 
Governor of Srinagar for pecuniary arrounts giving an average 
of about Rs. 401- per village.58 "On asking the villagers why 
they parted with their rights and their children's birthrights for 
so inadequate a sum", remarks Lawrence, "they replied that 
by selling their village to a Pandit!official) they escaped from 

begar, and they added that the right of an assami conveyed 
with then no pr i~ i lsges."~~ 

The foregoing account should, in no sense, force us to 
reach the hasty conclusion that the peasants were free to 
alienate the land or that there emerged modern bourgeoise 
property rigbts in the land during the Dogra period. The 
real picture of the Dogra polity does not emerge until the 
process of colonization O F  new land and of intensified exploi- 
tation of the peassntry, in other words the process of maxi- 
mization of rent is seen as the source of strength of the 
Dogra Go~ernmsnt. Besidas maximization of rent, mono- 
pdistic coqtrol exsrcised by  the G~varnmsnt over almost a l l  
products of Kashmir, contraction of town life and trade and 
above all the G ove:trm3nt's least encumbrance about social 
overheads are sufficient proof of the growth of the ruling 
power as an engine of ojpression. The principal feature of 
the mode of produ2tion in the feudal soziety under discuss- 
ion was that the own2r of m33ns of  production, the ruling 
class, was constantly striving to appropriate for its own Use 
the whole 01 the surplus produced by the direct producer. 
Thus the sales referred to above cannot be termed as sale- 
deeds in the strict sense since the peasants were not deemed 
to have any rights in the land either by the Dogra Maharajas 
or their ruling class. This also explains why an official is 
said to have disbursed not even a penny from his own 
pocket when he declared himself to be the owner of a village 
under the pretext of sale, but deducted tha amount from the 
arrears entared against the villagema in the revenue records 
of the Governinant All this p ~ i n t s  to the most favourable 
dagree of accessbil~ty to the land enjoyed by  the ruling 
class. 
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So closely knit together was the ruling class that if an 
official or his distant relative wanted to acquire land, he 
would bring a ruined village under cultivation "by calling 
ploughs from a l l  the surrounding villages." He never paid 
a rupee for labour and he now considered himself to be the 
owner of the village.60 That there took place increasing 
transference of land from the cultivators to the powerful 
bureaucracy of the Dogra Government can hardly be denied. 
This argument was raised even in the British House of 
Commons when i t  was pointed out that since "the death of 
Maharaja Gulab Singh from which date central authority 
seems to have become weaker, there has been a steady and, 
latterly, rapidly increasing transference of land from the 
cultivating class to the non-cultivating classes, and a land- 
lord elemsnt is intrudinj itsslf batwaen the cultivator and 
the State."G1 

The chief object of the new landed aristocracy was to 
maintain the local agrarian economy. This is shown not only 
by their oppression of the peasantry through various kinds 
of  arbitrary exacti0n3,~"bilt als:, b /  c3ntrol l in~ ths market 
of the produce of the land. Ever since the establishment of  
tha Dogra rule, the Go~ernment had taken up the responsi- 
bility of selling ric3 ta tha p e ~ p l e  of Srinagar at rates far 
below the cost of production. 63 This system necessitated 
the realization of the greater part of the land revenue in kind 
which in turn not only chxked cultivation but g ~ e  birth to 
many abusas. Far instance, the revenue after being collect- 
ed in kind was managed in suc:i a way by the officials that 
neither the State n3r the p3or peo,~le of the city derived any 
benefit from the system. I t  was rather the hierarchy of 
officers from the Govarnor of Srinagar to the district Teshil- 
dars who bsing the "plrtners and managers of a grain 
dealing firm" missp2ropriated mDst of the reven ~e."~"o 
fraglnsnted had authority bszon, in Ka;hrnir th3t a i  attem.~t 
made by Maharaja Raniit Singn (1858-1885) to collect 
revenue in cash in 1873 proved to bs abortive owing to 
the op~osition of tha official class bound by common 
i n t e r e ~ t s . ~ ~  
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Now that we have attempted to show that the ruling 
class enjoyed direct access to the land, i t  is necessary to 
point out that there was a notable lack of peasant movements 
in the pre-1930 period. Class conflict there undoubtedly 
was, and in our period i t  sometimes expressed itself openly,67 
but certainly never in spectacular, uprisings until the thirties. 
The markedly less turbulence of the Kashmiri peasant maY 
be attributed not only to the ties of obedience and protection 
fostered by the economic control of the ruling class over 
the productlon process, but also to  the facts of his religious 
history. Apart from the governing class, the religious heads 
of the Muslim community of Kashmir were also responsible 
for much of the woes of the peasants The fact that the 
peasants were also tied to the exploiters of Islam in Kashmir 
like the Sayyids, Pirzadas and custodians of the mosques and 
shrines6$ is bo~ne  out not only by various devices through 
which the latter ileeced the peasants, but also by the sad 
reality that t i l l  recent times the Sayyids of Kashmir worked 
their land by the forced labour of their disciples.6g It seems 
that the Muslim priestly classes had forged a close alliance 
with the ruling class in view of the fact the peasants working 
on the fields of the Sayyids and Pirzadas were not seized for 
forced labour of any kin3 by the officials 70 All this explains 
why issues such as the woeful condition of the peasantry, 
ownership of land, forced labour and open oppression carried 
on by the Ctlakdars & Jagirdars in their estates became the 
focus among the discontented Shaikh Abdullah when he 
started a powerful movement against the feudal regime 
in 193 1.  Apparently the Kashmir movement seems to have 
urban roots,'l but fundamentally it was deep-rooted in the 
rural unrest which marked the emerging agrarian relations 
after the sale of Kashmir to Gulab Singh. 

We may now turn our attention to the concentration of 
artisanal labour in Srinagar, the chief urban centre of the 
Jammu and Kashmir State. It was here that the highest 
form of labour organization could be observed in the shawl- 
maklng trade in Kashmir at the end ot the eighteenth and the 
beginning of the nineteenth centuries. Refail Danibegov, a 
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Georgian nobleman, visiting Srinagar towards the end of the 
18th century, talks about ths considerable development in 
the city of shawl manufacture. "In the vicinity of the town 
and in the town itself," writes the traveller, "there are up to 
24,000 looms, many of which specialize in the weaving of  

According to reports of M3lchti Rafailov, the 
Russian Ambassador to India, no less than 20,000 looms 
existed in Srinagar 73 William Moorcroft and George Trebek,74 
the well-known English travellers who visited Kashmir in the 
early 19th century, tell us that 120,000 of the total 800,000 
people inhabiting Kashmir were employed in the shawl 
manufacture. During the reigns of Gulab S~ngh and Ranbir 
Singh there were 30,000 to  40,000 shawl weavers in the 
city o f  Srinagar a l~ne .~ "a  

The highest concentration of labour in the shawl industry 
at the end of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th 
centuries 112;s led chic hero^^^ t o  conclude that "there 
emerged enterprises which possessed a number of important 
features typical of capitalist manufact~res. ' ,~~ However, it is 
well to remember that essentially the economic organization 
of labour in the shawl industry contained forms traditional 
for the feudal society. Thus, for example, when a shawl was 
sold, the out-play of the mast2r worlcman (Us tad )  was 
deducted from the price, and the remainder was divided into 
five shares, of which one went to  the Ustatl and the other 
four to the workmen.77 Added to this, the system of dividing 
proceeds equally and the Ustad's practice of feeding the 
workman7' bear striking resemblan2e to the traditional 
'artel' form of labour organization, to the relations o f  master- 
craftsman and apprentice, characteristic of feudal workshops 
in medieval E u r ~ p e . ~ ~ .  

With the emergence of organized aristocracy after 1816, 
the feudal class exercised its exploitation of the artisans of 
shawl industry not only through a ramified and diversified 
system of taxationR0, but also by various forms of political 
and economic control,R1 feudal res t r i c t ;~ns ,~~  m0nop3l ies~~ 
etc., including the widely practised direct plunderHa1 and 
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c c e r c i c n F h f  arti~ens. So r2pecious was Gulab Singh in  
order to ensule a co~s1ar.t income from the manufacture of 
shawls tt-at he even prcmulgaied an ordinance which bound 
the wesver to his rrasler and forbade him to give up his 
~ p e r a t i v e . ~ ~  

I t  sourds slrarge mhy the shawl industry could not 
develop pcte nlialities t~ ue of capi~alist enterprise keeping in 
view 1 t e c me1 grnce of rudiments of capitalist relations 
b e t w e m  t t e  proprietors and their workers namely, the 
weac,ers, cmbroic'ers etc , fcllowing the growth of internatio- 
nal t r ~ d e  in : hcwls flom the close of the 18th century to 
the 18EO's. Cur explanation c f  the abortion of this 
d e v e l o p m ~ n t ~ ~  is the plundering of shawl weavers by way 
of feudal exactions which in the long run proved to  be 
detrimenral to ttle m2nufaclurers' interests, and the practice 
of employing them in 'bondage' which at times forced 
weavers to chop off lheir firgers so as to disable themselves 
from ~ e s v i r g . ~ ~  Thus we should not make mistake of 
assuming that the impoltance of the international trade in 
shawls during the 1850's and the 1860's was a measur? of 
significance to the Kashmir economy. The continuation of 
shawl trade in the first two decades of the Dogra rule should 
not a t  a l l  negate the possibilities of the agrarian forms and 
elements which constitute the basis of a feudal society. The 
immobility of the artizans resulting from the legal restrictions 
must have killed their initiative and enterprise. This partly 
explains why the deterioration in the quality of shawls8' 
seems to have set  in owing to the stagnation of skills in the 
third quarter of the I Sth century. Furthermore, 1he kind of 
commercial activities as existing in Srinagar for most part of 
the 19th century could hardly originate a process of urbani- 
zation" that might lead to the emergence of a stable comm- 
ercialised middle class, for profits from trade were either 
appropriated by the foreign merchantsg1 or frittered away by 
the ruling class." In spite of the fact that the shawl 
industry provided sustenance to a large majority of the 
population of Srinagar, its outward progress never basically 
modified the social structure of Kashmir. Of course, there 
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were certain rich shawl merchant familiesg3 in Srinagar, but 
under the conditions existing in the feudal set-up capital 
formation in the true sense was wel!-nigh impossible. It is 
no surprise, tkerefore, why these trzding merchant familiesg4 
were the first to challenge the feuds1 order in the twenties 
of the present century. 

RESUME 

The parallels which we have attempted to show between 
the traditional Kashmirian social order and the medieval 
European norms of feudalism may not appear striking, but 
the application of broad notions of feudalism to an analysis 
of Kashmirian reality brings taome to us the fact that India's 
economy was not necessarily the same a t  any given time in 
history on sccount of the country's vastness and varied 
geography. Thus, while in the 19th century forces for the 
transformation were gathering strength in some areas directly 
under the British rule, in Kashmir, however, we cannot 
preclude a situation in which feudal relations were becoming 
stronger. In consequence the level of development of 
Kashmir's economy before the dawn of modern eta remained 
very low. The obligation on the part of the peasant to hand 
over his surplus had the disastrous effect of depriving him 
of bare subsistence needs resulting in his migration and 
abandonment of cultivation of superior crops. Whatever 
economic surpllls was appropriated, it was spent for the large 
consumption of parasitic classes like the Maharaja, the 
absentee landlords and an extensive phalanx of  official^.^^ 
In fact, the Kashmir State rested firmly on the peasantry and 
on the produce of the land. The rural-urban trade" was  one 
way traffic since urban commodities found no markets in the 
countryside. Money was scarce in the villages. The decline 
of shawl trade, mainly as a result of feudal exactions, forced 
weavers to take to agriculture which was carried on by 
means of forced labour in the estates of the chakdars. All 
this worked fgr a closed economy, 
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The above discussion thus brings us up against the con- 
ventional 2nd arbitraly periodisation of Indian history which 
certainly places a reseal.ct-,er doing studies of the regions at 
micro level in a serious difficulty. Though periodisation has 
gererallv been four d ccnvenier,t by historians investi- 
gating is:ues of all-lrdia significance, the crucial issues raised 
by the rcgional studies like the one under reference are 
much more complex, and have still to  be fathomed 
convincingly. 

The culmination of a historical process has precisely no 
cut-off points in time. Nsvertheless, it can be safely assumed 
that the modern period in Kashmir history begins in  the first 
half of the present century-the period which marks a clear 
starting-point of a new phase of development in Kashmir 
from almost evely point cf view. It was during this period 
that Kashmir saw the rise of bcurgeoise movement led by the 
trading merchants like Saad-ud Din Shawl and followed by 
the peasants moverr,ent under the Nstional Confererce 
leadership. These developments coincided with the 
expansion of the communications infrastructure 97 and a 
slow growth of capilalist enterprise in the carpet industryOgs 
The extent to which these developr.ents altered the social 
structure of Kashmir is best reflected in the emergence of a 
commercialised middle classe"n the strict sense only after 
the liquidation of the feudal order in 1950 when the new 
Government of Kashmir headed by Shaikh Muhammad 
Abdullah sounded a death-knell to the relics of the feudal 
society such as ttie jagirdari and the chakdari.loO 
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historians to offer insights into the problems of medie- 
val lndian history and also because of the fact that their 
persuasive scholarship has influenced the modern his- 
torical writings on 'medieval' lndia to a great extent, 
this explains why the term Aligarh School has been 
used here. 

12. All vclumes of Medieval lndia Miscellany, Aligarh. 

13. The historians of Aligarh Muslim University have pro- 
duced a plethora of works on 'medieval' lndian history 
in the form of monographs, edited persian tax with 
annotations, translation of some persian chronicles and 
research alticles of a very high standard. For want of 
space mention is made here of some well known works: 
Muhammad Habib, Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni, Aligarh, 
1927; K .  A. Nizami, Some Aspects of Religion and 
Politics in the 73th Century, Aligarh, 1961 ; Muhammad 
Habib and K. A. Nizami, Comprehensive History of lndia 
(ed.) vol. V ,  Delhi, 1970; Mukammad Habib and Afsar 
Begum, The Political Theory of the Delhi Sultanatte. 
Allahabad, 1960; lrfan Habib, the Agrarian System of 
Mughal lndia (1 556-1 707), Bombay, 1963; Satish 
Chandra Parties and Politics at the Mughal Court (1 707- 
40) Aligarh, 1959; Athar Ali, Mughal Nobility Under 
Aurangjeb, Bombav, 1968; N .  A. Siddiqi, Land Revenue 
Administration under the Mughals, Bombay, 1970. 
Though rhe abiding contribution of the historians of the 
historians of the Aligarh School to IndianEhistory can 
not be denied, it should, however, be borne in mind 
that the school's preoccupation with the Delhi Sultanate 
and the Mughal lndia tends to perpetuate the false 
notion of indentifvirlg the medieval period with the so- 
called 'Muslim rule' in India. 

14. Tha lndian Historical Review, vol. 1, 1974, PP. 1-9. 

15. Morris D. Morris, lndian Ec nomy in the Nineteenth 
Century A Symposium, Del hi, 1 369, p. 135. 

16. Low, Soundings in South Asi .n History (ed.,) London, 
1 968, pp. 17-1 8. 
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17. Karl M arx, Pre-Capitalist Economic Formations (ed. E .  J .  
Hobsbawm), London, 1964, pp 75, 91,126. A good 
deal of subsequent historical research has done little ,to 
shake Marx's characterization of the feudal society. 
Recently B. Hindess and P. Hirst (Pre-Capitalist Modes 
of Production, London, 1975) have cogently argued that 
direct access to the land is the determining feature of 
the feudal mode of production. 

18. Marx saw the Asiatic mode as based on "self-sustain- 
ing urrity of manufactures and ag~iculture," and saw 
the private poscession of landed property as occurring 
wit; in a framework of essentially communal property. 
Pre Capitalist Economic Formations, pp 91, 75. How- 
ever, the reseaxhes of some Marxist lndian historians 
have invalidated the concept of Asiatic mode of pro- 
duction. See, for Example, lrfan Habib's brilliant views, 
"Plol-lems of Marxist Analysis", Enquiry, n. s. vol. VIII, 
no 2. M o n s ~ o n  1969, pp 52-67. 

19. For challenging views that feudalism did not exist in 
India, see Ha bans Mukhia, "Was there Feudalism in 
lndian Hi2triryr', Presidential Address, Proceedings of 
the lndian Histc-ry Congress, 1 979, 'Naltair, pp 229-3.80. 
lrfan Habib to3 does not regard the economy of India 
in the 'mediev~l' period as feudal; instead he characteri- 
zes it as 'Ind'a 1 Medieval economy'. See "Economic 
H~story o f  th? Delhi Sultanate", The lndian Historical 
Review, vol IL', NO. 2, p. 293. Notwithstanding the 
learned histori2 i s  stimulating insights, the characteriza- 
t i ~ n  of 'Indian Vledieval Economy' seems to bs a poor 
substitut3 for r l  e feudal economy. We base our con- 
lention on the Inere fact that the 'medieval' in Western 
Europe is und2rstood as having the significance of 
qualitative a'1:traction. The use of 'Indian Mediela1 
economy' also seerns to be vague in view of the 
absence of an; significant economic integration on a 
national or eve i multi-regional scale in the pre-modern --.- 
period, 
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20. Unfortunately, no work has so far been done on the 
agrarian system of Kashmir under the Muslim rulers. 
However, our study of persian chronicles and a few 
sale-deeds preserved in  the library of Central 
Asian Studies, Kashmir University reveals that there 
did not exist the concept of any superior ownership 
of land vested in the ruler in the pre-1819 period. 
Even during the Sikh rule in Kashmir (1 81 9-1846) 
1 he peasant's hereditary and proprietary rights in the 
land were not challenged by the rulers. 

21. Begar or compulsory labour was not a part of the 
fiscal system under the Afghan rulers as i t  was in 
the Dogra period. 

22- Abdul Majid Mattoo's view that during the Afghan 
rule in Kashmir "the feudal mode of production 
made a headway ..." is not supported by any docu- 
mentary evidence. Nor does he substantiate his 
argument that there evolved a process "within the 
feudal economy, which ultimately brought about 
certain changes and shaped the economic and 
social structure of  our modern history (Sic !.)". 
However, Mattoo has reasonably challenged the 
views of R.K. Parmu and P.N.K. Bamzai regarding 
the supposed cruelty of the Afghan rulers of Kashmir 
towards their Hindu subjects (See "A Glimpse of 
the Afghan Rule in Kashmir", Research Biannual, 
Vol. II, No. 1, Srinagar 1978, pp. 18-20, 

23. The once reputed shawl industry of Kashmir has yet 
to receive the attention that was due to it from 
scholars of Kashmir history. The tentative observa- 
tion offered above is based on the travellers' 
accounts. George Forster ( A  Journey from dengal 
to England through the Northern Part of India, 
Kashmir, Afghanistan, and Persia, and into Russia 
by the Caspian Sea. ll, London 1838, p. 22) speaks 
of the presence of shawl merchants and "corn- 
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mercial agents of the principal cities of Northern 
India, as also of Tartary, Persia and Turkey .." in 
Kashmir in the Afghan pe r i~3 .  The relative strength 
of the shawl industry under the Afghan rule in 
Kashmir is also testified to by T.G. Vigne (Travels in 
Kashmir, Ladak'h, lskardo, Countries adjoining the 
mountain courses of the Punjab the lndus and the 
Himalaya, north of Punjab, London, 1842, p. 124 ) 
who refers to "infinitely more numerous" shawl- 
frames in Srinagar in the pre-1819 period. 

24. For a detailed discussion on the British Policy 
towards Kashmir, See D.K. G hosh, Kashmir in Transi- 
tion, Calcutta, 7 9 7 4. 

25. JKA, File No : 191 /H-75, Bloc C of 1906. 

25. (a) Walter Lawrence describes Kashmir of the 
1880's as an "absolute monarchy". The Valley of 
Kashmir, p.2. It is pertinent to note that the 
conclusions of the Soviet and English Marxist 
historians show "that the absolute monarchy is 
a form of feudal State." The Transition from 
Feudalism to Capitalism ( A  Symposinm), 1957, 
First edition, Patna, p. 75, 

26. Mirza Muhammad Afzal Beg, On the Way to Golden 
Harvests; Agricultural Reforms in Kashmir, 1 951, 
Jammu, pp 22-23. 

Though a great mass of the people of Kashmir had 
accepted Islam by the end of the fifteenth century, 
a sizeable section of the Hindus was not converted to 
the new faith. This well- knit group whose members 
are now popularly known as Kashmiri Pandits has 
always struggled to maintain its identity. Demo- 
graphically the Pandits formed approximately less 
than 7 per cent of population of Kashmir at the 
Dogra occupation of Kashmir, but they were a highly 
urbanized group and despite their overall numerical 
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insignificance their dewographic distribution was 
such that they were located in  numbers in the city 
of Srinagar, the centre of power, which was suffici- 
ent to remind both their rulers and their Muslim 
brethern constantly of their presence. In 1868, for 
example, the Pandits formed nearly 20  per cent of the 
population of the city. 

28. The Dogra Rajputs who were given land grants in 
Kashmir were mainly the kith and kins of the Dogra 
rulers. 

29. The Jagirs of the Dogra period should not be con- 
fused with the Mughal Jagirs. While the Dogra 
Jagirdar enjoyed unlimited powers and considered 
himself to be the virtual owner of the landed estate, 
the Mughal Jagirdar was a mere functionary of the 
Government. 

30. Chaks were the landed estates mainly under the 
possession of the Pandit officials of the Dogra Govt. 
The Valley o f  Kashmir, p. 41 4 ; N AlIForeign, Sec E. 
Pros. Feb. 1890, Nos, 106-1 10. 

A large body of the Dogra officials comprised the 
Pandits of the city of Srinagar. As already pointed 
out; they were in small number of the entire popu- 
lation of Kashmir, but having common landed inter- 
ests, they were interrelated, and functioned in part 
through their direct relationship to institutions 
which expressed or symbolised society as a whole. 
See also Chapter on "Kashmiri Muslims and their 
History." 

32. In all probability, the term seems to have originated 
in then19th century when Kashmiri literature develo- 
ped a satirical style of its own. 

33. More than three-fourths of the revenue of the 
Kashmir State was "drawn from land and the culti- 
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vating classes." NAI/Foreign, Pol. Feb., See F, 
No. 295. 

In his preliminary report on the Settlement opera- 
tions in Kashmir in 1888, Wingate writes that prices 
were non-existent in Kashrnir. (Quoted in The Valley 
Kashmir, p 243). Lawrence also observes hiat when 
he started his settlement operations in Kashmir in 
1889 "money prices did not exist. Salaries were 
paid in grain" (lbid). 

Pir Hasan Shah, Tarikh-i-Hasan (Persian text), II. 
published by the Research & Publicattion Depart- 
ment. J B K Government, n.d., pp. 833-34, 853, 
869.7 

The decline of shawl trade in the seventies of the 
last century, for examgle, forced soms shawl 
weavers of the city of Srinagar to take to agriculture. 
See NAIIForeign, Sec E, pros. Feb 1890. Nos 106- 
110 KW No. 3; also Foreign, Feb 1891, Sec E, Nos. 
295-326, P. 28. 

The observation i s  based on the comparative study 
of the coins of the eighteenth and nineteenth centu- 
ries Kashmir, made by the present writer, in  the 
nllmismatic section of the S.P.S. Museum, Srinagar. 

For greater details on the system of forced l a b ~ u r  
in Kashmir, see lshaq Khan. "Some Aspects of 
Begar in Kashmir, Research Biannual, Vol. I, No. II, 
Srinagar, 1976, pp 58-71 

N ~ l J ~ o r e i g n ,  Sec E, Pros. Feb. 1891, No. 295. 

The valley o f  Kashmir, pp. 41 1, 41 4. 

lbid., also p. 448; NAIlForeign, Sec E, Pros. Feb. 
1891, No. 296. Even in our own days there are 
many old men living in different villages of Kashmir 
who not only corroborate the documentary evidence 



cited here regarding the prevalence of forced labour 
in the Chaks but they even supplement i t  by narrat- 
ing woeful tales of how the peasant was tied to the 
land and his master (chakdar) in a landed estate. 

The Transition from Feudalism to Capitalism, p. 69. 

For a general view of the structural-functional 
approach, see Kingsley Davis, Human Society, New 
York, 1949. 

This state of affairs was the result of a complete 
lack of any constructive policy as regards the 
development of communications in Kashmir which 
characterized the greater part of the Dogra rule. 

The Valley o f  Kashmir, p. 413; Mirza Saif-ud-Din, 
Akhbarat-i- Darbar-i- Maharaja Gulab Sing11 (Persian 
MSS), Vol. IV, 1851, ff, 62ab, 64b, 66a, 67b, 7Cb, 
74a. Other volumes of Saif-ud-Din's work are full 
of information regarding the prevalence of begar in 
Kashm ir. See also Taylor, Lahore Political Diaries, 
vol. VI, p. 71 (Punjab G~vernment Records). 

Land under Khalisa was directly administered by 
the State. 

The Valley o f  Kashmir, p. 41 4; NAIIForeign, Sec E, 
Pros. Feb 1890, Nos 106-1 10. 

lbid. 

The object of the State in making land grants 
(chaks) to the officials was to increase cultivation. 
But this object was frustrated by the extensive class 
of officials who made it a point to take away from 
revenue paying villages (Khalisa) cultivators for 
their own use. This led to the decrease in culti- 
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vation in the Khalisa and the consequent loss of 
revenue to the State. The Valley of Kashmir, pp. 
414-1 5. Thus the land revenue of the Valley fell 
from Rs. 2,775,990 in 1871 to Rs. 12,31,258 in 
1888. (See lbid., p. 238). E.F. Knight (where 
Three Empires Meet, London, 1905, p. 68) also 
notes that as  a result of begar the village was 
"impoverished and rendered incapable of paying 
its share of revenue to the State." See also 
Akhabart. IV. f. 62a; NAI/Sec E, Pros. Feb. 1890, 
NOS. 106-1 10, K.W. No.3 

Marc Blochs' well-known definition of feudalism 
may also help us in understanding the structure of  
agrarian relations in Kashmir : "a subject peasantry; 
widespread use of service tenement (i.e. the fief) 
instead of salary, which was out of the question; 
the supremacy of a class of specialized warriors, 
ties of obedience and protection which bind man 
to oian within the warrior class, assume the distin- 
ctive forms called vassalage ; fragmentation of 
authority - leading inevitably to disorder ; and, in 
the midst of a l l  this, the survival of  other forms of 
association, family and state, of which the latter 
would acquire renewed strength-such then seem to 
be the fundamental features of European feudalism." 
Feudal Society, tr. L.A. Mayon, Chicago 1664, p. 
446. 

52. Lawrence found the peasants "moving from one 
village to another in the hope of finding some rest 
and freedom from oppression." The Valley of 
Kashmir. 

53. lbid. 

54. One of the main features of Lawrencesv revenue 
reforms, introduced towards the end of the last 
century, was the recognition of occupancy rights of 
of the peasants. Howmver, the right of occup- 
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ancy was deemed to be hereditary and not alienable 
either by sale or mortgage, See Tlte Valley of 
Kasl~mir, 429-30. 

55. Beyondlhe Pir Panjal, London, 1915, pp 53-54. 

56. NAI/Forelgn, Sec E, Pros. Feb, 1820, Nos 106-110; 
The Valley of Kashmir, p. 41 4. 

57, Assessment Report of La1 Tehsil, p.38 (NAI/Foreign 
Sec. E .  Feb. 1831, No. 298). 

58. NAI/ Fareign, Sec E, pros, Feb 1890, Nos. 106-1 10, 
The Valley of Kashmir p. 4 1 4. 

59. Assessment Report of La1 Tchsil, p. 38. 

59. (a). NAIIForeign, Sec, E, pros, Feb 18S0, Nos1 06- 
110,  K ,  W .  3. 

60. NAIlForeign, Sec El Feb. 1891,  No. 296. 

61. NAIIForeign, Sec E, Dsc. 1890, Nos. 196 211, 
p. 15. 

62. The Valley of Kashmir, pp. -41 1, 41 4, 4 I 5.  448. For 
further details on the arbitrary taxes imposed by 
officials on the cultivators, see Report on the Posi- 
tion of  the Cultivating Classes in Kashrnir (NAll 
Foreign, Sec E, Pros. Feb. 1890, Nos. 106-1 10) 
also Henvy's Report (NAI/Foreign, Sec E, Pros. 
March 1883,  No. 86, p. 95). 

63. 7he Valley of Kashmir, pp, 409-1 0 :  N~l/Foreign, 
Pol. July 1863, Nos, 73-75,  pp. 5-6. 

64. The Valley of Kashmir, pp, 409 -1  0 : Arthur New, 
The Tourist Guide, Lahore, 1896, p. VII, NAI/For(8iw 
Sec E No. 86,  Pros., March 1883, para 10.  

65. Lahore Political Diaries. V I ,  p. 26 5 : Tne Valley of 
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Kashmir p. 215 : See also NAIlForeign, See E, 

March 1881, No. 86 pp. 8-1 0. 

66. The Valley of Kashwir, p. 539 ; The Tourist Guide, 
p. VII 

67. In 1877, the first signs of agrarian discontent became 
manifest, when the peasants appealed to Maharaja 
Ranbir Singh during his sojourn a t  Achabal in Kash- 
mir against the high-handedness and corrupt practi- 
ces of his officials and the Jagirdars. The deep-rooted 
discontent of the peasantry is reflected in the 
manner in which the revenue officials were forced 
to  return whatever they had taken from the peasants 
as bribes, But the peasants' success proved to be 
nightmare, in that Wazeer Punnoo was able to wean 
away the Maharaja from taking any action against 
th3 officials. Not only that, in a vendetta against 
the peasants, the Wazir got the houses of the 
peasants searched and whatever little they had in 
their stores was seized by officials See Tarikh-i- 
Kashrnir (Persian text), II, pp 860-61 ; ~Pandit 
Hargopal Ichasta, Guldasta-i-Kashmir (Persian text) 
Lahore, 1883, pp 222-24.  

68. Is haq K+an, History o f  Srinagar, 7846- 7947, a study 
i n  Socio-cultural change, Srinagar, 1978, pp 104 
and 107. 

69. Lawrence remarks that by the end of the last century 
the villagers declined "to work for their spiritual 
leaders. " The Valley of Kashn~ir p. 291. However, 
there is strong reason to believe that the Sayyids 
and Pirzadas continued to get their land cultivated 
through the unpaid labour of their disciples even at 
the turn of the present century. Lawrence himself 
points to the peasants working on the land of 
Pirzadas and Snyyids who, like their counterparts in 
the Chakdar's estates, were not forced to carry loads 
in the far-flung areas like Gilgit. Moreover, one can 
hardly think in terms of the peasants having 
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manifested designs of shaking off the authority of 
their spiritual masters in the absence of any 
religious reform movement among the Muslims of 
Kashmir as late as the twenties of this century. In 
actual fact, Kashmiri peasants could nct free 
themselves from the clutches of the Pirzadas and Ihe 
Sayyids until the emergencs of Shaikh Muhammad 
Abdullah as the undisputed leader of the down- 
trodden Kashmiris whose rise marked the gradual 
eclipse of the ecclesiastical leadership in Kashmir 
(Based on my paper "The Growth of National 
Consciousness in Kashmir 1924-1 947" presented 
in the UGC Seminar on ,"Regional Roots of Indian 
Nationalism" at Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi, 
November, 1 980.) 

70. The Valley of Kashmir, p. 41 2. 

Superficially observed, the Kashmir political move- 
ment of the early thirties appears to be an educated 
middleclass movement started by some disgruntled 
youth of Srinagar led by Shaikh Abdullah, but 
fundamentally the urb3n leaders were bestirred into 
action by the woeful condition of the peasentry, 
Thus, from ths very beginning of the freedom 
strugale, the public leaders always roused the 
peasants to anger by stressing the feudal nature of 
the agrarian system under the Dogra rulers. The 
advocacy of the peasants' rights in the publications 
of the National Conference(particularly the "National 
Demandv' and "The New Kashmir Manifesto") 
testifies to the agrarian roots of the freedom 
struggle in Kashmir. 

72. Quoted in A.I. Chicherov, India : Economic Develop- 
ment in the 76th- 78th centuries, Mocow, 1971, Po 
21 7. 
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74. Trzvels in the Himalayan Provinces of Hindustan and 
Panjab, in Ladakh and Kashmir, in Peshawar, Kabul, 
Kundur and Bokhara from 18 19 to 1825,11, London, 
1841, p. 123. 

74. (a) History of Srinagar, p 63. 

75. No evidence has been quoted by Chicherov to 
support his argument that 1,00,000 women Were 
simultanecusly engaged in the spinning of shawl 
wool and that 90,000 of this number sold yarn "on 
the market 'to earn their livelihood' " op. tit , P. 
217. Even i f  the learned Russian historian had 
furroished :evidence, we would have doubted the 
authenticity of his statement on the simple fact that 
the population of Srinagar was never more 
than 1,25,000 in the 19th century. There is also 
no evidence to suggest that,rexcept for Srinagar and 
a few women of the towns of Anantnag, Shahabad 
and a few villages, the entire women population of 
Kashmir was ever engaged in the spinning of shawl 
wool. As a matter of fact, the shawls manufactured 
in the villages were of inferior quality. 

76. These interpretations of the organization of the 
shawl industry in Kashmir in the early 19th century 
originally occur in the writings of Soviet historians 
such as Y. V. Gankovsky and N.I. Samyonova 
(Chicherov, up. cit , pp. 21 8-19 and n.) 

77. Moorcroft, op. cit., II, pp. 178-79. 

78. Cl~icherov, op. c i t . ,  p. 21 8. 

79. NAIIForeign, Sec E l  March 1883, No. 86, p. 15; 
John Irwin. The Kashmir Shawl, London, 1955, p. 9. 
For more details on the system of taxation under 
the Dogras, see History of Srinagar, pp. 58, 61 -63, 
78-79. 

80. History o f  Srinagar, pp. 59-63. 
81. lbid. 
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82. The system undsr which the shawl weavers were 
not allowed to leave Kashmir was known as 
Rahdari. 

83. For the elaboration of my argument that the mono- 
polistic control exercised by the D ~ g r a  rulers over 
shawl industry greatly contributed to the decline 
of shawl trade, See History of  Srinagar, p. 62. 

84. lbid , pp. 56-63. 

Armed with the authority of  the rulers, the officials 
of the shawl department subjected the poor weaver 
to a great deal of tyranny, which, in turn, often led 
to the extensive migration of the shawl weavers to 
the Punjab. But even deserting their own families 
did not assuage the troubles of the shawl weaveis 
This was because their escape was made difficult 
by the high mountain passes which were guarded 
And even i f  they succeeded in managing their 
escape, the members of their families were not l e f t  
in peace. See for greater details, l b i d ,  p. 62. 

86. K.M. Pannik3r in his bid to prove the ameliorating 
zeal of the greedy and rapacious Gulab Singh says 
that as a result of new regulations, announced bv 
the Maharaja, the shawl weaver became "free" and 
that he mas no longer a "serf". op. c i t ,  p. 139. 
However, the evidence furnished by the contem- 
porary persian historian of Gulab Singh and corro- 
borated by tho travellers' accounts belies Pannikars' 
argument. In fact, the shawl heaver was tied 
to his master, and was not allowed to work for 
another master. See Tarikh-i-Hasan, I, p. 364. 
Andrew Wilson, The Abode of Snow, London, 1875, 
p. 398; Cashmere Misgovernment (op. cit., p. 67). 

87. For causes of the decline of shawl industry, see 
History of Srinagar, pp. 62-65. 
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88. Lahore Political Diarics, VI, p. 45. Such cases are 
also reported in the Sikh period. See Wajzeet ut- 
Tawarikh, f 93 ;  Tarilth-;.Hasan, I, p. 364. 

89. John Irwin atiributes the artistic decline in the 
shawl making to "foreign taste which increasingly 
dominated shawl de~ign"  in the mid-nineteenth 
century (op. cit.!) p. 15. 

90. Srinagar had considerably declined as an urban 
centre by the eighties of the 19th century. For 
greater details, see Histo~y of Srin~gar. Chapter 11; 
also Ishaq Khan, "Srinagar, 7846- 7947", Studies in 
Urban History (ed.  J.S. G rewal), 1981, Amritsar. 

91. In the 1850s and 1860s, for example, the shawl 
industry was under the dominant control of the 
French shawl merchants. See John Irwin, op. cit., 
p. 35.  

92. Pandit Ra j  Kak Dhar, the superintendent of the 
shawl departmc nt (Daghshawl), had amassed huge 
wealth. NAI/Foreign and Pol. July 1863, NOS. 73- 
75, p. 9. 

93. The political role of  t h s e  merchant families wi l l  be 
discussed a t  length in my study on "Kashmiri 
Muslims : a study in their history and social organi- 
zation" which is under progress. 

94. Haji Mukhtar Shah Ashai & Sonaullah, the two 
shawl merchants of Srinagar, seem to have been 
po!it!cally active towards the close of the 19th 
century. Lawrence describes them as "mere 
intriguersWwho made use of the peasants grievances 
for their own ends." NAIlForeign, Sec E, Feb 1890, 
NO?, 106-1 10, K.W. No. 3. 

95. There was practically no expenditure on social 
overheads before the estdblishment of the British 
Residency in Srinagar in 1886. Thus, out of the 
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Rs. 45,97,868 total estimated expenditure of the 
Jammu and Kashmir State in 1863, Rs. 32,34,516 
were spent on the army alone. See NAI/Forsyths9 
note, Fcreign, Pol. A., July 1863. Nos. 73-75. 

96. The Valley of Kashmir, p. 397. 

97. The opening o f  the Jehlam-Valley road in 1890 
proved to be a turning point in Kashmir's transition 
from medieval to rrcdern pericd. For the impact of 
the road c n Kast.mir, see History of  Sriliagar, p. 375 
sqq. 

98. For the revival of carpet industry in Kashmir's recent 
history, see /b id,  pp. t 5  57. 

99. Not only has Srinagar grown both horizontally and 
vertically, but, it has a t  the same time, developed as 
one of the chief commercial centres of nothern 
India in the past eighty years or so. Among its major 
items of export, carpet forms an important article of 
trade. Some big business houses of the city 
like those of Haji Muhammad Jamal Siraj export 
carpets wo:th crores of rupees annually. 

100. A pioneering study on the agrarian change in 
Kashmir in the post-1 947 period, recently made by 
Bashir A hmad Khan (Economic Consequences of 
Land Reforms in the State of Jammu & Kashmir, 
unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Kashmir University, 1981 ), 
reveals that as a result of the promulgation of the 
Big Landed Estates Act on 17th October, 1950 
acquisitiorr of land by the Government from the 
Chakdars and the Jagirdars and its redistribution 
among the cultivators "initiated far reaching changes 
in !he ownership and incentive structure." Accord- 
ing to Bashir Khan, the Act "evoked considerable 
debate not only in the State, but throughout the 
country as i t  was a bold experiment in moulding the 
whole structure of village life 'on new formations 
of social and economic relativity." 



Sources of the History 
of Kashmir 

(Sultanate and the Mughal Periods)" 

It is tin established fact that Kashmir is the only part of 
India where the tradition of writing history existed even 
before the advent of Islam. This must have been due to 
Kashmir's historical links with a number of non-Indian 
cultures, such as the Greek, the Chinese, and definitely the 
Central Asian, all of which had strong historical traditions. 
Buddhism, which flourished in Kashmir for a very long 
period, with its sen;e of history,l influenced the Kashmiri 
mind. With the establishment of the Sultanate in Kashmir 
in 1320, many learned men from Persia and Turkistan began 
to pour into the Valley. They brought with them the Persian2 
and Central Asian traditions of historiography. Thus a good 
number of chroniclss were written during the medieval 
pericd in Kashmir. But, unfortunately, some of them did not 
s~rvive, as for example, the works of Mulla Ahmed and 
Mulla Nadri, Qazi lblahim and Mulla Hdsan Oari. However, 
other medieval writers like the anonymous author of 
Baharistan-i Shahi, Haidar Malik, Hasan bin Ali and 
Muhamnlad Azam C iddama~ i made an extensive use of the 
works which are no longer extant. 

For a proper understanding of the sources of medieval 
Kashmir, it is necessary to divide them into the following 
headings : 

I. Sanskrit sources 

* Published in S.P. Sen (ed.), Sources of the History of 
India, Calcutta, 1979. 
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I I. Persian chronicles written by Kashmiris 
I I I. Chronicles of non-Kashmiris 
IV. Biographies of Saints 

I SANSKRIT SOURCES 

The Rajatarangini of Pandit Kalhana, written in the Pre- 
Muslim period in Kashmir, is a long narrative of occurrences 
taking place in the Valley from the earliest times to  1149-50 
A.D. Written in verse, it is based on several sources 
including traditions, legends acd inscriptions. 

Kalhana seems to  have been conscious of the duties of an 
historian, for not only did he narrate the events of the past 
but also analysed the past in a manner so as to  enable his 
readers to think on the nature and impermanence of life. He 
emphasizes the role of religi ~n (dharma), action (Karma) and 
fate in history. Among the various causes given by the 
author for the downfall of King Harsha (1 089-1 101) fate 
seems to have played an important role.3 The historical 
events have also been explained in  terms of 'Divine 
Retribution' and 'Divine Pleasure'. The use of witchcraft, 
especially as a means of vendetta, has not been ignored 
amongst many possible historical explanations of events. 

I t  is, howevet, important to  remember that although in 
the earlier books, Kalhana overestimates the role of super- 
natural forces in histoly, in the seventh and eighth books, 
the author proves himself to  be a serious student of history. 
No  doubt, in the later worlcs Kalhana does not totally ignore 
supernatural causes in the shape of events, "but owing to 
other causal explanations they tend to  recede somewhat into 
the background". Since he was writing the history of his 
own times, this explains why Kalhana recognizes the 
multiplicity of causes that go into the making of a historical 
situation. Thus, for example, he does not deprecate the role 
of the Damaras (feudal landowners) and the Brahmans in the 
politics of Kashmir in the early medieval period. The 
emergence of Damaras and their relationship with the King 
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has been described in a proper perspective. Though he 
does not approve of revolts by Tantrins and Ekangas, the 
Damaras and the royal princes owing to  their fissiparous 
trends, he acquiesces in the revolt of the BrahmansWhen 
they kept a fast on the plea that the fast is always in a 
righteous cause, namely, the removal of an oppressive king 
or minister. 

Nor has Kalhana omitted to mention the failure of kings 
due to human weaknesses. For example, Harsha's downfall 
has been attributed to his avoidance of battles, lack of 
independent judg~rr~ent, wrong selection of persons as 
ministers, and above all, heeding the advice of some intrigu- 
ing woman." 

It is  significant to note that Kalhana was conscious of the 
relationship of the various political power groups of his 
time with their economic conditions. Thus he repeatedly 
admonishes the k:ngs not to allow any village to stock food 
if it exceeds a year's consumption. Nor should a village be 
allowed to keep oxen beyond the number required to culti- 
vate the fields. Why ? Kalhana ascribed the emergence of 
tble feudatories and their revolts to the "accumulation of 
wealth".' Among various other factors matrimonial alliances 
among the official class are also described as a sogrce of 
trouble for a king. 

The Sanskrit writers after Kalhana did not adopt the 
latter's technique. Jonaraja, two hundred years after Kalhana, 
wrote Rajatarangini. This is a continuation of Kalhana's work 
from 11 50 to 1459, and is very useful in helping us to under- 
stand the social and political conditions prevailing in Kashmir 
before the establis3inent of 1he Sultanate8. One of the 
causes to which Jonaraja has referred to for the decline of 
Hindu rule in Kashmir was the continuous rebellion of th2 
Lavanyas and Damaras.' Added to this was the po!icy of 
Suhadeva (1 301-2 0) towards the Brahmans whom he 
alienated by imposing tax on them. While writing about the 
unpopularity of the king the chroni,cler says, "the Raksas of 
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a king who, under the plea of protecting the country, 
devoured it for nineteen years and twenty-five days."1° 

Jonaraja wrote his book at the command of Sultan Zain- 
ul-AbidinlOa (1 420-70) who, the author says, was eager to 
see that the long gap in the history of Kashmir be filled. 
Atout  his cvln work Jonaraja writes that i t  is "only an out- 
line of the history of kings."ll True that he has briefly 
discussed the history cjf the earlier part of the Sultanate, but 
the period from 1389 to 1459, during which the author was 
an eye-witness to  many of the important happenings in 
Kashmir, has been treated in some detailed manner. While 
he does not fail to notice the influence of a ponerful 
religious mobement launched by Mir Sayyid Muhammad, 
son of Mir Sayvid Ali Hamadani,12 on Sikandar (1389- 
141 3),13 a t  the same time, he does not gloss over the fact 
that there took place a gradual change in the policy of the 
Sultan towards the Hindus.14 He says rhat the Sultan "fixed 
with some difficulty a limit to ihe advance of the great Sea of 
the Yavanas"15 and abolished jizya (turuskadanda).la 

Jonaraja was not oblivious of the great change that was 
brought about in Kashmir as a result of the establishment of 
the Sul anate. He remarks : "As the wind destroys the 
trees, and the locusts the shali corp, so did the Yavanas 
destroy the usages o i  Kashmira."17 No doubt, the approach 
of this medieval chronicler was coloured by religion, but 
this was inevitable as he wrote within the framework of a 
society dominated by religion. Nevertheless, we should not 
exaggerare the religious element, for, the chronicler's 
extollment of the virtues of Zain-ul-Abidin shows the working 
of human agency and material factors in him, His patron 
perfclrmed "what was beyond the power of the past 
sovereigns and what will be beyond the ability of future 
kings."18 

There are some useful references in the Rajatarangini of 
Jonaraja with regard to the social life rrevailing in Kashmir i(l 
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Bud Shah's time. His references regarding Sudra women,1e 
the Dombas," the Rajasthaniya~,~~ the D a m ~ r a s . ~ V h e  
Q a ~ i s , ~ ~  the ThakursIz4 etc., are helpful in reconstructing 
the social history of medieval Kashmir. Wine drinking seems 
to have been practised in Jonaraja's time even by some 
Sayyids who, under the spell of intoxication, killed 
people.25 

Though Jonaraja has not mentioned his sources, his 
chronology and topography are, on the whole, trustworthy, 
One glaring defect of the work is that its author has given 
a very brief summary of some important events, e.g., the 
Mongol invasions of I<hajlak and Dulaca. Many other 
Mongol invasions have totally been ignored.26 I t  is strange 
that while Jonaraja discusses the spread of Islam in I<ashmir 
he does not say anything about Mir Sayyid Ali. He is also 
silent about Lalla Ded and Shaikh Nuruddin Wali,2ea the two 
prominent mystics of medieval Kashmir, who left a profound 
impression on Kashmir's unique culture. 

Jonaraja's views on history "end with the conclusion 
that his chronicle is a tree planted to remove the afflictions 
of kings born of pride and l a n g ~ u r , . " ~ ~  Thus he treats history 
as a guide for the Kings. Though Jonaraja is essentially a 
chronicler, sometimes he does interpret facts. For instance, 
the role of fate2' and supernatural forcesx is emphasized so 
as to explain the course of events. Even "incantations and 
magic herbs are brought to explain the adventurous spirit 
of Malacandra."" The Hindu notions of virtue (punya) and 
sin (pap) and the evil influence of the Kali age, have been 
introduced to account for the course of history.31 

Srivara, a pupil of Jonaraja, continued the account of the 
Sultans of Kashmir and called it Jaina-Rajatarangini. Being 
a courtier and a trusted friend of Zain-ul-Abidin," he gives 
a detailed accounl of the remaining years of the Sultan's 
reign from 1459 to 1470. He enjoyed the patronage of 
Sultan Haidar Shah (1 470-72) and Hasan Shah (1472-84). 
Besides w r i t ~ ~ i y  about his two patrons, he continued the 
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history of the Sultans from 1472 to 1486. Srivara was a 
scholar, poet and a musician as well. 

Srivara is a hero-worshipper rather than a historian. He 
himself says that he wrote his work partly "to free myself 
from my endless obligations to him (Zain-ul-Abidin) and 
partly because I am attracted by his merits."33 Thus he extols 
his patron Sultan Zain-ul-Abidin to the skies. Added to this 
is the fact that he "is a slavish imitator of Kalhana, not 
above reproducing whole verses from his predecessor. His 
text looks, in great portion, more like a canto from the 
Rajatarangini than an original comp~s i t i on . "~~  But in spite of 
these failings, Srivara's work is important because it throws 
much light on the religio-political trends of his time. His 
account of the role of the Baihaqi S a y y i d ~ ~ ~  is useful, 
though not without faults. The Jaina Rajatarangini reveals 
the penetration of the Persian and Central Asian influences 
in Kashmir in the Sultanate period. We hear of some 
Hindus partaking of beef36 as a result of their contact with 
the Muslim immigrants from Persia and Central Asia. Though 
a chronicler, Srivara tries to give causes responsible for 
the downfall of the Hindus in Kashmir. He looks with 
abhorrence a t  the cultural changes that began to take place 
in Kashmir with the rise of Muslim power and attributes the 
misfortune of Kashmiris to their tacit acquiescence in these 
changes.37 

Sr~vara's chronicle was continued by Prajyabhatta. He 
composed Rajavalipataka describing the history of the 
Sultans from 1486 to 1512. Being defective in topography 
and chronology, Prajyabhatta's work is of very little impor- 
tance. 

Another Sanskrit chronicler, Suka Pandit, a pupil of 
Prajyabhatta, wrote Rnj;ltarangini after the name of Kalhana's 
work, dealing with the history of the period from 1517 to 
1596. Like Prajyabhatta his topography is defective and 
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chronology incomplete. There are many important gaps in the 
narrative. 

An important Sanskrit work of the medieval period is 
L o k a p r a k a ~ a . ~ ~  It seems to be the product o f  a number of 
learned persons including Kshemendra (d. 1066), who com- 
posed only a part of it.39 That some portions of the work 
were written in the seventeenth century is shown by the 
mention of Shah Jahan in the The Lo!caprakasa is in 
four parts. In the first part of the hook the names of  four 
main castes and sixty sub-castes have been d~scussed. The 
titles of Government officials and ministers have also been 
givene41 According to Professor Mohibbul 'asan, the second 
part. "which contains bills of exchange, bonds, commercial 
contracts, official orders and so forth, is the biggest and 
most important of all."42 !he third part contains a list of 
synonyms of various kinds, of fishes, birds and mice and of 
salt, gold coins and gold ornaments." The fourth and the 
last portion of the book is ful l of satire on the Kayastkjs 
(writers and physicans) and the Brahmans who had embraced 
Islam. A list of the districts of Kashmir is a l s ~  given in the 
fourth part."" 

The Lokaprakasa does not rank with hisiory, though it 
supplies many a useful information for the social history of 
medieval Kashmir. Buhler regards it as a K ~ s a ; ~ Q u t  the work 
appears to be both a Kosa and a practical note book descri- 
bing the v -rious facets of social life and administration in 
K a ~ h m i r . ~ ~  One important feature of the book is the admixture 
of Persian and Kashmiri words in it. 

II PERSIAN CHRONICLES WRITTEN BY KASHMlRlS 

The Tarikh-i Kashmir" of Sayyid Ali is the only extant 
Persian source written in Icashmir before the Mughal occu- 
pation of Kashrnir in 1586. The author was a Sayyid and was 
a relative of the Shah Mir dynasty, the first Muslim ruling 
power in Kashmir. His work is essentially important for the 
activities of Mir Sayyid Ali and his disciples: the iconoclastic 



activities of Sultan Sikandar and Mir Muhammad Hamadani's 
influence on the religious thought of the Sultan, Zain-ul- 
Abidin's enlightened religious policy and his encouragment 
to  arts and crafts; the struggle for power between Muhammad 
Shah and Fateh Shah, and above a l l  the brief biographical 
notices of Sufis and Rishis flourishing in the Sultanate 
period. Sayyid Ali furnishes an eye-witness account of Mirza 
Haidar Dughlat's rule in Kashmir. The Mirza's policy towsrds 
the Shias and the circumstances leading to his downfall have 
been described fully. 

Sayyid Al i's treatment of his subject is that of a chroni- 
cler rather than of a historian. He is deficient both in 
:hronology and topography. He indulges in fancies while 
giving the account of the exploits of Sayyid Hasan, the son 
of Sayyid Taj-ud-din, who had entered the service of Sultan 
Shihab-ud-din. He is credited with having conquered not 
only Delhi, Agra and Lahors, but also Persia, Badakshan, 
Kabul, and many other places outside India. The chronicler 
says that Mir Sayyid Ali acquired scholarship miraculously 
when he saw his father in a dream.lB Far from attempting to 
explain the causes of the success of the Sufi movement in 
Kashmir, the Tarikh-i-Kashmir of Sayyid Ali lays stress on 
the role of miracles of the saints. 

The 7arikh.i-Kashmir of an anonymous author written in 
1590 is one of the earliest Persian sources. Based on the 
Sanskrit chronicles and some earlier non-existent Persian 
accounts, i t  is a narrative of events, from ancient times to 
the reign of Shams-ud-din 1 1  (1 537-38). Though incomplete 
in many important details, it "is useful source, for it 
describes those events in detail which hcve been omitted by 
tho Baharistan-i-Shahi, Haidar Malik's Tarikh and other 
Persian  chronicle^."'^^ 

But the two great works of medieval Kashmir are the 
Baharistan-i-Shal~i of an anonymous writer and Haidar 
Malik's Tarikh. Both are useful from the point of view of 
chronology and topography. Not only do they furnish a 
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more detailed account of the period than the other chronicles 
but they describe their sources as well : I<alhanals Rajataran- 
gini, the chronicles of Jonaraja and Srivaua, the Persian 
Tarikhs of Mulla Ahmad, Mulla Nadiri, Oazi lbrahim and 
Mulla Hasan Qari, which were then extant. In addition, they 
derived information from their co~temporaries and near 
contemporaries. 

Nothing is known about the author of Baharistan-;-Shah; 
beyond the popular belief that he was a Shia"' and that his 
great grand-father, Mulla Hasan-ud-din, was an immigrant 
from G hazni. 7 he latter was a disciple of Haji lbrahim 
Adham a Kubravi saint of Kashmir. The author's eulogisation 
of the role of the Baihaqi Sayyids and his lavish praise for 
their acts of piety, bravery and generosity lead us to the 
inference that he must have been in their service. No other 
chronicler has given so much space in describing the careers 
anrl characters of the Baihaqi Sayyids a s  the author of 
Baharistan- ;-Shah;. 

The Baharistan-;-Shah; describes the history of Kashmir 
from the earliest times t~ 1615. Though the pre-Islamic 
period has been dismissed in a few pages, the events taking 
place in Kashmir from the accession of Rinchana to 1614 
have been narrated fully. It should, however, be r..membered 
that the events like the revolt in Lohara against Outb-ud-din, 
the Regency of Queen Sura, and the civil war during the 
reign of Sultan Zain-ul-Abidin have been left out Besides, 
there is only a brief mention of Sult-:n Haidar 5hah and 
omission of the political affairs of Hasan Sliah's reign. 
Notwithstanding these omissions, the history of Kashmir 
from the time of Muliammad Shah to the establishment of the 
Mugl~al rule in 1586 has been discussed at length. The 
historical value of the Baharistan-;-Shah/ is further enhanced 
by it; full clescription of the activities of Mir Shams-ud-Din 
Iraqi. No otiier chronicler has given so much impoltance to 
the role o i  the founder of the Nurbakshiya5' order in Kashmir 
than the author of Baharisran-i-Si~al~i. What is of great 
merit, the author narrates in detail the events leading to the 
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Mughal conquest of Kashmir. He alor,e describes the exile 

of Yusuf Shah Chak and his son, the last two independent 
Sultars of Kashmir who fought the Mughals to a finish, 
but were routed. 

The religious zeal shown by the medieval Indian 
historians like Zia-ud-din Barani and Mulla Abdul Oadir 
Badauni seems to be present in the Persian worl<s of Kashmir 
also, but with this basic difference, that the Kashmiri  write:^ 
do not show any fanaticism in their writings The spirit of 
re l ig io~s toleration for which Kashmiris are famous guided 
the writings of the medieval writers. Thus, the author of 
Baharistan-;-Shah;, though a Shia, condemns the policy of 
Yaqub Shah towards the Sunnis. He does not like the 
manner in which Qazi Musa was esecut-:d for having recited 
the name of Ali in the azan when ordered to do so by the 
S~ltan.~"he medieval terminology of designating the non- 
Muslims as Kafirs and their acts as Kufr is no doubt used, 
but unlike most of the medieval writers, the Kashmiri 
chroniclers have used these words in an underogatory sense. 
This is reflected in the description of the measures taken 
by Sultan Zain-ul-Abidin and his successors to restore ccn- 
fidence among the Hindus. Ha3 the author of Baharistan-i- 
Shahior Haidar Malik been anti-Hindu, they would have 
centainly disapproved of the actions of the great king of 
KashmiP3 The objective approach of the author of Baharistan- 
;-Shah; is reflected in the following passage : 

"The temples destroyed during the time of Sultan 
Sikandsr were rebuilt. Those Hindus who had fled to 
Jammu and Kishtwar were recalled. The learning of 
Hindus was encouraged. Hindus were given complete 
freedom of worship and freedom to perform their 
customs. They, therefore, began to celebrate their 
festivals on particular days of the year. Zain-ul-Abidin 
himself used to participate in them. He gave presents 
to singers and dancers and because of this he was 
very popular. The result o i  tlie revival of Hinduism 
under Zain-ul-Abidin was that Hindu rites and customs 
revived among the Muslims also. Even men of learning 
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and the ulama practised them. This continued until the 
time of Shams-ud-din Iraqi, who took up arms against 
the idolatrous pract i~es." '~ 

Though Baharistan-i-Shahi is descriptive in its character, 
its author sometimes explains events in terms of human 
vilition. Thus. for example, Mirza H3idar.s downfall is 
attributed to his persecution of the Shias, Shafis and SufisSb6 
In addition to this, Yusuf Shah's pursuit of pleasures and 
his negligence of the State affairs are zccounted for the 
Mughal occupation of Kashmir, Yaqub Shah's intolerant 
policy towards the Sunnis and his neglect of the defence 
have been g'ven as causes for facilitating the task of the 
Mughals in KashmiraS6 

The Baharistan-i-Shahi is composed in an ornamental 
language. It occasionally mentions both Hqra and Laukika 
dates. Though essentially a political history, it contains 
notices of some famous saints and learned men of Kashmir. 

The Tarikh-i  Kashmir of Haidar Malik, written in a 
simple and lucid style, supplies valuable information for the 
period 1586 to 1621. His purpose in writing history was 
to preserve the memory of his own ancestors who, according 
to the author, played an important part in shaping the course 
of events in Kashmir." One of .the distinguishing features 
of Haidar Malik's Tarikh is the author's sense of local 
patriotism which is implicit in his account of the relations 
of the Chak Sultans with Akbar. 

Haidar Malik was the son of Hzsan Malik of the village 
o f  Chsdura and he traced his descent to a Rajput family of 
Suhadeva's reign. Both Haidar Malik and his father seem 
to have served Sultan Yusuf Shah Chak. So devoted was 
the author to the Sultan that he accompanied his master in 
his exile to Biliar in 1586. He shot into pr~minence only 
af ter  Nur Jahan's marriage with Jaliangir wllen the Emperor 
honoured him by conferring on him the title of Chagtai and 
Rais-ul- Mulk ,5H 
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The part played by the supernatural forces in determin- 
ing the course of events so omnipresent in Kashmiri literature, 
poetry and folklore is sometimes found a determining factor 
in Haidar Malik's chronicle. In f;lcz, there is one section 
in the chronicle entirely devoted to supernatural events 
happening in lakes,. streams, etc., of Kashmir. But occasion- 
ally the author is also concerned with h~storical causation. 
Thus the main cause of the downfall of Mirza Haidar has 
been found in his being cruel towards the people of Kashmir 
and the ensuing revolts by the Kashmiri nobles against his 
tyrannical acts.59 

The Tarikh-i-Kashmir by Hawn bin Ali Kashmiri fur- 
nishes a short account of Kashmir's pas1 from the earliest 
times to 1616. Not only are the sources of Hasan's and the 
BaharsiCan i-Shahi the same, but both wcrlts seem to suffer 
from the same lacunae. There is a complete omission of 
the events taking place in the reign of the later Shah Mirs 
and ths Chaks, though there is a casual mention o f  Yaqub 
Shah's submission to Akbar. The importance of the work, 
however, lies in its treatment of the history of the Sulanate 
period up t o  the end o f  Hasan Shah's reign (1472-84), for 
which period it is very useful. 

Of the later indigenous Persian sources of Kashmir, 
Tarikh-i-Kashmir by Pandit Narayan Kaul Ajiz, Nawadir-ul- 

Akhbar by Aba Rafi-ud-din, Waqiot-i l(asfrinir b y  Muhammad 
Azam and Gauhar-I Alam by Bodi-ud-din Abul Qasirn are 
important. 

Narayan Kaul was a Kashmiri Brahman who wrote his 
history from the earliest times to 171 0, the year when he 
completed his work. Aba Rafi-ud-din Ahmad wds a Kash- 
miri by birth. He completed his N,~wddir-ul-Akhbar at 
Shahjahanabad in 1723. I t  contc~ins useful information 
regarding the civil war which took place after Sultan Hasan 
Shah's reign. However, this work needs to be read with 
caution as i t  oversrnphasires tile religious factor in these. 
wars.60 Besides corroborating the 6aharistai1-;-Shah; and 
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Haidar Malik's Tarikh, Rafi acquaints his readers with the 
changes braught about by Mirza Haidar in Kashmir. 

The Waqiat-i-Kashmir of Muhammad Azam ~ iddamar i  
was written in 1747. P mong many other sources mentioned 
by the author are Ta~.ikh-i-Rashidi and Tarikh-i-Firishta. 
The work is written in simple Persian. It describes not only 
the political history but also throws light on the life and 
achievements of various Sayyids, Sufis, Ule.na and Foets. 
There are useful references to the prevalence of begarC1 
(forced labour) in Kashmir. The migration of Kashmiris 
to the Punjab and Delhi is referred to on account of the 
political disturbances and economic instability in the time 
of the later Rlughals. 

The Gauhar-i Alam describes the hislory of Kashmir 
from ancient times to 1786. According to its author, he 
made use of the Nur-Nama and the accounts by Hasan Qari 
and Muhammad Azam, but there is no new information in 
his work. 

The Persian chroniclers of Kashmir seem to  have 
copied the traditions o f  historical writing in ,!Hindustan, and 
Persia. Tliey were also influenced by Kalhana, the Persian 
translation of whose Rajatarangini was always available to 
them. But i t  should be remembered that they could not 
rise to the hsight of Kalhana. Unlike Kalhana, their treat- 
ment of history as a narrative of occurences does not 
suggest any interrelationship amcng the events in a broad 
historical pe~spective. Whenever they try to explain why 
things haap~ned the stless i s  more or less in explaining 
historical causation in personal terms. 

Unlike the worlcs of Zia-ud-din Barani and Abdul Oadir 
Badauni, and Abul Fazl, most of the persian chroniclers of 
Kashmir do not have any representative character. While the 
difference o f  approach in the works of these medieval Indian 
historians hel1)s us in understanding the innermost tensions 
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felt by the orthodox and the secular minded Muslims, 
the monotonous approach of the Kashmi;i writers renders 
their narrative jejune. The sameness in their approach to 
history may largely be attributed to their dependence on 
common sources. Neither did they, with tha possible 
exception [of Muhammad Azam, try to  separate the grain 
from the chaff. All this resulted in some grave historical 
inaccuracies in t teir  worl<s. Thus almost all the medieval 
chroniclers of Kashmir give a hyperbolical account of 
the military exploits of Sultan Shihab-ud-din. Of  all these 
writers, however, Muhammad Azam seems to be the only 
excepticn to the ~u le .  I-!e alcne has applied the critical 
historical rnctt~od in his w o ~ k .  Thus he rejects such 
opinions expressed in earlier works as ale not suppolted by 
historical evidence. To him the testing of evidence is the 
first requisite cf a true historian. 

One significarlt fcature o f  the r , ~ d i e v a l  historic; l 
mritings in Kashmir is t t e  absence of any trend Emcng 11 e 
chroniclers to treat history as a branch of theologv, a 
common feature ~f medieval Europcan histori~grapt~v cnd to 
some extent noticeable in the works of the Delhi Sultanate 
There are no doubt cccasional references to  explain historical 
causation in terms cf supernatural forces or miracles perfor- 
med by saints, but there seems to bs no conscious attempt 
by the chronicler.; of Kashmir a t  establishing that historical 
causation always lay in divine will. 

Another interesting feature is the influence of local 
environment on the chroniclers which at times has lent an 
imaginative or rather coetic touch to their writings. The 
natural surroundings of rivers, springs, lakes and mountains 
and the legendary tales connected with them have also 
found a prominent place in the Sanskrit and Persian chroni- 
cles Interestingly enough, al rqost all medieval works with 
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a few exceptions, begin with the legendary descriplion of the 
land. It is well to remember that while all histories of the 
Delhi Sultanate and the Mughal period ignore the  re- 
Islamic pericd" of Indian history and while many begin their 
narratives with the description of the general history of 
Islam, the Kashmiri chroniclers do not show their ex t ramr i -  
torial links with the lands o f  Islam. Perhaps the geographical 
isolation of Kashmir fostered a stronger sense of regional 
bias in tbeir writings. 

ill. Z hronicles of Non-Kashmiris 

The earliest aliailable information supplied by a Muslim 
regarding l<a;hmir is found in Al-Masudi's Muruj-uz-Zahab. 
A1 Masudi ( 941 -43 )  describes the geography of Kashmir. He 
says that in his time there were 60,000 to  70,000 villages in 
Kashmir, which seems to be incredible. Alberuni's notices 
in regard to Kashmir are, however, very useful, He was an 
eye-witness to the campaign of Lohkot (101 5-21) launched 
by Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni. As he was himself present at 
the campaign, he was able to establish contact with some 
Kashmiris. I t  was on the basis of oral information that he 
wrote about the political divisions of the so uth-western 
mighty mountain pass which separates the Kashmir Valley 
from the Punjab. Besides telling about the pedestrian habits 
of the people of Kashmir, Alberuni writes about the conveyan- 
ces used by the Kashmiri nobles and the climate of Kas!imir. 

There are three Central Asian histories which throw some 
valuable light on Kqshmir. Th? Zafarnan~a o f  Sharaf-ud-din 
Al Yazdi, completed in 1424-25, is histor1 of Timur and 
Khal~l Sultan. It i s  especially important for Sultan Sikandar's 
relations wi th Timur and also for the geography of Kashmir. 
The Malfuzat-T/'r;ictri, attributed to Timur, also contains use- 
ful references regarding Silcandar's relations with Timur. It 
also gives a brief description of the topography of the 
Kashmir Valley. 
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One impottant Central Asian work is  the Tarikh i-Rashidi 
of Mirza Haidar. Written in 1546, it is a history of th: Mughals 
of Central Asia. Milza Haidar led two invasions against 
Kashmir : once f rom Kashgar in 1533 on behalf of Sultan Said, 
and the seco;~d from Lahore in November 1540 when he 
accomplished the conquest of the Valley and ruled it for ten 
Years. Though he has given us a full description of his first 
invasion of Kashmir, hs is wanting in information with rega d 
to the second invasion Thera is also very scanty information 
in regard to his administration o f  Kashmir. However, Mirza 
Haidar gives useful details in regard to the Hindu temples 
and ancient sites, agriculture, religion and gecgra~hy of 
Kashmir. He pays glowing t r ibu t~s  to  Sultan ~ain-ul-Abidin 
of Kashmir for introducing various arts and crafts in Kashmir. 

The Tar ikh- i -  Mubarak  Shah i  of Yahya Ahmad Sirhindi 
briefly mentions the conflict between Ali Shah of Kashm'r 

and Jasrat Khokar. A brief description of Azam Humayun's 
relations with Mirza Haidar and the nobles of Kashmir at the 
time of his revolt against Islam Shah Sur is given in Tarikh-i- 
Daud i  of Abdullah and Tar ikh-Khan- i -  Jahan i .  B 0th works 
are, however, wrong in stating that Pzam Humayun was 
killed in an encounter with the Kashmiri forces while Mirza 
Haidar was still alive. 

The Tabaqat- i -  Akbar i  by Nizam-ud-Din Ahmad, the 
Tar ikh- i -  Firishta by Muhammad Qasim Hindu Shah Astrabrdi 
and the AYaasir - i -Rn/~imi  by Khwaja Abdul Baqi Nihawani 

have no now i~~formation to offer. The ~ u n t a k h a b - u t - T a w a r i k l l  
by Abdul Qadir Badauni refers to famous saints and men of 
letters in Kashmir. His account of St~aikh Yaqub Sarfi is use. 
ful who is said to have played an important role in the Mugha1 
occupat io~~ of Kashmir."' Thzre are useful references about 
Akbar's relations with the Chak rulers. 

The J.4ajalis u l -Falat in  by Muhammad Shalif-an-Najafi. 

written in 1628-29, describes at length the story of Rinchana's 
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conversion to Islam. The Haft lqlim by Amin Ahmad Razi was 
completed in 1594. I t  refers to the shawl industry of Kashmir 
and contains short: nctices of Kashmit i poets, saints and 
rulers. The author also briefly mentions Mirza Haidar's con- 
quest of Kashmir. 

Among other non-Kashmiri chronicles must be mentioned 
Pkbar-nama and Ain.i- Akbari of Abul Fazl, Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri 
of Jahangir, lqbal nama Jahangiri of Mutamid Khan, Badshah- 
nama of Abdul Hamid Lahori, Badshahnarna of Muhammad 
Amin Qazwini, .Ama/-i-Saleh of Muhammad Saleh Kumbu 
and the Dabistan-al-Mazahab of an unknown author. 

The Altbar-ndma briefly describes the history of Mirza 
Haidar's rule in ~ashmir. But the invasions of Kashmir by 
Abul Maali and Qara Bahadur, the relations of the Mughals 
with the Chalc Sultans, and the Mughal conquest of Kashmir 
in 1586 have been described in detail. His account is riot 
deficient in dates. Nor is his topography defective. There 
are a few lapses in his account, but, on the whole, i t  is trust- 
wol thy and reliable. The Ain-i-Akbari is a mine of informa- 
tion regarding the revenue system of Kashmir. The author 
throws light on the changes which were brought about in 
the field of revenue administration in Kashmir after the 
Mug ha1 conquest. There is also a detailed information with 
regard to the topography, fruits, flowers and food-grains of 
the Valley. Nor does Abul Fazl ignore the religious beliefs, 
customs and habits of the people of Kashmir. 

The ~uzu j ;  i- ~ a h a n ~ i r i  supplies us an interesting and 
detailed information regarding the life of the inhabitants of 
the Valley. He describes the practice of planting tulip flowers 
on the roofs of buildings as a peculiarity of the people of 
I(ashmir. He says that silk-worm eggs were imported into 
Kashmir from Gilgit and Tibet. Jahangir was a keen observer 
of things. He writes about the dress and food habits of the 
people of Kashmir. We learn about the celebration of Vyath 
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Jehlam in the city. 
of the great plague 

i i r .  He also refers to tI$e bridges over the 
The emperor gives us a clear description 
and fire in Kashmir in 1617-1 9. 

J a  hangir's references to the political history of Kashrnir 
are useful. He writes that ' Kashmir is much indebted to Mirza 
Haidar for its excellences". His account of the conquest of 
Kishtwar (1 61 8) is important. 

However, Jahangir's remarks regarding Kashmiris sliould 
be read with a grain of salt. He calls them "animal-like 
Kashmiris". He says : "Although most of the houses are on 
the river ban!<, not a drop of water touches their bodies. They 
are as dirty outside as inside."B5 In fact, he failed to notice 
the bathing-ghauts on the River Jhelam and the hamams 
attached to the mosques in Kashmir. 

There are useful references in the lqbal-nama-Jahangiri 
with regard to the plague of 161 6 and the campaign of 
Kishtwar. The dress of the people of Kashmir has also been 
described. 

Both the works of Abdul Hamid Lahori and Muhammad 
Amin Qazwini throw some light on Shah Jahan's reign in 
Kashmir. There are occasional references to the habits of the 
people of the city. Lahori has depicted a graphic picture of 
the famine which stalked Kashmir in 1641 during the 
governorship of Tarbiyat Khan. Qazwini's description of the 
oppressive rule of ltiqad Khan is  useful. 

Kumbu's account of the destruction of temples in 
Anantnag by Shah Jahan is useful. I t  was during his time 
that the ancient name of Anantnag was changed into 
Islamabad. He also describes Ac habal.68 

The Kitab-i-Dabistan-i- Mazahab of an unknown author 
q~ntains useful references to Kashmir, The author of this ex- 
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cellent work on contemporary Indian religions seems to have 
visited Kashmir several times. He writes about the popularity 
of Saivism in Kashmir during the reign of Shah Jahan and 
names some well-known Saivite scholars of his tirrte. 

The Alamgir-nama of Mu hammad Kazim, Muntakhab- ul- 
Lubab of Khafi Khan, Khulasat-ul- Ta warikh of Su jan B handari, 
Ruqaat-i- Alamgiri of Aurangze b, Maasir-ul-Umara of Shah 
Nawaz Khan and Kalimat-i- Tayyibat are valuable for the reign 
of Aurangzeb in Kashmir. The Ruqaat-i-Alarngiri and the 
Kalimat-i-Tayyibat, in particular, help us in understanding 
the attitude of Aurangzeb towards Kashmir. Among various 
other restrictions imposed by Aurangzeb in Kashmir, he also 
stopped the practice of hereditary singers of Kashmir who 
used to welcome the Mughal Governor and high officials on 
their assuming office.07 

IV. Biographies of Saintsee 

The period under review is rich in biographical account 
of Sufis, most of them written by their disciples. Although 
they have greater historical value than any other type of non- 
political literature produced in Kashmir, there is a conscious 
attempt on the part of the biographers to glorify the deeds of 
their masters. Thus their accounts are replete with the mira- 
cles and supernatural powers of the saints. Notwithstanding 
this criticism, the hagiological literature enables us to under- 
stand the powerful impact of Sufism on Kashmiri mind. We 
can feel the pulse of the common man in medieval Kashmir 
through this type of litelature. In fact, the religious literature 
of Kashmir does not show any detachment from the life, 
yearnings and aspirations of the common man 

The Khulasat-ul- Managib of Nur-ud-Din Jafar Badakshi is 
a life of Sayyid Ali Hamadani. The author was a disciple of 
the great saint, but, unfortunately, he does not make any 
mgption of the activities of Sayyid Alj in Kqshmir, 
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The Tohfat-ul- Ahbzb of an unknown author describes the 
life of Mir Shams-ud-Din Iraqi, the founder of the Shiaism in 
Kashmir. The author seems to have been a fanatic Shia who. 
in his zeal to  show the greatness of the Mir, highly exagga- 
rates his iconoclastic activities. However, the historical 
importance of his work can hardly be over emphasized. Not 
only does he refer to some political events of the Sultanate 
period, but there are occasional references to the Khanqah 
life, dress of the Qazis and Ulema, food habits and beliefs of 
the people of Kashmir, etc. 

Dastur- us-Salikin, popularly known as Wiridul- Muridin, 
contains biographical notices of Shaikh Hamza Makhdum. 
It was completed in  1554-55. Rishi-nama by the same author 
describes the miracles of his spiritual master. I t  also gives a 
brief account of the Rishi saints of Kashmir. 

The Hilyat-ul-Arifin of Khwaja Ishaq Qari is a biography 
of Shaikh Hamza Makhdum. The work affords us a glimpse 
into the Khanqah life in Kashmir. There are useful references 
to the food habits of the inhabitants of the Valley and 
intoxicants like liquor, bhang and opium which were common. 
The Tazkirat-ul-Arifin was writtan by Mulla Ali Raina in 1587. 
This biography of Shaikh Hamza also contains some referen- 
ces to the social and religious lifa of medieval Kashmir. 

Rishi-nama 'by Baba Nasib, completed in 1631, is an 
invaluable source for the history and grohth of the Rishi 
movement in Kashmir. The author describes the activities 
of Shaikh Nur-ud-Din and furnishes a useful information 
regarding the discussions of the Brahman priests and Muslim 
saints on religious issues. A brief reference to Mirza Haidar's 
religious policy towards the Shias has been made in the 
work. There are useful references to the dress and food 
habits of the inhabitants of the Valley. Baba Nasib's work 
helps us in understanding the attitude of Shaikh Nur-ud-Din 
tqwards the Mullahs who have been described as hypocrites 
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and materialists. However, the work suffers from certain 
defects. In the first place, a great stress has been laid on 
the supernatural powers of Shaikh Nur-ud-Din Wali in getting 
converts to lslam and also those of Shaikh Hamza in crush- 
ing the religious activities of the Shias. Secondly, Baba 
Nasib had irrational prejudices against the Shias who are 
dubbed as "wretched". Thus his account of the persecution 
of the Shias by Mirza Haidar is  not free from exaggeration. 
In spite of these defects, Rishi-nama reveals the mind of an 
orthodox Sunni Musalman of the medieval period. 

Among the general biographies of saints, Asrar-ul-Abrar 
of Daud Mishkati, Futuhat-i-Kubraviya of Wahab and 

Khawarig-us-~alikin of Mulla bin Abdus Sabur are important. 

The Asrar-ul-Abrar was completed in 1653. It describes 
the life of the prominent saints of Kashmir. Though there is 
a brief description sf  the activities of Sayyid Ali Hamadani 
and his disciple;, the history of Rishi saints has been descri- 

bed fully. Some sayings of Shaikh Nur-ud-Din, which are 

not found in Nasib's Rishi-nama, have been recorded by 
Mishkati. The author quotes his sources and occasionally 
refers to ths social habits of the people. 

The Khawariq-us-Salikin, comjleted in 1698, also gives a 
biographical account of the famods Sufis of Kashmir. Besides, 
the work refers to the centres of learning in Kashmir. The 
author also describes the mlstical powers of Shaikh Nur-ud- 

din Wali. 

The Futuhat i-Kubraviya describes the life of Kubravi and 
Rishi saints of Kashmir. It was written in 1748-49. Besides 
describing the brief history of the Sultans of Kashmir, the 
author of the book also depicts the history of lslam in the 
Valley from the time of Rinchana to that of Akbar. 
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V, European Accounts 

The first Europeans to visit Kashmir were Father Jerome 
Xavier and Benedict de Goes who arrived in the company of 
Akbar in 1597. Xavier's account of the sufferings of the 
people of Kashmir in the famine of 1596 is important. Francis 
Pelsaert's description of Kashmir170 though sketchy, is useful. 
B~uFJernier,~~ who came to Kashmir with Aurangzeb supplies 
lrseful information regarding the shawl trade. His account of 
the social and economic life is also important. Father Desideri 
and Father Manoel Fryer72 have also left an account of their 
impressions which also throw some light on the social and 
economic life. In 1783 Kashmir was visited by George 
F~rs ter '~  who :describes the economic conditions in the time 
of the Afghans in Kashmir. 

VI. Kashmiri Literature and Folklore 

The Kashmiri poems of Lalla Ded, Shaikh Nur-ud-Din Wali 
and Habba Khatun are rich in givicg useful references to 
social history of the medieval period. Though Lalla Ded and 
Nur-ud-Din have sung didactic songs, they are an extremely 
valuable source for the study of social conditions. Their 
criticism of social life is somewhat balanced. Habba's tone, 
in general, is gloomy, but her songs disclose a wealth of 
information and reveal the deep emotions which moved the 
oppressed women of that age. 
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Kashmiri Muslim and their 
History 

The transformation of Muslim society of Kashmir from its 
centuries old stolidity to its twentieth century ebullience is 
a subject of vital importance. Their society is characterized 
not only by a faith Islam, but it i s  also in significant measure 
the outgrowth of its immediate past. The Kashmiri Muslims 
constitute certainly the most significant and conceivably the 
most creative community amcng the Muslims of the Indian 
nation and in the history of lslam as well. Having experien- 
ced the trauma of negative change since the beginning of the 
19th century, the I<ashmiri Muslims have now met with posi- 
tive change, and have come to feel its power and to  accept 
its challenge. The winds of the modern world have swept 
through the impregnable mountain bdrriers of the Valley : 
political, social, econolnic and educational pressures have 
brought irresistible influences to bear on the community's 
life. But nothing has eroded the faith of the community in 
Islam and significantly its members have often sought to 
relate the new influences to Islam. The average Kashmiri 
Muslim's attitude is such that new solutions wil l  not be 
admitted unless they are at least verbally related to Islam. I t  
is for this reason that the present ruling party in Kashmir has 
always tried to win the confidence of the people through the 
mosques and shrines managed and co;~trolled by the Muslim 

*This is a m o d ~ f ~ e d  version oF t l ~ c  Fnpcr *The Social B ~ c k g r o u n d  and  
Polit ics O F  t he  Musl ims of i(asIlnlir, 1846-'I 947' read at t he  thir teenth 
annual session o f  the Bangladesli I l l s tory  Congress he ld  at Sylhet in 
March, 1980, 
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Trust (Auqaf).l The influence of Kashmiri Muslims religious 
life is forcing the scope of Islamic concern in Kashmir to be 
widened and deepened, a process that parallels and contends 
with the compartmentalization of faith and life. However, i t  
may be noted here that lslam in Kashmir has a different 
colour; its essential component is humanism which is the 
outcome of mystic traditions developed and fostered by 
ascetics like Lalla Ded, and Shaikh Nur-ud-din Wali popularly 
known as ~und-Rish i  among the pandits of Kashmir. 

Although the focus of the present study is on the politics 
of Muslims of Kashmir during the Dogra rule (1846-1947), 
its final outcome in the shape of preserving Kashmir's distinct 
identity through Article 370 of the Indian Constitution, has 
been studied against the background of strong cultural tra- 
ditions of Kashmiris. 

The present study has been motivated by a number of 
factors; chief among them being the sad fact that Kashmiri 
Muslim is still a suspect in the eyes of the politicians of the 
Indo- Pak su b-continent in spite of the avowed declarations 
of his leaders that the state o f  Jammu and Kashmir2 is an 
integral part of the Indian Union. But what is more baffling is 
that Pakistan continues to pin high hopes on Kashmiri 
Muslims by often pandering to their religious sentiments and 
also by raising the issue of Kashmir on international forumse 
Viewed from the Pakistani standpoint, Kashmir problem is in 
essence the problem of Kashmiri Muslims who are in an over- 
whelming majority in the State of Jammu and Kashmir. 
Though Pakistan's harping on the Kashmir problem has not 
influenced the course of Kashmir politics during the last 
decade or so, it has, nevertheless, kept the issue of Kashmiri 
Muslims alive and has, thus served to make their bona fides a 
suspect in the eyes of teeming millions of the sub-continent. 
People in general seem to have vague notions about them. 
If, on the one hand, they are dubbed as Pakistanis at heart, 
on the other, they are accused of having betrayed Islam 
for upsetting the applecart of Pakistan in 1 947a, and again in 
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19654, when thePakistani infiltrators attempted to raise an 

armed revolt in Kashmir. The Kashmiri Muslims are, therefore, 
puzzling, nrly almost baffling, for an outsider and, to study 
them therefore constitutes an important problem for a social 
scientist 

The Muslim community of I<ashmir is one of the oldest 
extant [Muslim communitiesqa in the Indian sub-continent. 
Long before the "Muslim rule" was established in Kashmir in  
1320, Muslims had entered the Valley as traders and soldiers 
of fortune. Pandit Kalhana's references to the Turukshahs 
(Turks)Qnd Marco Polo's evidenca regarding the employ- 
ment of the "Sara~ens"~ as butchers by the Hindus speak of 
the earliest Muslim settlements in Kashmir. But it must be 
explained that the "Muslim Rule" was established in Kashmir 
not as a result of a foreign invasion; i t  i s  the internal chaos 
that finally led to the decline of the "Hindu Rule". 

Kashmir society on the eve of the establishment of the 
Sultanate was divided into two main religious groups, 
Hindus and Buddhists. Though Buddhism had flourished in 
Kashmir in earlier times, it had begun to show signs of decline 
when the famous Chinese traveller Huien Tsiang visited 
Kashmir in 631-33 A.D.' It seems that the Buddhists were 
the first to embrace lslam in Kashmir. The first Muslim ruler 
of Kashmir was Rinchana, a Buddhist prince of Ladakh, who 
embraced lslam at  the behest of a Muslim saint. Rinchana's 
conversion should not, however, be ireated as an individual 
case. I t  would have been diflicult for him to maintain his 
foothold in Kashmir, but for a sizeable number of Buddhists 
who must have followed suit.s That Kashmiri Muslims 
are peace-loving and they still continue to follow certain 
ancient traditions of  the Buddhists bears testimony to the 
fact that a good number of them are descendents of the 
Buddhist converts Q s  regards the Hindus, they were split 
into a multitude of socially exclusive but economically inter- 
dependent groups. Theirs was a frqctional society where 
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group distinctions were recognized as an integral part of 
society. Thus during the 14th and 15th centuries lslam was 
able to draw into its unified fold a vast majority of different 
ethnic and cultural types into one homogeneous religious 
group, not by the power of sword, but by a strong attraction 
of a simple religious teaching, a simple social pattern and by 
an attitude to  human life that appealed to men of different 
ethnic origins and cultural bacl<grounds. Not only was lslam 
embraced by the agriculturists, artisans, boatmen, gardeners 
and other groups performing menial jobs, but also by such 
powerful politically dominant groups in anc i~n t  society such 
as Damaras, Lavanyas, and Tantrins whose names now survive 

the modern family names among Kashmiri Muslims such 
as Dar, Loan and Tantray. 

I t  is important to note that among Icashmiri Muslims 
different types of family names are commonly used. One of 
the most widely prevalent of such names is Bat, which, with- 
out any doubt, is  the same as Bhatta, and obviously bears 
an elaborate testimony to the f a c t  of conversion. There are 
Some more examples of this kind of surname such as 
Pandit, Koul (Sanskrit Kaula, originally the name of a 
Brahman Sect) Naik, and Ryosh (Sanskrit Rishi, saintly, 
learned man). The Shaikhsl%ho co~st i tu te  an overwhelm- 
ing majority of the Kashmiri Muslims are generally consi- 
dered to  be from converts.'l 

During 1320-1 586 when l<ashmir was an independent 
Muslim kingdom there was steady stream of Muslim migra- 
tion from Central Asia and Persia. Besides the Sayyids who 
flocked to the Va ley in numbers, tlicre were Persian speaking 
immigrants whose descendents form r c l  an important element 
of Islamic society in Kashmir. In the Mughal period in 
Kashmir (1 586-1 757), the  dominant i(2sh1niri Sroups such as 
Chaks, Magres, Rainas, Dars ancl Bats wera dispossessed as 
military and administrative groups. A hierarchy of Mughal 
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officers now began to man high posts in administration. The 
descendants of the Mughals may now be found among 
Mirzas, Begs, Mirs, Buchh etc. Similarly during the Afghan 

rule in Kashmir (1757-1819) there settled in the valley cer- 
tain men of Afghan tribes. In the second half of the 19th 
century certain Muslim families from different parts of 
northern India poured in Kashmir and settled there 
perrnanently.12 

Though a great mass of the people of Kashmir had 
accepted Islam by the end of the fifteenth century, a sizeable 
section of the Brahrnms was not converted to Islam. This 
well-knit group whose members are now popularly known 
as Kashmiri Pandifs has, throughout the medieval and the 
modern periods, struggled to  maintain its distinct identity. 

The foregoing account may force us to remark that 
the Muslims of Kashmir are not a homogeneous group but a 
conglomerate community which has g r rwn slowly as a result 
of inter- marriage and conversions. This has of  course led to 
the formation of various exclusive sub-groups within the 
community defined in terms of geographical, racial and even 
casteJ3 origin. But in reality the Muslim society of Kashmir 
has no: totally lost the homogeniety, nor has it become 
differentiated. The total amalgamation of the foreign settle- 
ments through intirmarriages that has taken place during the 
last hundred year; or SO has given an enduring unity both 
culturally and ling- ist tic ally to  Kashmiri Muslims. The very 
fact that the ent'r3 Muslim population of  Kashmir shares a 
common religious and political outlook gives i t  a relatively 
monolithic character. 

It sliould be i emembered that the Muslims of Kashmir 
remained in poli!;cal backwatsr until the twenties of this 
century owing to cx ta in  historical factors They were greatly 
oppressed under the Sikh rulers ( 181 9-1 846) who had 
Succeeded the Afghans in Kashmir. The Sikhs closed the 
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Jama Mosque of Srinagar to public prayers, and in addition 
several mosques including the Pather Masjid were declared 

to be the property of tha State.I4 The slaughter of cow was 
declared a heinous offence and punishable by death.'-All 
sectious of the Muslim population including butchers, bakers, 
boatmen, scavengers and even prostitutes were taxed.'" 
The Sikh governors posted in Kashmir unleashed a reign of 

terror and i f  one Muslim was killed by a Sikh, the compen- 
sation allowed to his farrrily was two rupees and four rupees 
i f  a Hindu. Thus a Sikh soldier was given a free hand to kill 
the local Muslims. The ancient practice of forced labour 
(Begar) was continued by the Sikhs with such a great rigour 
that even ordinary soldier could command the Muslim to do 

any work for him. Moorcroft and Hugel, the two European 
travellers who visited Kashmir in the Sikh rule, have given a 
horrid account of how Kashmiri Muslims were forced to do 
unpaid labour for their Sikh mastersT7 The system of 
revenue farming enabled the l jaradar to extort as much as he 
could from the peasants. All these exactions resulted in the 
impoverishment of the Muslims, and the revenue remitted to 
Lahore fell increasingly from sixty-two lakhs of rupees at the 
beginning of the Sikh rule to ten lakhs a t  the encl.le Bsgging 
became common. Natural calamities further added to the 
miseries of the already famished people. Many villages be- 
came depopulatedl"s a result of death and emigration. 
Another important cQnsequence of the Sikh rule was that the 

Ulama, fuzala and other respectable families of Muslims 
were deprived of the land grants ( j a g i r s )  and hereditary 
allowance they had held from the time of the Mughal 
rulers. 20 

The defeat of the Sikhs in the first Anglo-Sikh war in 
1846 at the hands of the British marked the end of the Sikh 
rule in Kashmir. By the Treaty of Amritsar, concluded on 
March 16, 1816, Kashmir was sold by the British imperialists 
to Raja Gulab Singh, the Dogra ruler of Jammu, for a q u q  gf 
75 lakhs of rupees. 
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The deep-seated change that Muslim society of  the Valley 
underwent after the sale of Kashmir to Maharaja Gulab Singh 
in 1846 has yet to receive the attention it deservcs from the 
students of history. The contours of change, however, are 
clear; the pattern of new economic relations emerged when 
the new rulers declared themselves to be the absolute owners 
or lords of the soil." Although the recognition of the Dogra 
ruler's superior ownership in land formed the basis of the new 
Government's policy, throughout the period extending from 
1846 to 1887 or so, the Dogra administration worked directly 
to create a class of landed gentry comprising mainly the 
Kashmil-i Par;dits2hnd the Dogra Rajputs. Most of the Pandit 
officials of the new regime were from the urban background 
and there was a tendency among them to become land 
owners.23 We have already seen how the increasing trans- 
ference of land from the cultivators to  the official class took 
place immediately aftsr the death of Maharaja Gulab SingheZ4 

Demographically the Pandits formed approximately less 
than seven per cent of population of Kashmir by 189125 but 
they were a highly urbanized group and despite their overall 
numerical insignificance their demographic distribution was 
such that they were located in numbers in the city of 
SrinagaP6,the centre of power, which was sufficient to remind 
both their rulers and their Muslim brethern constantly of their 
presence. It is t ' l e  relatively few and numerically small 
st rata of the landed gentry of the Pandits of I(ashmir society 
that developed clas; consciousness much eai.lier than the rest 
of the population. They were f e . ~  in small number of the 
entire population of Kashmir, but they were interrelated, and 
functioned in part through their direct relationship to institu- 
tions which express2d or symbol is~d society as whole. In 
fact, this part of thc society had no other particular econo- 
mic function than parasitic consumption. No less an author.ity 
than the founder cf the modern education in Kast-~mir while 
writing about the .t vo hundred and f ~ f t y  boys who were first 
to seek admission in  the Mission School of Srinagar says ; 
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"They are the sons cr grandsons of those officials who 
had bullied and squeezed the Mohammedan peasants for 
Years past, and their large houses in the city with all their 
wealth were a standing witness to their looting powers, for 
the salary they received from the State was quite insignifi- 
cant2'". 

Corruption was ripe i n  the ranks of the revenue staff 
manned by the Pandits. who made a common cause with tt.e 
revenue officials, tampered with deeds and contracts so as to 
serve the latter's interests, and made their own fo~tunes. It is, 
therefore, in the context of these emerging agrarian relations 
that the opposition of the Pandit officials2' to Sir Walter 
Lawrence's reforms needs to be studied. 

Closely connected with the creation of the landed aristo- 
cracy is the system of forced labour (Begar)  which rerained 
until the beginning of this century the most prominent feature 
of Kashmir administration. After 1846 the magnitude of forced 
labour grew in volume not only due to the military expedi- 
tions sent to Gilgit and the adjoining border areas of Kashmir, 
but also owing to the emergence of an organized landed 
aristocracy and the weak functioning of exchange economy, 
especially in the agrarian set-up chaiacterized by localism. It 
has elsewhere been noted how by accentuating localism 
the official class made the intensity and scope of subjection 
and dependence of the peasants in Kashmir no less than the 
servitude of the peasantry in Western feudalism, which 
overburdened the peasant with service on the lord's farm and 
Payment of various dues and rendered them dependent on 
the lord as well as the land.29 

Tt e destruction of the Kasbmiri peasants' proprietaly 
riohts under the institution of bcgar and the reduction ot 
peasants to a state close to "serfdrm" are thus two marked 
features of agrarian economy in the f i rst  half of the Dogra 
rule in Kashmir. In spite of restrictic ns on the movement of 
peasants imposed by the feudal govztnment, the peasant3 
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started fleeing to  the Punjab so as ta work there as coolies. 
Not only the landless labourers were driven to the plains, 
but a good number of art~sans were forced to emigrate to the 
Punjab owing to feudal e x a ~ t i o n s . ~ W f  course other factors 
such as recurrent famines, cholera, epidemics, floods and 
scarcity of grains, too, forced the Muslim peasants and arti- 
sans to move to the plains.3' 

It is in the baclcground of these eniergirig economic 
relations that we shall study the various phases in the 
growth of social consciousness among the Muslims of 
Kashmir during 1846-1 947. 

When Kashmir came under the occupation of the 
Dogras the Muslims formed more than 93% of the popu- 
latfon of the Valley. The cultivation of land was the principal 
source of their livelihood, although a fair proportion of 
them wera engaged in small scale business, stlop-keeping 
and trade in towns like Baramulla, Sopore, Anantnag and 
the city of Srinagar. An overwhelming majority of the Muslim 
peasants were illiterate and unskilled. In the city of Srinagar 
tile Muslims formed 80 per cent of the population3" Of 
these the artisans of the shanl indus!ry alone formed nearly 
30 per cent of the p0pulation.3~ The shawl trade which was 
the mainstay of Srinagars' economy had flourished during 
the Afghan and the Sikh rule. but it began to show signs of 
decline after 1846.34 Educationally Muslims were very back- 
ward considering the fact that as late as 1921 only 988 
Muslims out of 1000 were unable to  read or write. As 
against this, the Pandits claimed 70 literates out of every 
I 000.35 

I t  is not to  be wondered at, therefore, why until the 
twenties of this century the Muslims of Kashmir remained 
politically inactive as compare'j with their co-religion ists in 
India. Their political inertia before tile twenties may also be 
attributed to the ban on the formation of societies or even the 
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publication of newspapers in the Valley. As late as 1921 the 
Dogra Government hesitantly gave permission to the 
formation of an associa tion whose object was the teaching 
of the Quran and ordered the police "to watch that the 
Anjuman does not take part in political rnatter~."3~ 

However, i 1  should not be supposed that there was total 
absence of social consciousness among the Muslims of 
Kashmir. I f  on the one hand, they had developed a fatalistic 
outlook owing to oppression, exploitation and misery, on 
the other, they h i d  tended to show a spirit of revolt against 
intolerable conditions. Earlier in 1847, the shawl weavers, 
comprising the bulk of the Muslim population of Srinagar 
resorted to strike3' and demanded the reduction of the various 
kinds of taxes such as Baj, Alazrana e t ~ . 3 ~  They also de- 
manded that the ~ a g e s 3 ~  of the labour be fixed and urged the 
government to establish a rule of law in respect of the shav~l 
industry and codify it." Though the agitation died down 
owing to the intervention of Maharaja Gulab Singh, there 
remained an undercurrent of hostility among the weavers 
against the feudal exactions. Thus, in 1865, the workers of 
the shawl industry staged a dgmonstration in the streets of 
Sringar against the extreme forms of e~ploitation.4~ Lacking 
organization, effective leadership and ideology, the shawl 
weaver's uprising was essentially pre-political in nature : 
hence it was ruthlessly suppressed. Nevertheless, the out- 
come of their uprising and their never ceasing hullabaloo over 
the scarcity of grains did provide an impulse to various 
classes of the Muslin1 society to fight for their rights. In 
1877, for exm~pls, the first signs of agrarian discontent be- 
came manifest when the peasants appealed to Maharaja 
Ranbir Singh during his sojourn at Achabal i n  Kashmir against 
the high-handedness and corrupt practices of  his officials 
and the Jagirdars. The deep-rooted discontent of the 
peasantry is reflected in the manner in which the revenue 
officials were forced to return whatever they had taken from 
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tlie peasants as bribes. But the peasant's success proved to  
be a nightmare, for Wazir Punnoo was able to wean away the 
Maharaja from taking stern action against the officials. Not 
only that, in a vendetta against the peasants, Wazir Punnoo 
got the houses of the peasants searched and whatever little 
they had in their stores was seized by officials.4" 

These developments did, however, make the Muslim 
community of Kashmir introspective. In 1886, some seven- 
teen or eighteen Muslirns who had landed interests sent two 
signed pe?itions to the Viceroy of India and the British Resi- 
dent in Srinagar requesting them earnestly to app~ in t  a 
compassionate, just and courteous Englishman as Settlement 
Officer in Kashmir. The petitioners hoped that they would 
be able to explain to him "their circumstances without 
fear."Q The representations of the Muslims did not go 

unheeded as is evident by the appointment of Wingate as 
the Settlement Commissioner in 1887 who was succeeded 
by Lawrence in 1889. 

From 1890 onwards Muslim self-consciousness was 
heightened by several factors. Though the opening of the 
Jehlam-Valley road in 1890 brought several advantages to 
Kashmir, it caused economic dislocation to a good number 
of Muslim trading families. A large influx of the Punjabis 
into Kashmir for business or employment - never for pleasure 
--after the improved means of communication marked the 
prominent feature in the changing economic relations. New 
markets like those of Maharaja Bazar and Maharaj Gunj, 
meant entirely for the enterprising Punjabi traders, began to 
sprang up. The old trading community of Kashmir mainly 
situated in the Jama Masjid area and Nowhatta in the city 
cauld not compete with the Punjabis owing to lack of enter- 
prise and capital. The result was that the export trade passed 
entirely inio the hands of the Punjabis who established their 
trading monopoly in the new markets. Little wonder, from 
the point of view of the urban population, there were a few 



indigenous traders in the city of Srinagar towards the close 
of the nineteenth century.44 

It is well to remember that the Muslims of Srinagar had 
a strong natural bias to commerce, but this had been crushed 
by their unfortunate political  circumstance^.^^ The fact that 
the development of trade was greatly hampered by the 
system under which the srate itself monopolised all tradei6 
can hardly be denied. For example, rice trade was practi- 
cally in the hands of the Dogra government." Silk, saffron, 
violets, various kinds of forest products, hemp, tobacco, 
waternuts and paper were at different times monopolised by 
the state and it also enjoyed virtual monopoly over the shawl 
i n d ~ s t r y . ~ V p a r t  from this, the government subjected 
various other trades to vigorous  imposition^.^^ It is enough 
to remark here that it was the policy of Gulab Singh and his 

successors to make every product of the Valley a State 
m ~ n o p a l y . ~ ~  Even prostitutes were taxed51 and in the 
words of Lawrence, everything save air and water was under 
taxation." This policy of the Dogra ~ulers killed the initia- 
tive and enterprise of many trading families. And this 
explains why after the abolition of many vexatious taxes on 
the trade in 1885 and a marked improvement in the means 
of communication and transport, the Punjabi traders succee- 
ded in weakening the financial predominance of the old 
Muslim trading classes of Kashmir. 

However, one important consequence of the opening 
o f  the Jehlam-Valley road was that the isolation of the 
Muslims of Kashmir from their brethern in India began to 
diminish. As a result of their contact with the outsids 
Muslims, the prominent among them started the Muslim 
education movement in Kashmir in tho nineties of the Isst 
century. It was started by Mir Waiz Moulvi Ras~ I Shah as a 
safeguared against Muslims being driven towards Christianity. 
He believed that a good education on Western lines, suppor- 
ted by wise religious teachings from the Quran, would 



produce young Muslim of capacity and character. In order 
to mobilise public opinion in his favour the Moulvi founded 
an association called the Anjuman-i- Nusrat-ul-Islam devoted 
to religious and educational subjects of the Muslims. The 
climax of his efforts was the creation of a primary school in 
which religious instruction was imparted. With this initial 
purpose, the school slowly developed into a High School 
and began to follow the pattern of  Christian Missionary 
School in Srinagar. Interestingly enough, the local Muslims 
under the leadership of fanatic Mullahs raised violent agita- 
tion and even attempts were made on the life of the 
M o ~ l v i . ~ ~  

The advent of modern education had a mixed effect 
upon the Kashmiri Muslims In snite of the best effo~ts of 
Moulvi Rasul Shah, they could not keep pace with the educa- 
tional developments taking place in Kashmir. The Pandits 
who were first to take to rnodern education were thus better 
equipped to adapt themselves to the changing circumstances 
and could capture small as well as high official posts in the 
G ~ v e r n r n e n t . ~ V t  is, therefore, n0.t surprising that concess- 
ions and privileges in education and sppointment to govern- 
ment jobs were demanded for the Muslims from the Govern- 

ment by the Muslim petitioners in 1907 and 1909. Iri a 
petition, written in 1907, the Muslim petitioners implored the 
Government of India to take effective measures for the 
propagation of education among Kashmiri Muslims.56 In 
1909, some thirty petitioners claiming themselves to be the 
representatives of the Muslims expressed the hope that the 
British would relieve the Muslims of Kashmir o.f the tyranny 
of their rulers.5i The growing Muslim public opinion aJso 
began to be expressed through the press outside the state. 
As the press was practically non-existant in Kashmir, the 
Muslims utilized the Punjab press in order to give vent to 
their feelings. 5*  



The introspection of the Muslims is not only explicit in 
their petitions and letters addressed to  the Viceroys, Residents 
and the Maharaja, but also by the desire on their pzrt to keep 
pace with the [changing social conditions. In 1904, 
Muhammad Din Fouq. a prominent Kashmi!i, moved by 
the ignorance, supersti ion and poverty of his brethren, 
requested the Maharaja to grant him permission for starting a 
"social magazine" from Srinagar. But so antagonistic was the 
government to the idea of making its subjects self-conscious 
that Fouq was refu ied permission.'Vhe noted writer did 
not, howevar, budge an inch from the path he had chosen. 
In 1906, he started the "Kashmiri Magazine" from Lahore 
which, no doubt, in f luenad the mind of the Muslims of 
lndia and in particular such Muslims of Kashmiri origin as had 
long settled in the Punjab. The interest shown by the !All 
lndia Muhammedan Education Confererce in tt-,e welfare of 
Muslims of KashmirGO i n  the second decade cf this century 
was evidently the culm;nation of a process started by Fouq. 

Between 1900- 1930, the Muslitn self-consciousness was 
further heightened by the propaganda carried on in the news- 
papers of the Punjab constantly harping on the paucity of 
Muslim students in government schoois in Kashmir owing to 
the smallness of the number o f  Muslim teachers employed 
therea61 

Although the Muslims of  Kash~nir were not an affluent 
community, a small core of  wealthy merchants had emerged 
during the period when the Kasbmir shawl was in demand 
in foreign countries. Among these may be mentioned ce~tain 
trading families like  shawl^^^, Ashais, Jahaz and Bachh. In 
spite of the decline of shawl industry, the family of Shaw s, 
for instance, h3d accumulated hug3 wealth. This i s  shown 
not only by the big business houses of the Shawls in the 
Punjab, Calcutta and Bombay, but also by their display of 
wealth during the great famine of 1877-79 when they ren- 
dered reiief to thousands of famine-stlicken people.G3 With 
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developed after 1890, the cornme!.cial con- 
tqct of some n~erchant families with northern lndia began to  
improve Further. The improv2d communications drew some 
prominent I\/luslims ~ n t o  the mainstream of modern social and 
cultu al activity centred upon northern India. Certainly the 
Urdu speaking Muslinls of Kashmir were courted by north 
Indian Muslims organizations such as the Al l - l~ id ia Muham- 

madan Educational Conference, the Majlis-i- Alirat G ' ,  the 
Anjzman-i- Hiniayat-i- Islam etc. which attempted to weld the 
Indian Muslims into a whole as a result of increasing s ~ c i a l  
and political activity amongst non-Musllms and growing 
Muslim self-consciousness. In September 191 3, a deputation 
of the All lndia Muhammadan Educational Conference presen- 
ted an address to Maharaja Pratap Singh. Among the reme- 
die; suggested by the deputation to remove the bacl<wardness 

of Muslim; of the Jammu and Kashmir State was provision 
for religious education: assistance to enable the schools run 
by Anjuman-i-Nusrat-ul-Islam to be raised to 1 he collegiate 
grade; the grant gf special stipends and scholarships for 
Muslims; the appointment of Muslim professors, teachers, 
inspectors etc. and the appointment of a special Inspector for 
Rfluslim e d u c a t i ~ n . ~ ~  

It will also be seen that the Muslims of Kashmir respon- 
ded readily to the stimulus provided by some no1 th Indian 
Muslim re1 igious movements. The establishment of the 
Anjuman-i-Ahl-i-Hadith in Srinagar in the twenties of this 
century malked a further step in the growth of Muslim con- 
sciousness. Among some founder members of the Anjuman 
were the rich merchants like tiaji Muhammad Shahdad and 
Ahmed Ullah Shahdad. The Anjuman came into limelight 
under the inspiring leadership of Moulvi Ghulam Nabi 
Mubaraki who had come in close contact with the Ahl-i- 

Hadith leaders of the PunjabmG6 
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A careful reading of the MuslimG7, an officsl organ of 
the Anjuman-i-Ahl-i-Hadith, reveals that the aim of the north- 

Indian inspired organization was to purse contemporary Islam 
of ceremonies and beliefs which made i t  ridiculous in the 
eyes of wectern rationalism, in particillar, thz extravagant 
ceremonies associate,d with funer~ls. But, not unoften, 
the leaders of the Anjuman held the custodians of the shrines 

responsible;for much of the ills of Muslim society.G3 The fact 
that the Mullahs had sunk to the mast contemptible depths 
of hypocricy, greed and degeneration is shown by their 
hold on the masses through shrines which had been turned 
into important exploiting agencies in an organized manner. 
Instead of exercising a moral influencs on the people, the 
Mullahs had contiibu tad a gieat deal to the superstition, 
ignoranca and poverty of their credulous believers, Interesting 
to  nots is the fact that superstitious practices such as noufal 
processions in the city of Srinagar were often talcen by  the 
Mullahs at the command of the Dogra rulers.69 

The leaders of t'-,e Anjcllnan were thus justifisd in 
describing the condition of the I<ashmiri Muslims as being 
worse than that of the political ~ laves,~"  True that the 
influence of the Anjuman was limited to a few familes in 
Kashmir, yet  by attacking tho social evils, which like a 
canker, were eating into the v~tals of Muslims society, the 
Anjuman-i-Ahl-Hadith did f i l l  up an irrlportclrlt gdp by provid- 
ing the intellectual leadership. 

The twenties of this century was a formative period in 
the awakening of the social consciousne:~ in !<ashrnir. The 
All India Muslim Kashmiri Conference which was started in 
the Punjab by I(asl11niri Muslim settlers had donc a grcclt deal 
for the Muslims of Kashmir. In 1920 a deputation o f  the 
Muslim Kashmiri Conference sougl-)t ,,n intc~view with the 
Maharaja regarding the inaction of his government in 
implementing Sir Henry Sharp's recommendations for the 
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improvrnienr of education among Muslims, but interview 
was re!uj:e:l.;l 

Thus ti-!? Mus l ims  of I<ashmir could not keep silant and 
they sl;owed their resentment against the government in 
various foi'r'i~s. The lirst signs of unrest appeared in Sri- 
nagar, the largest urban centre in the State of Jammu 
and Kashmir, and which had always been both the political, 
intellecti.rn l and c~nimercial capital of Kashmir. Situated 
in the cerit!.e of t h ?  Valley and .commanding trade routes to  
Central Asi3 and thn Purljab, the city contained the wealthiest 
and most i~rticulate section of the Muslim community of  
Kashmir such as the Naqshbandis, the Shawls and the 
Shahdads. WJhlle the Nzqshbandis had big landed estates in 
the valley and had also been the leading merchants, the 
Shawls a : ~ d  the Shahdads had monopoly of carpet and 
shs1uIs trade in Kashmir. Srinagar also provided religious 
leadership to the entire Valley. In fact, before 1931 the Mus- 
lims of l<ashrnir were  completely under the spell o f  the two 
religious heads  jf Stirlagar, the Mir Waiz of Jama Masjid and 
the Mir Waiz of :<h3h Hamadsn mosque,wlio were quire often 
at logger heads with each other. It is the religious, the mer- 
chant and the landed leadership which was first concernsd 
with a1,ticulating the grievances and aspirations of the Mus- 
lims of the middle class. Thus, when the Viceroy of India, 
Lord R?ading, visited Srinagar in 1924, some of the promi- 
nent rnernbelas o! the [?ilusli~ii community including Khawaja 

Saad-ud- D in S!>a%~vl, I<hawaja Nur Shah Naqshbandi, Khawaja 
Hasan Shnh. Naqaslll~andi Jagirdar, Mir Waiz Kashmir 
Moulvi Ahmed Ullah of Jama Mosque. Khawaja Maqbool 
Pandit, i 0  a \ ~ a j a  Sayyid Hasan Shah Jalaii and some other 
dignatories ~1~bm' t t ' 3d  a menio!.ial to hirn. While demanding a 

larger rcpr.esc.?t I : ~ D I I  of Musliiiis in Government services and 
itnproverrior,i- in tile condition of Muslim education in the 
Stat c. t l ~ c  Rncs!lrn 1c;lders repre;c.nted the interests gf  the 
middle class, but their demand for the grant of proprietary 
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rights in land to the peasants and abolition of the hated 

corvce shows that the\ also wanted to  utilize the support of 
the masses For thc rurtherance of their demands. 

AS stated earlier, the thi,d decade of this century marked 
an importarit stage in the growth of public opinion in Kash- 
mir. At this stage in :he awakening of the social conscious- 
ness all classes of the Muslim population in Kashmir were 
seething with discontent. The shawl trade which had 
been subjected to rigorous i m p o s i t i o n s 7 ~ a d  declined. 
This h6d caused a great deal of unemplovement among 
the weavers.71 Through the carpet industry had 

absorbed some shawl weavers,75 there were many wh3 were 

wandering in search of emp1oymer.t. Equally deplorable was 
the condition of the papier mache artists most of whom were 
thrown out of jdb on account of the non-availability of raw- 

material. As a result of the recession also, caused by the 
World War I, mans; artisans had become jobless and most o f  
them are said to  have sold their ordinary clothes so as to pro-  

vide themselves with means of subsistence during the rimes 
of the Great War." Distress a ~ d  frustration were writ nct 

on!y on the faces of the artisans but also on the workers c f  
the silk factor4 of S inag2r who were demanding reasonable 
wages and medical facilities. In 1924, the workers in thc 

State owned sill< factcry resorted to strike.77 The strike did 
not last long, as i t  perhaps could not in those early days, 
No~e-the-less i t  projected the socisl tensions inherent in the 
er;erging group of the working class. 

I t  should be borne in mind that the rich merchant of Sri- 

nagar, Kliawaja Saad-ud.din Shawl, had not only pkyed ;I 

leading role in submitting the memcrial to the Viceroy iil 

1924, but he was also involved in the Silk factory riots. Thi; 
explains why he was  banished from the State. But so g r e ~ t  
was the pressure of public opinion that the new Maharaja, 
vari Singh,was obliged to lift ban on the exiled leader's entry 
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into~a~sliniir in 1927. On his return home,Saad-ud-din Shawl 
was given a heroic welcome by the people. However, the 
Governme~lt in its vendetta against the emerging leaders 
deprived tllern of their landed property. The two  religious 
heads wera only wa:ned, though scrme official privileges 
which they had been hitherto enjoying were withdrawn from 
them.73 This, however, only served to add fuel to  the fire. 

I t  was in the late twenties that the merchant leadership 
was reinforced by the emergence of a group of some Muslim 
youngmen, fresh from the universities in India, particularly, 
Aligarh, where they had come in contact with Muslim leaders 
and propagcltors of Pan Islamism. In April 1930 the Reading 
Room Party;-as formed in Srinagar under whose auspices 
several rneetings were held by the educated men. The fact 
that Pan Islamists were at the back of the Lducated Muslims 
is evidenced by the presence of Azad Subhani of Calcutta's 
Jama Mosque in Srinagar on the eve of the formation 
of the Reading Room Party. He is reported to have 
held secret meetings with the religious heads of Srinagar 

urginq them to support youngmen. Thus the members of the 
Reading Room Party were definitely drawn into the male- 
storm of the politics of the Muslims of undivided India. 
This is also supported by the activities of the leaders of 
the All India !(ashrnir Cornmitee" in the Punjab and the 
Fnajlis-i-~hrar-i- Islam Hind who vied wi th  each other in tigh- 
tening their grip on the Muslim politics of Kashmir. 

During 1910-32, when Kashmir witnessed the flogging and 
mass killing of Muslim agitatators, the Kashmir politics re- 
mained uncier the di r~ct ion and virtual control of the Punjab 
Muslim leaders The Ahrars launched a people's movement 
in Kashmir ant1 c~r r ied  on an intense propaganda in the form 
of a pless campaign, meetings, processions of the Kashmiri 
labourers and the celebration of a Kashmir day against the 
State? In June 1931, the Ahmediyas in their bid to gaiq 
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firm foothold in Kashmir sent Sayyid Wali Shah ~ain.u l -Abi-  
din and Chaudhari Bashir Ahmad to  Srinagar for the guidance 
of leaders 83 Even, Shail<h Muham~nad Abd~l lah,  the emer- 

ging champior? of h4uslirn sentiment, and, a very active mem- 
ber of the ReaL'ing Room Party, did not loose sight of the 
contribution of "ths Muslims o f  Punjab" and "Hind" and 
also that of the "Muslim Press" to the ferment of the early 
thirties whzn he presided over the first session of the 
Jammu and I<ashn!ir Muslim Conference in October 1932 In 
his presidential address the Shaikh thanked them for al l  that 

they had dcne for I(asI1miri mu slim^.'^ 

But it should be remembered that the ideology of some 
Muslim leaders of the Punjab d id  not fit in the social milieu 

of Kashmir. Their constant harping on the "Hindu Raj" of 
Kashmir did rouse the Muslim sentimentsR5, but soon the 
sense of history of Icashmir leaders convinced them of tlrc! 
hollowness of the idea of a religious conflict against l h ?  

Dogra oligarchy. This also expla'ns why from the w r y  s t ~ r t  
of the foundation of  the Muslim Conference in 1932 its a i r s  
and objects remainod secular in p r i n ~ i p l e . ~ ~  

It  is necessary to examine here why after 1932 or so the 
Muslim lead:::? o f  Kashmir did not allow their minds to bc 

influenced by the Muslim politics of the Punjab. In  the firrt 
place, the association of I(ashmir leaders with the All lndi 1 

Kashmir Committee which had some Ahmediya; as its met) - 
bers, generatcj doubts among their co-religionists regar2iccl 
their religious beliefs. Mir Waiz Muhammad Yusuf Shall 
mademilch of the Shai kh's association with the Ahmediya -. 
His diatribesn7 against the Shaik h were, however, under 
standable. Ir! fact, the Shaikh's growing ha ! 

marked the gradual eclipss of the influence of the religro ' 7  

leadership on the people. But so vehement was the propn- 
gsnda carried on against what they called Shailch's unh7'v 
alliance with the Ahmediyas that the Kashmir leader had to  
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write to Allama Anwar Shah (Shaikl-.-ul-Hadith) in 1932 
affirming his faith in the finality of prophethood (Khatam-i- 
Nabuuwat.)" Secondly, the pressure of Hindu public 
orinion in Kashmir also helped in loosening the grip of Mus- 
lim leaders of the Punjab on Kashmir politics. Understand- 
ably, in the beginning the Kashmiri Pandits did not join the 
Muslim leaders against the Dogra Governmcnt. But soon 
some prominent leaders among them realised the futility of 
their opposition. Thus the forma,tion of a party on the lines 
of the All India National Congress "having a common flag, 
common slogans, common programme and a common goal" 
was advocated time and again in certain sections of the 
"Hindus Press"". Last, but not the least, the gradual asso- 
ciation of the Muslim leadership of Kashmir with Mahatma 
Gandhi and Pandit Nehru also began to influence the future 
course of Muslim politics of the Valley. In November, 1934 
Abdullah while cn a visit to various parts of lndia came into 
contact with Nehru and other nationalist leaders. Addressing 
a press confewen;e at Dr. Saif-ud-din Kichloo's house in 
Lahore, th2 Ksshmir leader accused the Muslim leaders of the 
Pllnjab for their interference in Kashmir affairs and also for 
~ i v ing  birth to communal tensions in  Kashmir. Abdullah also 
indicated the future line of action by expressing his desire to 
lay the foundatic n of such an organization in Kashmir as would 
support the programme of the Indian National Congress.O1 

Abdullah's address at the press conference caused a good 
deal of reaction in the Punjab. The nationalists applauded 
him, but the con-,rnunals both among Hindus and Muslims, 
launched a virulent attack on him. While the Punjabi Muslims 
carried on a veh ment propaganda against Abdullah, the 
Punjabi Hindus ~'oscribed his statement as mere "eyewash". 
The Kashmir leador, however, proved true to his convictions. 
Soon after his retJrn from Lahore, Abdullah began to mobilise 
public opinion in favour of the formation of a united party o f  
Hindus and Muslims of Kashmir. I t  was not an easy task 10 
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prepate t t e  g ~ c i  nd fcr t1 e fou~dation of a nationalist party 
considering the fact  that a sizeable number of Muslim leaders, 
particularly, Chcudhari Gllulam Abbas wanted to retain the 
Muslin? charactel of the Muslim Conference. However, it was 
Shaikh Abdullah's convictions that ultimately triumped over 
the obstacles in l t ~ e  path of nationalism in Kashmir. He succ- 
eeded in winning over to his side even such a die-hard like 
Chaudhari Ghulcm Abbas of Jammu. It was Chaudhari 
Abbas who in a presidential address at the annual session 
of the Muslm Conference in October, 1935 made a fervent 
appeal to the nor -Mt~slims of the State to join the Muslims 
in their struggle against the Maharaja for 'social justice.' In 
May 1937, Abdullah in his address at annual session of the 
Muslim Conferer~ce held at Poonch, reiterated his party's 
stand for the pro!ection of the rights of the minorities in the 

State and even pointed out that the Muslim Conference had 
gone a step further in this direction than the Indian National 
Congress.7" 

It was under these circumstances that the birth of the All 
Jammu & Kashmir National Conference took plece in 1939. 
The conversion of the Muslim Conference into the 
National Confzrence was an event of far reaching importance 
in Kashmir's modern history. The change, besides giving a 
fresh impetirs to tho movement against tho Maharaja, gave a 

definite political mnily and political identity to Kashmiris. The 
reason why the All India Muslim League could not make 
much headway in Kashmir was due to the fact that i t  had to en- 
counter the opposition of the National Conference which had 
no faith in the ideology of the League. The ideology of the 
National Conference was compounded not only by political 
and economic programmes, but i t  was also strengthened by a 
strong regional identification and leaderstip which for a l l  
practical purposes wished the cl:oup to continue as a func- 
tional part of Kashmir society. Furthermore, the orientation of 
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the National Conference was purely Kashmirian ; its outlook 
was not based on the lack of social integration with non- 
Muslims, but on close cooperation with them. This explains 
why the holocaust of the partition of lndia in 1947 did not 

bring the National Conference leadership into conflict with 
the local tradition. In fact, tlie accession of the Muslim 
majority province of Kashmir to tlie Indian union was the 
logical culmination of a process started by Shaikh Abdullah 
in 1939. 

CONCLUSION 

It  would b3 seen that tlie role o f  Isjam in Kashmir and 
that of lslam in the rest of undivided India was necessarily 
and intrinsically divergent. The Muslim leadership of  Kashmir 
s3t a t  naught t : ~ e  most widely accepted view that lslam and 
nationalism ar3 opposed to each other and worked out a 
harmonious relationship between the two. Kaslirniri Muslims 
thus g3neratcd a positive conccption of what they wanted 
and an operative loyalty towards attaining it. The particular 
relation of this goal and this loyalty to both lslam and 
nationalism lins mostly occupied the attention of Muslim 
leadership in Kashmir. 

With its Jistinctive character and with its own geogra- 
phic, historic 11, economic, cultural and other parlicularities, 
nationalism of Kashmiri Muslims was influenced to a great 

extent by tlio ideas of Indian nationalism. ~aradoxically, i t is 
a t  tlie same t i  ne also related to n3 tionalism in Kashmir's his- 
tory. Tlius, for instance, Sliaikh Abdllah has always been 
and i s  still vohement in his attacks on the Mughal, the 
Af~,tiari, the 3ilch and tho Dogra occupation of Kashmir. I t  is 

this unique f,!oture of the nationlist struggle of Kashmiri Mus- 
lims that exp'.lins why t l~eir  leadcrshil, joined India sinco i t  
was sure t '*nt Kashmir could retain her scparnto entity in 
lndia alone, ''where the existcncc of several otlior sub-natio- 
nalities will safe~uard their iclcntity." And by doing so ths 
Kashrniri wusiim leadership also revitalized tlie traditions and 
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values of Kashmir's cultural heritage which were now made 
meaningful and creative in the new environment. 

Not only are the Muslims of the valley of Kashmir self- 
consciously bound tcgether by language, culture and religion 
but unlike thd Muslims of the rest of lndia they are politically 
united. What gives them a radically unique posture among 
the Muslims of lndia and is mani testly the fundamental 
feature of their historical development, is the fact that they 
share citizenship in the lndian Republic without losing their 
personality. In  fact, t l~ey  constitute the only sizeable body of 
Muslims in lndia who are a force to be reckoned with in the 
country's political arena. 

The primary im2ortance of Kashmiri Muslims for the 
Muslim world is the demonstration that i t  Is not difficult 
under the right circumstances for a Muslim commnnity to 
make necessary change. They, therefore, represent a symbol 
of hope not only for the lndian Muslims but also for several 
Muslim minorities living in different parts of the world. In 
fact, Kashmiri Musalman has moved from the position of 
being a negative symbol to the position of being a positive 
one for Muslims. 

I t  seems necessary to note that unfortunately there are 
some politicians in lndia who have not yet grasped the fact 
that the Muslim community of Kashmir is a distinct historical 
community and, the ,fore, problematic in regard to the ques- 
tion of its identity. Hence they have been advocating the 
abrogation of the Article 370 through which the State of 
Jammu and Kashmir enjoys a special status in the lndian 
Constitution. Not only has the Muslim leadership proceeded 
on the authority of the Article 370 in the recent past, but its 
inclusion in the lndian constitution seems to be the great 
dominating event of Kashmiri Muslims' society and life. To 
a Kashmiri Muslim the Article 370 is an article of faith ; he 
sees i t  as having given a new birth to his "nation",B3 
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transforming it from decadence and dis;,?pute _into strength 

and honour. 

The principal argument for recognisi2g the Muslim comm- 
unity of Kashmir amongst the cardinal Islamic communities of 
today rests on a combination of  three factors, viz; size, his- 
tory and situation, None of these quite possibly would be 
sufficient in itself. But the juncture of three seems to przsent 
the community with the crucial role i t  is destined to play in 
future. On the score of its history the community's concern 
for Article 370 is equally convincing. The essential point of 
course is not that i t  dafied Pakistan and joined India, but 
simply that it contributed much-and strikingly much-to 
strengthening the Indian nation. 

The story of Kashmiri Muslims has been a long one, with 
many vicissitudes. In i t  has bean r n x h  of impxtanze, little 
of granduer, much of t u rm~ i l  (both inflicted and suffered). 
The point is that story is not yet over. To dismiss the 
actions of the National Conference leadarshi;, in raising 
the question of special status of the State of Jammu 
and Kashmir at the tiws of  elections as merely the 
vote catching demagogy is to miss the p~tential significance 
of the Article 370 for Kashmiri M ~slirn;. In w 1 3 t  loon; t.131 

will react to the moves to abrog3te it is a m3tter that will in 
the future prove significant to watch. 
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Chapter V l  

Impact of Iran on kashmir 

The earliest mention of Kashmir is said to be made by 
Herodotus, the 'Father of  History.' He refers to the town 
of 'l<aspslyros' as the 'place at which the expedition under 
Scylax o f  Koryands, s3nt by Darious to explore the course 
of the Indus, ernbarl<ed."l Dr. Horace Wilson was the first 
scholar who ident~fied Kaspatyros with KashmirS Although 
some scholars argue that Kaspatyros of Herodotus does 
not refer to Kashmir but to some place bordering on the 
IndusI3 it can be safely assumed that Kashmir had come into 
contact wi th Persia in the earliest period of its history 
and that throughout most of historical times Persia and 
Kashmir were no stra.igers to  each other.4 This is testified 
to by the tiles of Harvan Monastery near the city of Srinagar 
which bespeak of S ~ssanian  characteristic^.^ The Sassanian 
impact is also disce nible in the use of words like divira and 
ganjavars by Pandit I<alhana.@ While the former is a deri- 
vative of the Persia11 dibir (writer or secretary) the latter 
term has been idsn:ifisd with the Persian ganjivar (treasurer).' 

Byt it was nor until the foundation of  the Sultanate in 
1320 that Kashmir's t'es with the centres of Persian culturea 
became close. Tncnceforth a stream of immigrants from 
Persia and Central A,;ia began to flock to Kashmir. They 
brought with them fr:sh ideas, a new tongue, and a virile 
religion, all instru-nents of persuasion and conversion. 

* Earlier 3ublished in Islamic Culture, Vol . L I No.  1, January, 1977. 
Hyderabad under the title "Persian Influences in Kashmir in the 
Sultanate Period, 1320-1586." 
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Such foreign adventurers were chiefly Sayyids 
Their motives for migrating to  the valley of Kashmir were 
possibly varied according to time and place. The Mongol 
invasion of these Muslim ccuntries40 undoubtedly caused 
many to flee in the direction of the comparative safety of 
lands beyond the Indus, others may have been attractedb~ 
the accounts by travellers and compatriots of a beautiful 
land, while a persistent flow was maintained by men of al l  
Professions, who on various occasions found their elforts 
Producing little reward in their own countries, and who 
thereupon travelled in sea~ch of more sympathetic patrons 
of their talents and skills.ll 

From the time of Shihab-u'd-Din (1356-74) Persian and 
~ersianized Turks, lured by the patronage extended to them 
by the Sultans, began to enter Kashrnir in larger and larger 
numbers. These men exercised considerable influence on 
the social and cultural life of the inhabitants of the Valley.12 
Besides, the Sufi saints like Bulbu\ Shah,13 Sa~v id  Ali 
Hamadani, his son Sayyidl4 Muhammad Hamadani,15 Mir 
Shamsuddin Iraqil6 and many others played an important 
role "in brlng~ng about an Iranian orientation of Kashmir's 
culture, for they were also zealous propagandists of the 
Persian language and culture."17 

We should not ignore the fact that with the spread of 
Islam in Kashmir, its new converts naturally sought their 
spiritual and intellectual inspiration from important hubs of 
lslaniic culture. Little wonder, therefore, that we hear of 
the Kashmiris visiting Herat, Merv, Samarqad and Bukhara 
"to learn at the feet of  eminent jurists and devout sufis. 
and drink deep from the fountains of Persian culture."la 

Sanskrit, which was in the heyday of its glory during 
the 'Hindu' rule in Kashmir, continued to remain the court 
language even under the early Shah Mirs.'g But from the 
time of Shihab-ud-Din it began to be replaced by Persian. 
With the passage of time 2 " i t  became the language of t h ~  
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educat~d classes. I t  is interesting to note $hat the Kashmiri 
Pandits learnt this new language with great avidity.'l 
Hafiz did not merely indulge in poetical fancies when 
he 

'The black-eyed beauties of Kashmir and the 

Turks of Smarqand, 

Sing and dance to the strains of 

Hafiz of Shiraz of Shiraz's verse.' 

During Sultan Zain-ul-Abidin's" reign (1420-70) the 

Sultanate was in th3 meridian of its splendour. The Sultan 
was a great patron of  learning and always kept the company 
of learned men.?' In fact, i t  was his patronage that 
attracted scholars like Qazi Sayyid Ali Shirazi, Sayyid 
Muhammad Rumi, Sayyid Ahmad Rumi, Sayyid Muhammad 
Luristani, Qazi Jam11 and Sayyid Muhammad Sistani to 
Kashrnir during his reign.25 Himself a linguist, scholar and 
poet, the Sultan?G wrote two books in Persian. One of 
them was on pyrotechnicsv and the other was named 
S h i k a ~ a t , ~ ~  Thus his personal contribution to the spread and 
development of Persian language was by no means meagre. 
A l th~ugh Zain-ul- Abidin's reign \*;as productive of consi- 
derable literary activities, very little of it is in a state of 
preservation. For tliis reason it is hard to judge its quality. 
But as Prof. Mohi ~ b u l  Hasan observes : "Stray verses 
of the Sultan and his court-poets are found scattered in 
the chronicles and if they can be any criteria, then Persian 
poetry must have achieved a high standard of culture under 
himS2" 

It would, however, be wrong to assume that literary 
influences at this p?riod were all one way; a process of give 
and take applied so that Sanskrit words were translated 
into Persian, therebjl opening up new and wider horizons 
to the greater edification of Persian savants. Under the 
patronage ~f Zain-ul-Abidin, Mulla Ahmad, the court-poet, 
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translated the  Mahabharata, Dasavatara and Rajatarangin i  
of Kalhana i n t o  Persian.aO Bhattavataras.S1 Zaina-tar an^^^ 
was  composed o n  t h e  model  o f  Firdausi's Shahnama. 
Bhattavatara is  said to have "mastered the  ocean-l ike texts 
tha t  existed in the  coun t ry  of Shahnama."33 Pand it Srivara, 
t he  cou r t  historian of Zain-ul-Abidin, completed the  trans- 
la t ion o f  Jami's Yusu f -u -Zu l~ i kha  in to  Sanskrit and named 
it Kar iha kautuka.34 

A m o n g  other Sultans w h o  were  men  of culture may be  
ment ioned Haidar Shah, Hasan Shah and  Hussain Shah 
Chak. T h e  last named was  a poe t  and encouraged men o f  
learning. One o f  the  Persian poets o f  Husain Chak's re ign 
w a s  M i r  Ali, w h o  had  c o m e  f rom Persia and wro te  a l o n g  
poem in praise o f  K a ~ h m i r . 3 ~  Other  poets  w h o  made their  
mark dur ing the  Sultanate per iod were  M u l l a  Mehri, 
Muhammad Amin  Mustaghni,  Mirza A l i  Khan and Baba 
Tal ib Isfahani." B u t  the  t w o  mos t  celebrated poets and 
scholars o f  t he  Chak pe r iod  were  Baba Daud  Khaki and 
Shaikh Yaqub Sarfi. Baba Daud's poetry i s  impregnated 
w i t h  rel igious and myst ica l  ideas. Shaikh Yaqub Sarf i  
besides be ing a prose writer, p u t  in black and w h i t e  many 
ghazals and  qasidas and completed a khamsa, a series of 
f i ve  masnavis in imi fa t ion  o f  khamsa, o f  a NizamL3' "His 
genius", remarks Badauni, "was h ighly adapted l o  the  com-  
pos i t ion  o f  eloquent p0etry."3~ 

It is  interesting t o  observe tha t  o w i n g  to the  popularity 
o f  the  Persian language in medieval Kashmir, the Sanskrit 
wri ters o f  th is  per iod extensively used Persian words.  Loka 
Prakasam, fo r  instance, contains, may  fore ign w o r d s  l i ke  
shah; khawas, suratrana (Sultan) and silah- dar. Similarly 
in the  Sanskrit chronicles o f  Jonaraja, Srivara, Prajyabhatta 
and Suka, w e  come across Persian terms l ike khatoqa40 
(khatun), madrasaI4l ravavad2 (rabab), etc, 
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The Persian language exercised a tremendous influence 
ora Kashmiri. One important effect c f  the spread of Persian 
was that it led to  an influx of many foreign words into 
Ka~hmiri.~3 It goes without saying that on occount of the 
influence of Persian, the i<ashmiri language came to be a 
language and repository o f  a literature in its own rlght. 
The Kashmiri writers of this period have made use o: Persian 
words. Shaikh Nur-ud- Din Rishi, for instance, uses words 
like ashk (Persian 'ihsq), aqal, fikir, teer karnan,4hshakh 
(Persian 'ashiq), larn~ikan,~ "tc. Habba Khatun also 
uses Persian terms like pyala, shisha, gul, bulbul, dill 
sumbul, dl'dar, etcnd6 She experimented with Persian metres 
on the advice of a sufi, Sayyid Mubarak." Thus Persian 
infiltrated into the literature and the common language of 
the people influencing them and leaving its impress there 
until the present day.4e 

As regards the system o f  education, i t  was the same as 
in Persia and other Muslim countries. Under the Persian 
influence, new educational institutions came to be known as 
madrasas. Credit gees to Sultan Shihab-ud-din who first 
established m3drasos in various parts of  K a ~ h m i r . ~ V t h e r  
Sultans who ware zealous in furtharing the education of their 
subjects were Zdin-ul-Abidin, Hasan Shah and Husain Shah. 
Zain-ul-Abidin was a great bibliopclile, and spent a consi- 
derable amount of money in collecting Persian and 
Arabic manuscripts from Persia, Iraq and T ~ r k i s t e n . ~ ~  
The courses of study were also the same as in the 
madrasas of Persia, India and Turl<ey. Usually the child 
was admitted into the school a t  the age of five. At the 
beginning he was supposed to learn the Arabic alphabei 
and to read the holy Quran." Shaikh Sadi's Gulistan and 
Bustan were read with interest. Dogmatic theology (llmul- 
Kalam), llmul-Tawhid, interpretation of the Ouran (Tafsir) 
tradition (Hddith), Jurisprudence (Fiqh) were taught in the 
madr~sds. Boys also received training in archery, swords- 
manship and horsemanship. 
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I t  has already been observed that the Sultanate period 
hummed with great literary activity. This demanded skill 
in calligraphy which was not wanting. Zain-ul-Abidin's, 
patronage attracted some calligraphists from Persia to the 
Valley. They were granted jagirs. One of the prominent 
calligraphists of the Sultanate period was Muhammad Husain. 
He joined the service of Akbar when Kashmir was annexed 
by the Mughals in 1586. Akbar bestowed upon him the 
title of Zarrin-qalam (golden-pen) as the grace, beauty and 
symmetry of his compositions captivated the E r n p e r ~ r . ~ ~  
Jahangir described Mu hammad Husain as 'the chief elegant 
writer of the day' and as a marl< of his great appreciation 
of the artist, presented him an elephant.54 

In this cultural resurgence science was not neglected. 
With the advent of Islam in Kashmir, the new skills of 
Persian and Arabic medicine were practised by those of 
the like persuasion. One of the great hakims of the 
Sultanate period was Mansur bin Muhammad. He wrote 
the Kifaya-i- Mujahidiyyal~, a treatise on medicine. This 
boo'c was dedicated to Zain-ul-Abidin. Another book by 
the same author on the anatomy of the human body with 
illustrations, entitled Tashrih.bit-Taswir was dedicated to 
Timur's grandson Mirza Pir Muhammad.55 

The Persian influence is also evident in the dress, food, 
pastimes, music and architecture. 

It was because of the impact of Persia on Kashmir that 
various kinds of Pailavsu (rice preparations) like Zard Pilav5' 
Tur~h-Pi lav ,~~and Shulla-Pilav,s" were introduced in 
Kashmir. Harisa also s3ems to have been introduced from 
Persia. I t  is a kind of thick pottage made of rice, meat, 
butter, and cinnamon and aromatic spices. In winter an 
average Kashmiri of the city of Srinagar even now partakes 
of this food in the morning. The Kashmiri pheranm is 
sbpposed to oe named after the Persian Pirahan. Polo 
(Persian chawgan) was the favourite game of the sultans 
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and nobles. I t  is believed that falconry and hawking were 
introduced from Persia.64 Kashmiri music, though it 
represents a synthesis of diverse elements, has, in the main, 
been influenced by Persia. Besides the Turanis, musicians 
of the lrani origin also established schools of music in 
Kashmir in the reign of Z a i n - ~ I - A b i d i n . ~ ~  The classical 
music of Kashmir is Sufiana Kalam. It has about fifty-four 
maqamat (modes). Of these some bear Persian names, for 
example, lsfahani, Dugah, Panjal~ I r a q  Rast-i-Farsi and 
Sehgah.B3 Some of the musical instruments like Rabab 64 

and 'Ude5 were probably introduced from Persia. 

The Sultans of Kashmir were great builders. But, 
unfortunately, only a few tombs and nrxquzs have survived. 
Some of the buildings of the Sultans bear the stamp 
of Persia. For instance, the most striking feature of the 
tomb of Sayyid Muhammad Madani was ' i ts  coloured tile- 
work which was introduced from Per.:ia and was different 
from the tile-work of the M ~ g h a l s . ' ~ ~  

The tomb of Zain-ul-Abidin's mother on the right bank 
of the River Jehlam below Zaina Kadal in Srinagar is one of 
the oldest Muslim buildings in Kashmir. Blick has been 
extensively used in its construction. "The figure is octagonal 
and ornamented with Saracenic arches surmounted by a 
single dome, with four smaller ones surrounding it. Over the 

posterior gate there is an inscription in Persian." The chief 
characteristics ?f the tomb are "the glazed tiles and 
moulded bricks which are studded, at intervals, in the 
exterior walls, the sami-circular brick string coulses sunk 
panels on the drums of the AS Percy Brown 
observes : 

"In each wall-face a pointed archway has been set, and 
there are the remains of fluting and arcading in the tall 
drums of the domes, while the inner doorway seems to 
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have been attempted at a rare type of horse shoe arch. 
The design and execution of this tomb indicate that it was 
the production of men accustomed to working in brick 
masonry, and in a method implying Persian i n f l u e n ~ e . " ~ ~  

I t  should not be surmised that the eariy Muslim buildings 
in Kashmir were wholy Persian, for that clearly is not so. 
As Percy Brown remarks : "It seems fairly obvious that 
attempt to convert the Islamic architecture of Kashmir into 
a form of provincialised Persian, in the face of the firmly 
established indigenous timber tradition, could not be main- 
tained."cVo~;vever, the fact remains that the dynamic 
concept, especially in the dome design and the interior 
chamber complex,70 certainly is, for the most part, Persian, 
while indigenous ideas are revealed in the excellence of 

masonry and carpentrv whereby they represent a synthesis 
of the Hindu and Muslim building styles. 

Brickwork of Kashmir i s  said to  have reached a state of 
perfection during ths Sultanate period. Kashmiris must 
have learnt the art of baking briclcs from Muslim immigrants 
from Samarqand, Bulchara and Persia.71 The most signi- 
ficant feature of the brick buildings of this period is the 
glazed tile-work with which they were ~rnamented.~" 

The Pe~sian influence also permeates through some of 
the minor arls of Kashmir. The Valley was known for its 
shawls in Zain-ul-Abidin's reign. The shawl industry deve- 
loped when there took place influx of weavers into Kashmir 
from Persia. According to John Irwin, "these immigrants 
not only introduced new patterns but also a new technique - 
the twil-tapestry teshnique which has a parallel in Persia 
and Central Asia but nowhere in India and Paki~tan."~3 
Not only the shawl inclustry, but also the manufacture of 
silk developed following Zain-ul-Abidin's importation of 
decorative desigr~s  from Persia. No doubt, Kashmir became 
renow~~ed for i ts silks in the reign of the S ~ l t a n . ~ '  
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Kashmir has imported the art of tinned metals from 
Persia.'" Copper cooking and eating vessels commonly used 
by the Mulims of Kashmir are usually tinned before use. 
The floral decorations and forms on these utensils are 
suggestive of Persian impress. Although the metal works 
of Ksshmir bear the stamp O F  the Chinese and the Hindu 
art too, yet the Persian influence seems to be dominant. 
While comm?nting on the impact of Perso-Arab art on 
Kashmir, Ujfalvy says : 

" f l i th Islam came Perso-Arab art in Kashmir. The people, 
the most ingenious, perhaps in the entire world and 
certainly in  Central Asia, found th?msslves in the presence 
of admirable models, and with their marvellous talent for 
imitation and execution thsy set themselves to work and 
cra3te for their daily use a series o f  objects of art which 
soon surpassed the  original^."^^ 

In the religious sphere, too, Persian influence make its 

presence felt. Some of the Sufi Orders in medieval Kashmir 
were introduced from Persia. The mystics exercised a 
tremsnilous influence on Kashmir. I t  was also because of 
their efforts that Islam s?read in e,/ery nook and corner of 
the Valley. 

I t  would ba clsar f ~ o m  the above that Kashrnir was not 
impervious to foreign influences during the reign of indepen- 
dent Sultans. The literati, scholars, phisophers, poets, 
and art ists from almost every part of the Persian speaking 
world - IsFahan. Shiraz, Hu.rat, Merv, Gilan, Bukhara, 
Hamailan, M 2shhed, Naishapur, Najaf Kashan, Qum, Ray, 
Sabzawar and Tabriz adorned the court of tha Sultans, 
They left an ind3lihle m3rk on Ka;h.nir. In fact, the impact 
of  foreign culture was so dssp and far-reaching, that even 
at tlie present age the Parsian influence makes itself 
manifest in the diet, dress, manners, customs, morals, art, 
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literature, language, beliefs and practices of the people 
of Kashmir. 
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